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A IhDt of .... 
14 
PHOTO fTONEE HARBERT 
NEW DRUGS FOR AIDS 
ARE SIltING LIVES 
In NfilIne, but treatJlIIJ 
everyone who needs 
them would cost mRiIons. 
OMcJids 5iIY they dont 
hiNe the money, but 
WIthout the d1Ul/5, 
/NItlents lfeep ll'YInII. 
See PlIIIe B. 
At left Is a month', 
worth of protease 
InIIlbHors. For people 
with HIV, the drugs 
might mean the ... 
ference between life 
and death. But at 
$20,000 a month, 
life Isn't cheap. 
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Amato's. Now at 312 St. John Street, Portland. 
. I d 7975514' 1108 Broadway South Portland 767-5916; Oak Hill, Scarborough, 883-2402; 312 St. John St., Portland, 828-5978; 71 India St., Portla5nd11.717353-1M682; 13S7t9Bwruans~~,gctkon7~e55~~~~t~wn ~all Sanford 324-7407; 469 Main St., Saco, 286-2377. 3 Main St., Gorham, 839-2; alne ., ~", £.'7', " 
There's Nothing Like A Real Italian. 
atc~.ave 
Becky~ for Dinner, Lunch 
or' reakfast 
Tues.-Fri 4am-9pm • Fri. Midnight-Sat 9pm 
Sat. Midnight-Sun. I pm • Mon. 4am-2pm 
390 Commercial St., Portland, ME 773-7070 
"Don't be deceived by our name, 
Though meats do add to our fame, 
pasta and snacks, 
Sauces, veggi.es, teas, coffees 
and taters in sacks. 
Everything necessary to cook well 
Gowmet or casual. " 
EAT GOOD FOOD AND THINK GOOD THOUGHTS. 
LIFE'S SIMPLE THINGS. 




A Fresh Bouquet Eliery Week 
Giving You OUT Very Best 
584 Congress St., Portland ME • 
207.774.5946 
117 Brown St. Westbrook,ME ' 
207.854,2518 
WHAT IS PORTLAND'S 
BEST KEPT SECRET '? 
7 
142 St. John Street 






Remember those class-triPs-from_hell to the museum? 
Well, Joan Lewis is the tour guide you wish you had 
back then. When kids take Lewis' tour of the Portland 
Museum of Art, they can expect a "Where's Waldo?" 
game with a Romantic painting, fun facts about Portland 
and tolerance for the pubescent fascination with paintings 
and sculptures featurmg nude women. And while it 
seems like she knows ev.erything about art - Lewis has 
been at the museum since it opened and started volun-
teering at the McLellan House in 1974 - she freely 
admits when she's stumped. 
What is a docent, anyway? 
When I start tours with kids, I ask them if they know 
what it means - you don't know what it means! It's 
Latin for teacher. And we really are teachers. 
JANUARY 16, 1997 3 
A CONVERSATION WITH 
JOAN LElNlS 
Why do you stay? 
Mainly, I enjoy it. J enjoy meeting people. I just enjoy 
working here. But my favorite is the McLellan House and 
the glass [in the permanent collection]. And I have 
learned a tremendous amount. 
Is there anything the docents don't know? . 
The docents don't do tours on the glass. They don't 
understand it. They never had lectures [on the collec-
tion) .... We [on the glass committee) have chosen two 
pieces from each case, and we're going to have a special 
tour so that the docents can talk about them intelligent-
ly .... So many people come in and want the glass and the 
docents don't have a clue. It's not good. 
Do you like to give tours to kids? 
I like the smaller children. I like any age, all the way 
up, but I think by the time they get to high school, they're 
~The first 
show I ever 
did was a fur-
niture show. 
We went right 





went in cold. 
Whew!~ 
either interested or it's not the thing to be interested. It 
depends on the group. I had a high school class _ II th 
grade, I think - two years ago from Portland High. They 
were architecture students.who came with their teacher. 
They were fascinated. 
What exhibits fascinate the kiddies? 
They really like pointillism. They can understand it. 
They come up close to look at it and I tell them that to 
see it you really have to stand back. But I bring them up 
to show them how the paint is applied. 
When someone asks you what surrealist artwork 
means, what do you say? 
I don't know. I have no idea. This one's untitled, but if 
you had to give it a name, what would you call it? 
Interview by David Kociemba; photo by Colin Malakie 
Free Parking 
off Ma Ie Sf. 
Super Houri XXXI 
On a Giant Screen 
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: y ou like us. You really like us. Why • 
" else would a committee selected by .. .. 
.. Portland, South Portland and Cape 
" Elizabeth decide to name the new bridge over " .. 
.. the Fore River after Casco Bay Weekly. On 
" Jan. 8, the group recommended the replace-• .. ment span be called the Casco Bay 
Bridge, and while they 
didn't specifically mention 
this rag as the reason, it 
seemed pretty obvious to 
us. "A maiestic name," 
committee chairman Lee 
Urban told the ever-so-
i ealous Portland Press 
" • Herald. Goes without saying. It has "good 
" imagery," said another member, in an appar- .. 
" • ent reference to CBW's terrific artwork. 
" "Easy to pronounce," said a third member, .. 
" • obliquely mentioning our smooth writing 
" style. The name now goes to city and town 
" " councils for endorsement, and then to the 
: Legislature for formal enactment. 
" " " • Apparently Bath Iron Works is in a bit 
" of a snit over not having the new bridge 
" • named after it. BIW is thinking about closing • 
" down its Portland drydock and expanding its 
" • Bath shipyard. According to company and .. 
" state officials, BIW is considering pumping as .. a 
" much as $200 million into renovations and 
" improvements to become more competitive. a 
• Even though the company lost out on the 
" bridge name, it did manage to win one (some- " a 
" what less important) contest. BIW and its 
: partners were chosen as one of three teams 
• to design the U.S. Navy's new stealth arsenal .. 
: ship. In January 1998, the Navy will select one .. 
: of the designers to actually build the vessel,a := T.axl-n I sl-luall-on .. decision that could pump $500 million into II 
• the local economy. 
: • Sabino's bar in the Old Port is reeling from : Portland Stage covers landlord's taxes to let the show go on · " .. a double setback. Not only did the nightspot " • L A U RAe 0 N A WAY 
" lose its shirt on lobbying to have the new · When the Portland Stage Company · " .. bridge named after it, but it failed to win the .. decided in November to seek a liquor 
: right to have dancers lose their shirts for pay- : license separate from the one they'd been 
.. ing customers. A city council committee .. sharing with their landlord, Frank 
: decided Sabino's did not meet zoning : Capone, they first had to settle a matter 
.. requirements for a nude dancing .. that had nothing to do with the theater -
" license because the bar is too close to a " Capone's back taxes. The landlord owed " . .. residential neighborhood that begins, accord- .. Portland $1,600 in property taxes on 
: ing to city officials, in the middle of the : equipment belonging to another busi-
• Franklin Street Arterial. Sabino's owner .. ness, Cadillac Jacks, his now-shuttered 
: argued that the naked dancers would be, as : Old Port bar. Unless Capone paid up, 
.. required by law, more than 1,000 feet from .. officials told Portland Stage, the city 
: the nearest residence, but councilors made it : council would refuse to grant the theater 
" plain they don't want topless entertainment .. a license for booze. 
: in the Old Port, and will interpret the law in : Hope that Capone would pay seemed 
• any way necessary to prevent it • slim. City attorney Gary Wood said the : : landlord had agreed to a payment plan 
• • Twenty tenured professors are leaving the .. last fall, but quickly fell behind. "He was 
: University of Southern Maine to : going to come in and pay us $500 a " • month to get it paid off, and he didn't do " protest the bridge committee's failure to " 
it," Wood said. "He was supposed to .. name the span after the Huskies baseball • " " make a payment in November and one in • team. Actually, this isn't true. The profs are " 
• taking early retirement as part of the univer- • " . • sity's effort to dump big salaries and hire " December. He made a payment in November, but the check bounced." With time running out before the • cheaper labor. The net result (or students • • .. council voted on the license Jan. 6, • will be larger classes taught by less qualified " .. Portland Stage officials decided to pay " people. Which ought to be enough to make : the money themselves and deduct it from 
• many potential applicants to USM decide to .. h $4 500 h ld h . • t e , rent t ey wou ave given : iump off a bridge i~stead. caw " Capone. Councilors gave the theater a • • 
license, but officials at Portland Stage 
say their dilemma strained relations 
with their landlord. "The policy puts ten-
ants, especially a nonprofit organization 
like us, in a very awkward position," said 
Tom Werder, the theater's managing 
director. "It forces us not only to ask, 
'Why haven't you paid the taxes?' but to 
answer, 'Why did you deduct it from my 
rent? Why are you doing the city's busi-
ness?' They're forcing us to be their tax 
assessor." 
According to Capone's attorney, 
Ricky Brunette, the lease with Portland 
Stage contained a new provision for the 
theater to pay taxes or other charges that 
affected them and deduct those payments 
from the rent. He said Capone had 
agreed to his tenant's plan for paying the 
taxes. "It was anticipated that these types 
of things might come up," Brunette said. 
His client has had trouble with taxes 
before. In 1996, state officials briefly 
closed Cadillac Jacks when Capone 
failed to pay his sales tax bill. 
City manager Bob Ganley said he 
devised the policy of withholding licens-
es from tenants whose landlords owe the 
city in the late 1980s, when up to 8 per-
cent of property owners were continually 
behind on their taxes, and up to $6 mil-
lion went uncollected each year. "We 
found out we were actually a cheaper 
way of borrowing money ... It became a 
practice to just always stay two years in 
arrears," the city manager said. He esti-
mated lost revenue costs city residents as 
much as $1.50 per $1,000 of property 
value. 
At the Jan. 6 council meeting, Werder 
told councilors the difficulties Portland 
Stage had faced as a result of having to 
pay its landlord's taxes. Councilor Jack 
Dawson expressed concern about the 
policy. "This has an awful stench to it, as 
far as I'm concerned. Talk about slum-
lords - when tenants have to bail tQ.eir 
landlords out," Dawson said. "Our prob-
lem is solved. We've got our money. 
[Werder's] problem isn't over. He's got 
to work things out with his landlord." 
"Landlords shouldn't be able to col-
lect rent from the tenant and stiff us on 
the taxes," Ganley replied at the meet-
ing. He also said he couldn't think of any 
business that had been shut down due to 
money owed by landlords. 
That's partly because the city has 
enforced the policy very few times . In 
1996, Portland used the rule when The 
Penguin, an Old Port bar located in a 
building owned by Joe Soley, sought per-
mission to expand. Soley had been fight-
ing the city over sewer fees, but agreed to 
pay some of the bills and put money for 
the rest into escrow while the courts 
decide the matter. 
Another reason so few businesses 
actually lose licenses is that the ordi-
nance works. "[The policy] was designed 
to reverse pressure to flow back upstream 
from the tenants to the landlords," Wood 
said. "We found it to be very effective in 
getting things like back taxes and sewer 
fees cleared up." The delinquency rate on 
taxes has fallen by half to about 4 per-
cent. 
Nevertheless, Dawson asked members 
of the council's finance committee to 
consider amending the law. Councilor 
George Campbell, a finance committee ' 
member, said he doesn't expect any 
major changes. "I don't think we're 
going to walk away from the policy," 
Campbell said. . 
But he admitted Capone is reaping 
benefits from Portland Stage bailing him 
out. Councilors approved a new license 
for Cadillac Jacks, this time to John 
Aliberti, who's taking over the business. 
"Portland Stage has paid the taxes," 
Campbell said. "That clears up all 
Capone's properties. And now Cadillac 
Jacks comes in and gets a free ride . 
There's some inequity, in my opinion." 
Regional Waste Systems 
Talking trash and 
cash 
Central Maine Power wants 
out of its power contract with 
the incinerator 
Central Maine Power (CMP) and 
Regional Waste Systems (RWS) are 
attempting to negotiate a deal to reduce 
the amount the electric company pays 
the trash incinerator for power. While 
officials from both organizations claim 
any agreement will be a "win-win" situa-
tion for both CMP's electric customers 
and the property taxpayers who own 
RWS, negotiations with other trash-to-
energy producers have resulted in con-
flicting claims about who. benefits and by 
how much. 
Neither CMP nor RWS would discuss' 
the behind-the-scenes talks, but it's 
known the two sides have been exchang-
ing proposals for at least six months, 
apparently without making much 
progress. The contract requiring CMP to 
buy electricity produced by RWS doesn 't 
expire until 2008, but the power compa-
ny has already renegotiated a deal with 
Maine Energy Recovery Company 
(MERC), a privately owned incinerator 
in Biddeford, that was scheduled to run 
through 2007. In a deal completed last 
summer; MERC got $85 million up 
front, enough to payoff all its debts, 
while CMP go t long-term savings of 
about $23 million , even after paying 
MERC. 
"We would like to have an offer just 
like [MERC's]," said Chuck Foshay, 
general manager at RWS. Foshay would 
not comment on the current negotiations 
with CMP, but said, "We will not rene-
gotiate our contract unless it is a win-win 
deal for everyone involved. " 
CMP spokesman Mark Ishkanian 
said RWS should not expect a similar 
windfall. "The RWS negotiations won't 
follow the MERC situation," Ishkanian 
said. "The situation is different given the 
debt structure and the ages of the 
plants." 
One big difference between the two 
plants is the price each one charges CMP 
for power. Before CMP renegotiated the 
MERC deal it was paying over 15 cents 
per kilowatt hour for the pl;;lnt's electrici-
ty. Once the new contract is fully opera-
tional, it will reduce that price to 7.2 
cents, or only slightly less than CMP cur-
rently pays RWS. There simply isn't as 
much financial incentive for the power 
company to give RWS huge sums of 
money in return for a relatively small 
reduction in rates. 
But even a small change in wbat CMP 
pays the incinerator could be of major 
concern to property taxpayers. RWS 
expects to receive $7 million this year as 
a result of its CMP contract. The electric 
utility wants to reduce the amount it 
pays for each kilowatt hour from 7.8 
cents to something closer to the current 
market rate of about 5.2 cents. That 
would cut RWS's revenues from the con-
tract by 33 percent, or about $2.3 million 
per year. That loss would either have to 
be made up by up-front cash from CMP, 
or paid by the citizens of Greater 
Portland through higher trash disposal 
fees or higher property taxes. 
Even before competitor MERC got its 
sweetheart deal from CMP, R WS was 
causing problems for Portland's prop.erty 
taxpayers. Because MERC charges trash 
haulers less money for each load, some 
waste collectors have been taking com-
mercial trash that used to go to RWS to 
the Biddeford incinerator instead. 
Commercial waste represents about half 
of all garbage Portland produces, and 
losing it to MERC left RWS with more 
than a $1 million annual shortfall. 
Portland's share was estimated in 1995 
to be $210,000. That money, according 
to City Manager Bob Ganley, could cost 
homeowners as much as $30 each year. 
That figure could go even higher if 
MERC uses its windfall from the CMP 
deal to cut rates, drawing even more 
business away from RWS. 
The cost might be acceptable if con-
sumers got lower electric rates in return, 
but there's no guarantee of that. The 
MERC deal "allowed for stable prices," 
according to Ishkanian. But, he said, the 
RWS proposal is "totally different." He 
refused to elaborate, but based on the 
numbers, he probably means it would be 
far less profitable for CMP to buyout the 
RWS deal. 
JOSH WILLIAMSON 
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".,. • A /0 ........ Cruise Wear Now Arriving 
When it Comes to 
Oriental Rugs ... 
We're a Source 
To be Dealt with. 
Discover . .. 
"The Maine Source of 
Oriental Rugs to 
Oriental Rugs 
at Unbeatable Prices 
Since' Y 1\ t. /1974 
,"" ,-" 
* 
EST A U RAN T 
HARD CIDER 
F ARMOriental Rugs 
45 Middle Rd., Rt. 9 
Falmouth, Maine 04105 
Information: (207) 775-1600 
In Maine: 1-800-660-RUGS 
Nationwide: 1-800-346-6617 
Hours: 10-5 Tues. - Sat. 
http;//www.mint.net!anliques.maine!orien tal. rugs 
GOLD MEDAL W I NNER - PORTLAND 
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DAILY LUNCH, 
DINNER 
& WINE SPECIALS 
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PORTLAND PRESS HERALD 
94 FREE STREET 
IN DOWNTOWN PORTLAND 
780-8966 
ViSit us on the we~ 
http://dineportland.com 
all major credit cards accepted 
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The Good Table Restaurant 
Opt'n "iun 1'.;, dO'l,J \lnllJa,~ 
lul', •• n 11·9, "al ~.(J 
Rtt .7 • (ape Eh:ahl .. lh • j'l)ljl·(,nnD 
A great day to 
check out our 
NEW MENU 
and our 
40~60% OFF SALE 
642 Congress St. Portland, ME 773-3353 












Terl'.y Quartet -Fri 1131 8pm 
"We're a busy place here aU~C1J !" 
Ji{rts Conservatory 'l1ieater & Stuaio 
341 Cumberland Ave, Portland 
TV nation 
My kingdom is crumbling around me. 
As I have stated here before, I need a 
new couch. I have owned the same one 
since college - a foamy, futony, fold-out 
thing that, without notice, will suddenly 
hurl whoever is sitting on it to the floor. 
It's not a very friendly feature, but one 
that has come in handy on occasion. 
I also need a new computer. The prob-
lem is, I'm kind of attached to this one. It 
was a surprise birthday gift from family 
and friends a number of years ago, when 
I was just starting out. Sometimes I still 
get a little weepy gazing at it, but it usual-
ly has more to do with the prose on the 
screen than sentiment. Besides, every 
time I start shopping for a new computer, 
someone asks me a question I don't 
understand, and I go drink beer instead. 
My most recent problem is that I need 
a new TV. Well, I don't need a new TV. 
It's not like I've curled up like a salted 
slug and died on the living room rug for 
want of one .. But my set is a little broken. 
OK, a lot broken. See, last November, I 
stuck a screwdriver into the back of my 
ancient Sony in an attempt to adjust its 
vertical size so the subtitles of "The 
Bicycle Thief' would fit on the screen. 
(Stop yelling at me. I know sticking a 
screwdriver into the back of a TV is stu-
pid, but so is putting on rubber boots and 
gloves and trying to remove the back of a 
TV, and I did that too, OK?) And 
besides, I did adjust the vertical size. I 
now have a TV with a 2-inch wide band 
that spins in the middle of the screen for a 
picture. If! watch it for a while and then 
hold my breath and roll over backwards, 
I can make myself pass out. This activity 
is not as brain-numbing as network TV, 
but it's helped to pass one or two dull 
evenings. 
Now, before you go jumping to a lot 
of conclusions about writers and screw-
drivers, I would like to boast that only 
today I assembled a brand new office 
chair all on my own. I'm not saying all 
the parts are where they should be, and 
I'm certainly not going to discuss the 
matter of the leftover screw, but here I sit, 
not as yet toppling. So wouldn't it make 
sense that I could apply this skill to TV 
repair? It seems not. 
, All the smarty-pants people I know 
found my behavior feckless. They told 
me government agents were going to 
come and haul me off for trying to tam-
per with the back of my TV - after they 
reminded me a television can hold a 
charge for about a bajillion years. I knew 
I know sticking a screwdriv-
er into the back of a TV is 
stupid, but so is putting on 
rubber boots and gloves and 
trying to remove the back 
of a TV, and I did that too. 
that. That's why I donned the rubber out-
erwear. Anyway, they don't need to send 
any stinking G-men over. The Sony 
Corp. sealed my TV shut these.many 
years ago with atomic-powered glue - I 
know, for my own good - but it doesn't 
seem right. It's not like I was going to 
touch any metal parts. 
I first thought I would have the televi-
sion repaired. I knew if someone could 
just get the back off the thing, all that 
would need to be done is tum the interior 
knob back from whence it was posi-
tioned, and I would have a normal pic-
ture again. Well, sort of normal. I don't 
and never have subscribed to cable . 
Getting a clear picture with just an anten-
na is something of a challenge, particu-
larly since I snapped the two bunny ears 
off my set during a fit of pique a couple of 
years ago. (I have them still. They make 
excellent pointers.) 
Everyone I talked to said I was crazy 
to have the thing repaired, that nobody 
repairs their TVs anymore, that for the 
cost of repair I could get a new set. I 
protested and bucked, but eventually 
decided to crank out the old credit card 
and put one more piece of junk into cir-
culation. It didn't go so well. 
First of all, just pulling into the mall 
parking lot depressed me . (I had not 
thought shopping had undone so many.) 
The department stores, with their aisles 
and aisles of slave-labor Chinese crap, 
depressed me. The store lights and air 
depressed me. The clerks who look like 
laid-off math teachers scuffing up to 
mumble, "Help you" depressed me. All 
the appliances designed to croak in three 
years that will not be repaired depressed 
me. So, by the time I got around to actu-
ally looking at televisions, I was in a very 
large funk. 
How was I to make an informed con-
sumer decision in such a state? And 
there, on set after identical set, was a 
Tracy Chapman video. The sound on 
each was off, but I could tell the message 
of her song was an earnest one. (Hey, 
Elizabeth Peavey, you got a fast car. But is it 
fast enough so you can fly away? You gotta 
make a decision.) From TV to TV, her skin 
tone ranged from tawny to pumpkin to 
burnt umber. I peered around the back of 
the sets. None of them had antennas. 
Maybe antennas are in a chip now, or 
maybe you aren 't allowed to watch TV 
until you fall in step with the rest of soci-
ety and get on the cable wagon. I didn't 
dare to ask the math teacher, lest he ask 
me for the square root of pi. 
Anyway, I did make my decision. I 
got in my fast car and drove home to my 
ratty sofa and ancient computer and bro-
ken TV and sat spinning in my new office 
chair (which I'm sure I'll have to throw 
away in three years) , until I felt like I was 
going to barf. 
So, it wasn't "The Bicycle Thief." But 
it sure beat shopping. 
Elizabeth Peavey, whose column runs 
biweekly, misses her pals at Videoport and 
wants them to know she will someday return. 
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Big mouth· blues 
It is time to speak ill of the dead. Not 
that we have a bone to pick with most of the 
dear departed, but one of the recently 
deceased is a particularly fine example of 
how much Maine politics has changed in 
the last two decades , and how far it still has 
to go. 
ways of implying that while Laffin had 
never been very effective, he had made a lot 
of noise. Another paper editorialized that 
his death marked the end of an era of nar-
row-mindedness in politics. As if. 
Laffinitis is as prevalent today as it was 
politics 
in 1974. The big difference is 
not in attitudes, but in the 
way they're expressed. What 
Laffin never figured out was 
Tuffy Laffin, who died 
Dec. 23 at age 66, served in 
the Legislature from 1974-
1980 as a Republican state 
representative from West-
brook. His legal name was 
originally Stanley, but most 
people knew him by his child-
hood nickname. In order to 
get that moniker on the bal-
lot, he first changed his name 
to Stanley Tuffy Laffin and 
later to Tuffy Stanley Laffm. 
In spite of this signature shuf-
fling, his career in Augusta 
and other mistakes that it was OK to be bigoted 
ended in 1980 with his uncer- • A L D I A M 0 N 
emonious defeat for a state 
and uncouth so long as those 
qualities were conveyed in 
code. On a national level , 
Pat Buchanan and Ross 
Perot launched cryptograph-
ic campaigns for the Tuffy 
voters in 1996. Here in 
Maine, the lingering odor of 
Laffin's cigars can be in-
haled in statements by the 
likes of John Hathaway, 
Carolyn Cosby and Carol 
Palesky. 
Senate seat. For the next 
decade , he ran for various offices, some-
times as a Democrat, sometimes as an inde-
pendent, always without success. 
Much of Laffin 's political career was 
spent playing the role of buffoon. When 
Speaker John Martin banned smoking on 
the House floor, Laffin crawled under his 
desk and lit up a cigar. Martin noticed the 
smoke, and had Laffin ejected from the 
chamber. 
During debate on a gay rights bill , Laf-
fin referred to homosexuals as "creepy 
crawlers, " and said they should be quaran-
tined on an island. He once suggested that a 
lesbian activist would change her sexual 
orientation "if she just spent a little time 
with me in the back seat of my car." He 
called members of the Maine Human 
Rights Commission "screwballs." 
After his legislative career ended, he 
started a company selling pickled eggs to 
bars and restaurants. He applied for a state-
backed loan, and during a hearing on his 
proposal , announced he intended to hire 
only women because, "men wouldn't take 
these jobs for the money I'm paying." 
His loan application was rejected . 
He never compiled much of a record of 
legislative accomplishments, his main caus-
es being restoring the death penalty and 
banning abortion. He did vote for the Equal 
Rights Amendment, probably just because 
he knew it would shock people. 
Laffin could hold a grudge. He never for-
got that then-mayor Bill O'Gara of West-
brook wrote a letter to the local weekly in 
1980 criticizing Laffin's stands on issues. 
Thirteen years later, when O'Gara was run-
ning for city clerk, Laffin returned the favor 
by penning a poisonous missive, claiming 
O'Gara "didn't make it as a school teacher" 
and was a "total disaster" as a legislator. 
After O'Gara lost, Laffin told Maine Times, 
"Good things come to those who wait, and 
I finally got my revenge." 
When Laffin died, his passing was noted 
in some obituaries with words such as "col-
orful" and "outspoken." Those were polite 
Laffin, who could never 
figure out why he got caught smoking, was 
equally at a loss as to why his comments so 
often incensed people. His political heirs 
have found better hiding places in which to 
light up, and cleverer hiding phrases with 
which to inflame their public. They remind 
us what Tuffy would have been like without 
his only redeeming trait, his honesty. 
Joy to the world 
Republican state Rep. Henry Joy of 
Crystal has been described as "the most 
doctrinair.e conservative you 'll fmd, " and 
"the staunchest legislative opponent of 
government regulation." Joy campaigned 
against Gov. King's forestry compact, for 
instance, because he felt it imposed an 
unreasonable burden on property holders . 
So it 's a little surprising to fmd Joy sponsor-
ing a bill that would prohibit anyone in the 
state's seven southern counties from devel-
oping their property in any way for at least 
two years. 
Joy's bill is actually a fit of pique by a 
northern Mainer at what he perceives as an 
unfair economic advantage enjoyed by 
southerners. Joy claims the north is subject 
to stricter environmental regulations thab 
the south, thereby giving southerners the 
edge in attracting business. His bill would 
create a 20-member .board made up only of 
"native born" citizens to assess current laws 
and suggest changes. 
Legal experts say the natives-only re-
quirement is unconstitutional. Economic 
experts say the bill's impact would be dev-
astating to the economy. Legislative experts 
say the measure has no chance of passing. 
But political experts say Joy's legislation is 
a symptom of the north's deep discontent 
with its declining fortunes, and could signal 
more significant battles to come. 
Out of room. No space to tell you where to write 
(CBW, 561 Congress St., Portland, ME 04101), 
fax (775-1615) or e-mail (ishmaelia@aol.com). 
Too bad, because we'd thought of a really fonny 
way of doing it. 
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Looking at Stan's skeleton-thin . body , it ' s easy to believe he could have died last year. A Portland resident in his late 40s, 
Stan (not his real name) was 
diagnosed with AIDS in 1990. Even 
though tests showed the disease was 
battering his immune system, he'd been 
mostly symptom-free until last falL Then 
Stan started "wasting," AIDS lingo for 
rapidly losing weight from nausea, 
diarrhea and decreased appetite. Pounds 
disappeared daily from his already 
slender frame. For AIDS patients, seeing 
their weight drop is like watching grains 
of sand fall through an hourglass: The 
skinnier patients get, the closer they are to 
the end. But then he started taking the 
newest generation of AIDS drugs, and 
Stan's hourglass turned upside down. 
"I looked very bad," Stan said, as he 
moved around his Parkside kitchen 
making coffee. "It got to the point where 
I looked like 'the AIDS victim.' I looked 
like a Somali, the malnutrition . You 
could see every bone in my body when I 
undressed to shower." 
Stan doesn't look much better now. 
His clothes still hang loosely, and his 
body seems scarcely strong enough to 
hold up its own shadow. But since 
starting a potent new drug regimen a few 
months ago, he's steadily grown healthier 
and put on weight - more than 20 
pounds since Thanksgiving. Blood tests 
indicate his body has more T cell~, a key 
measure of the immune system's strength. 
HIV, the virus that causes AIDS, seems 
to be retreating from his body. 
The medication required to get those 
results is literally a lot to swallow. Three 
times a day, Stan is supposed to take a 
handful of pills. Two are relatively old-
line drugs. There's the AZT - a white 
capsule with blue stripes and a unicorn 
logo - and there's the football-shaped 
3TC. Then there's the Crixivan, a huge, 
green-lettered, white capsule representing 
the brightest hope AIDS patients have 
ever had. Crixivan is part of a new family 
of drugs called protease inhibitors. First 
marketed in March 1996, Crixivan, like 
the other drugs in its class, works to 
prevent HIV from reproducing. 
Together, the medicines cost upward 
of $20,000 a year - in some cases, 
$30,000 - but Stan is lucky. He's on 
Medicaid, which pays all but a few 
dollars of his pharmaceutical tab. 
Other AIDS patients in Maine who 
don't qualify for help or who lack 
adequate insurance are watching their 
immune systems crumble while the drugs 
that might save them remain out of reach, 
doctors say. Even if patients are able to 
get older drugs, they have no real hope of 
getting better without the new medicines. 
"If you're going to start treatment, either 
you start with the three-drug cocktail or 
you don't treat at aU," said Dr. Owen 
Pickus , a Portland AIDS specialist. 
Pickus said most of his patients - over 
150 people ~are taking the protease 
inhibitors, but some are having problems 
paying for the medicine. "I've got people 
I'm playing all kinds of games with," he 
said. ''I'm giving them drugs that another 
patient brought back because they 
couldn't take them. " 
Besides costing a fortune, the new 
drugs sometimes cause side effects so 
Stan worries his physician would 
refuse to treat him if he were honest 
about how little he's taking, so he lies. 
Meanwhile, the drugs keep arriving by 
mail. 
"This is what I'm embarrassed about," 
(jet a life-
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Ann Sachs has had AIDS for three years. She has been doing well on protease inhibitors, but is 
having trouble paying for vital medical tests to monitor her condition. PHOTO/TONEE HARBERT 
severe that patients have to stop 
treatment. Stan said he spent his first 
weeks on Crixivan vomiting. Now he 
takes one-third of the amount his doctor 
prescribes. Scientists don't know much 
yet about long-term use of Brotease 
inhibitors, but what they have learned 
suggests that taking less than the full dose 
gives the virus a chance to mutate into a 
more deadly, drug-resistant form. A 
person like Stan "would be better off 
doing nothing," said Brian Marcotte, an 
independent biologist and AIDS expert 
from Massachusetts. "He's inviting 
resistance. Once his virus becomes 
resistant, he could transmit the virus to 
others if he practices unsafe sex or 
engages in other unsafe behavior. He's 
creating a danger to himself and the 
community he lives in ." 
he said, opening a kitchen cabinet stuffed 
with jars of Crixivan. "There are some 
people who can't get it, and here I have 
all these bottles." 
$20,000 Question 
Because Maine's population is small, 
the state's AIDS numbers barely register 
on worldwide charts. Globally, re-
searchers estimate 29.4 million people are 
HIV positive, and nearly 6.5 million have 
died from AIDS. Here. in Maine, 746 
people had been diagnosed with full-
blown AIDS as of Sept. 30, 1996. Of 
those, 417 are already dead. An estimated 
1,200-1,800 additional people are HIV-
positive, but haven ' t fallen ill yet. That 
means some 2,000 people in the state 
right now need a cure. Many are hoping 
they'll get the protease inhibitors, and 
with their help, stay alive. 
Don't bet on it. 
"There isn't funding in the state for 
everyone who 's HIV -positive to get 
protease inhibitors," said Steve Moskey, 
executive director of The AIDS Project in 
Portland. Moskey's agency now has 
about $350,000 to spend helping clients in 
southern Maine find treatment. He said 
he 'd need twice that amount to serve 
everyone in this area who has HIV. 
Cost aside, the question for scientists 
' and service workers has been when to put 
patients on the three-drug regimen. 
Should patients receive the treatment as 
soon as they contract the virus, after other 
drugs have failed to help them, or when 
their immune systems start to crash? 
The answer, said biologist Marcotte, is 
to put everyone on the drugs immed-
iately , before the virus has time to 
multiply in the body and build up what 
scientists call the viral load. "Basically, 
anybody who has any detectable viral 
load should be on the protease 
inhibitors," Marcotte said. "I tend to be 
aggressive. I think you'll fmd physicians 
in mainland Europe and in the United 
States will agree with me." 
Bureaucrats and service directors who 
have to fund that treatment have a 
different answer. "Not everybody with 
AIDS is a candidate for these protease 
inhibitors," said Robert Carroll, a state 
Medicaid officiaL "Just because you have 
AIDS doesn't mean you need the 
protease inhibitors. Just because you have 
AIDS doesn't mean you get the protease 
inhibitors , but when your viral load 
changes, then you get them. " 
"Not everyone needs protease 
inhibitors," said Moskey. "You start out 
with other treatments . It's when those 
don't work that you move on to protease 
inhibitors. " 
In Portland, many doctors aren't 
waiting for other drugs not to work. 
They've seen patients get better on 
protease inhibitors , and they're not 
wasting time before prescribing them. "A 
number of people who had both feet in 
the grave have been brought back and are 
now working," Pickus said. He expresses 
frustration with officials who would 
choose to delay treatment. "All they're 
doing is deferring the future. The longer 
[patients) stay with an active viral load, 
the more their immune system is going to 
be damaged." 
But mUltiply the 2,000 people in 
Maine estimated to need the drugs by the 
$20,000 annual cost of treatment and it's 
easy to see one reason officials would be 
"deferring the future." Caring for all . 
those people could cost $40 million a 
year. While most of that expense is borne 
by the federal government, more than a 
third of it musi be raised at home. "Other 
states have the same problem," said 
Medicaid's Carroll. "Everybody is 
wrestling with it. The money has to come 
from somewhere, and how big of an 
impact it's going to have we 're studying 
now." 
Some states are already moving to 
place limits on the new treatments. 
J 
Because Medicaid is partially funded by 
• the individual states, local governments 
have some control over what they'll pay 
for. In Maine, Medicaid pays for protease 
inhibitors like any other prescription, but 
some states are capping the lifetime 
amount patients can spend, or restricting 
access to the drugs until patients meet 
certain clinical criteria. If the medicines 
turn out to be as promising as they 
appear, advocates say, AIDS patients in 
states where treatment isn't fully covered 
may start moving to places where they 
can get help. "The same could be said of 
welfare in this country," said Marcotte. 
"The Southern states were notorious for 
not providing welfare, so everybody fled 
to the North. The difference is these 
people are going to be carrying viruses 
with them wherever they go." 
Chosen few 
With limited resources for buying 
medicines, getting treatment is a game of 
chance for some AIDS patients in Maine. 
"I'm having trouble getting all kinds of 
drugs," said Bruce Fournier, an Augusta 
man who's been HIV-positive for 12 
years. Due to other health problems, 
Fournier said, he receives $1,100 a month 
in disability benefits from Social Security. 
While that may be a modest income, it's 
enough to put him over the limit for 
Medicaid. Instead,· he signed up for 
Medicare, a federally funded program 
that helps with doctor and hospital visits 
but gives him nothing for medications. 
To cover costs left ·over after Medicare, 
Fournier bought additional insurance 
through Blue Cross/Blue Shield, though 
he couldn't afford a plan that covered 
prescriptions. 
Even if he'd had the money for drug 
A PROTEASE PRIMER 
of the drug for free. Trouble is, Fournier 
said, the company only sends him 
enough for the mInImum dose 
recommended by the FDA, instead of the 
higher amount his doctor said he needs. 
"They only supply me the minimum 
amount because of the cost," Fournier 
said. "Corporate greed - they've got you 
by the short hairs." 
The Invirase he takes has become less 
effective, and results from his blood tests 
have become less encouraging. His doctor 
wants him to switch to Crixivan. "I'll 
probably qualify for them if! qualified for 
Invirase," Fournier said. But there's no 
way to know for sure, because the 
company's compassionate use workers 
won't say what the income guidelines 
are. 
Other patients, especially those signed 
up with AIDS service agencies, report 
having no trouble getting medications. "If 
we have. recommended a protease 
inhibitor," said Sandy Putnam, nurse 
coordinator at the AIDS Consultation 
Service, "we've never had a problem 
where someone couldn't get it. Never." 
Likewise, Diana Carrigan, a case-
worker for The AIDS Project, said her 
clients have all been able to get protease 
inhibitors, and haven't experienced 
Fournier's trouble with small allotments. 
Still, Carrigan said, compassionate use is 
not without its problems. She said the 
companies that manufacture protease 
inhibitors want to get as many people as 
possible on their drugs, so they're willing 
to give them away - for now. 
"They want the word getting out that 
this stuff works. [Compassionate use] is 
going to start drying up, because they're 
going to want people to start paying for 
To explain how AIDS kills, scientists use the analogy of traveling by train on a tiack that 
ends somewhere in the distance. The track represents the immune system as measured by Its T 
cells. The speed of the train is the amount of virus In the body. 
Using combination drug therapy, doctors hope to keep the T cell count high so patients have 
a long track. And by (educing the viral load, the engine moves more slowly toward the end. 
The first drugs (such as AZT and 3TC) able to fight the AIDS virus worked to stop HIV from 
making the double-stranded DNA it needed to reproduce inside a T cell. If the virus made It past 
those drugs, it then wrote Its genetic code Into the T cell's DNA. Having thus captured the T 
cell, the virus used the cell's manufacturing process to create long strands of proteins. That's 
where the new drugs come In. 
HIV needs to cut those protein strands into pieces small enough to slip back out of the cell 
and begin reproducing. Protease enzymes act like pairs of scissors to cut the long strands Into 
little bits. Protease Inhibitor drugs, like Crlxlvan, gum up the scissors - no HIV bits, no HIVs. 
Researchers are now working on drugs that will attack the virus In the middle phase, as It 
uses an enzyme called Integrase to copy its genetic material Into the T cell's DNA. If these 
"Integrase Inhibitors" are as successful as the protease Inhibitors, say some doctors, 
combination drug therapy could wipe out all the HIV In a patient's body. LC. 
coverage, he couldn't have handled the 
20 percent of each prescription he'd have 
to fork over himself. Now he pays $90 a 
month for insurance and $155 a month 
for part of his pharmaceutical needs. For 
the expensive protease inhibitors - the 
medicine that could well save his life -
Fournier has turned to drug company 
giveaways known as "compassionate 
use." 
Each month, Roche Laboratories in 
New Jersey, maker of the protease 
inhibitor Invirase, mails out his allotment 
it," Carrigan said. "Clients are raving to 
other clients. People have had their 
T cells go up 200 points. They feel like 
they're ready to go back to work. Other 
people say, 'Hey, I want to be on those, 
too.' What, are they going to have the 
bulk of America on compassionate use? I 
don't think so." 
Fatal flaw 
While the overall number of HIV-
infected people in Maine is still small, it 
continues to grow. State officials estimate 
100 people test positive for the virus each 
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Get out of the house 
Peabody House opened in 1995 as a hospice for AIDS patients expected to die in 
six months. And die they did, one after another, 17 people in the first two years. But 
on Nov. 23, 1996, a Peabody resident broke the grim tradition. His immune system 
newly bolstered by combination drug therapy, including protease inhibitors, the man 
packed his bags and walked out the door, heading for the rest of his life. 
Others have since followed. Michael Fournier, 33, moved into one of Peabody's 
six rooms on Sept. 12. "They didn't think I was going to live," Fournier says. "They 
told my parents I wasn't going to make it." Two weeks after moving in, Fournier 
started taking protease inhibitors. The staff, rather than helping him die, cared for 
him through the initial weeks of side effects. They gave him medicine to alleviate 
nausea and vomiting, and made sure he took the other drugs at the right times and 
in the proper combinations. His health improved. "When I started feeling better, the 
doctor said I was OK to take care of myself. I didn't need 24-hour nursing 
anymore," he said. 
On Dec. 12, Fournier's boyfriend packed his bags into a car. "He just came and 
picked me up and I left," he said. "I've been back to visit. I don't miss it. I don't miss 
being woken up in the middle of the night to see if I'm alive." 
The phenomenon of patients returning to health is changing Peabody's role. Not 
only are some residents staying longer - one current resident has been there 16 
months - but they need different kinds of help. Following the new AIDS drug 
regimen means' navigating side effects and complicated routines. Patients have to 
take the drugs at exact intervals; some pills have to be accompanIed by light meals, 
others only by water, while others can only be taken on an empty stomach. "We 
administer medications here," said Sally Jordan, a nurse at Peabody. "They do get 
them at the right times and in the right amounts. There's support for doing that." 
That support is a crucial part of making sure the new drug regimen is effective, 
and for some patients, the circumstances of their lives mean the miracle remains out 
of reach. Nate Nickerson, who directs homeless health services for the city of 
Portland, said few if any of his 25 AIDS clients could stay on the protease inhibitors. 
"If you're in a situation where you don't have any resources or a place to 
convalesce, that makes it more difficult," Nickerson said. "It would be tough to be 
compliant in a shelter situation." 
year. Under the increasing weight of 
patients whQ need expensive treatments, 
the crac4 in Maine's health care syst5!m 
are begi~ing to show. 
Portland resident Arm Sachs, 43, has 
had AIDS for almost three years. Sachs' 
doctor, Pickus, helped her get on protease 
inhibitors through Medicaid several 
months ago. The drugs have worked well, 
and Sachs hasn't had side effects. At one 
point, her viral load had dropped' to 500 
copies per cubic milliliter of blood, a level 
that's almost undetectable . Then, she 
said, a test came back indicating the load 
had grown to 7,000: "Pickus said it's not 
too bad, but when ·Pickus said it's not too 
bad, I immediately think it's not too 
good," she said. 
Normally the doctor would have run 
another test to determine whether the 
virus was continuing to multiply. After 
getting viral load measures regularly for a 
, year, Sachs said, she expected getting 
another one would be no problem, but 
she was wrong. "He said he couldn't get 
the test for people anymore,because 
Medicaid won't pay for it," she said. 
The fact is, Medicaid does cover the 
viral load tests, but what it pays would 
barely buy a meal at McDonald's, let 
alone a cutting-edge medical procedure. 
Connie Nadeau, office manager for 
Pickus' practice, said each test costs labs 
up to $200. Depending on how the test is 
billed, Medicaid reimburses labs any-
where from $5.67 to $14. Private 
insurance companies aren't paying much 
more. "It's a joke," she said. "These labs 
are having to write the rest off. Obviously 
they can only do that so many times 
L.C. 
before it's not good business." Faced with 
continued losses, she explains, labs have 
given her office the choice of paying for 
the test themselves, or not running them. 
"Obviously I can't eat the $200 either," 
Nadeau said. 
"Anyone whose viral load is 5,000-
I 0,000 should be on the inhibitors," 
Pickus said, "but I can't get the viral 
loads, so how do I know? It's outrageous 
that we can't get the viral load testing." 
"Tell him to refer them to the AIDS 
Consultation Service," said nurse 
coordinator Putnam. Being lucky enough 
to hook up with the right agency 
increases a patient's chance of getting 
necessary tests, as well as appropriate 
drugs . Putnam's program, funded by 
Maine Medical Center, gets viral load 
testing free from the hospital's research 
lab . The service accepts all patients 
referred there by doctors, and getting an 
appointment takes as little as two weeks. 
So while some patients go without, 
others get all the treatment they need. 
Levels of care vary not only in Maine, but 
across the country . Each state, for 
example, has an AIDS Drug Assistance 
Program, jointly funded by state and 
federal money. The programs are de-
signed to help patients with full-blown 
AIDS who can't get drugs any other way 
- not through Medicaid, not through 
private insurance, not through 
compassionate use . A recent survey 
showed some states are paying for all 
three protease inhibitors on the market, 
while others aren't paying for them at all. 
In January, Maine'sprogram made 
protease inhibitors available for the first 
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE 
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time to 12 of the 45 people currently 
enrolled. The other 33, if they wanted 
those drugs, would have to wait. 
"We don't want to get people on a 
program and then say, 'Oops, we can't 
pay for this, '" said program director 
Sally-Lou Patterson. "Because once you 
get on protease inhibitors, you can't get 
off them. We don't want to be 
irresponsible. " 
Many states say covering the new 
drugs for everyone who needs them 
would be financially impossible. Florida, 
Dr. Owen Pickus, who 
treats many of 
Portland's AIDS 
patients, argued it 
will ultimately be 
cheaper for society to 
fund the expensive 
protease inhibitors 
drugs now. He 
calculates that each 
person who dies from 
AIDS costs the health 
care system between 
$250,000 and 
$500,000, but that 
current studies 
suggest patients who 
respond well to the 
new regimen can 
eventually stop taking 
the drugs. ·We can 
cure everybody in 
perhaps three years," 
he said. ·50 for 60 to 
80 grand, we can 
cure these people, or 




which doesn't pay for the inhibitors, 
estimates it would be $18-20 million in 
the hole by March if it offered that 
assistance. Texas is instituting a com· 
bined lottery/waiting list for patients who 
need the drugs. Massachusetts now pays 
for the drugs, but said it will have a $6-9 
million shortfall by June. New 
Hampshire, like Maine, has enough 
money to cover just 12 patients. 
"I understand why it is the way it is, 
but when you think about it - 12 people 
in the state?" caseworker Carrigan at The 
AIDS Project said. "I don't want to be 
the person telling somebody that , 'No, 
there's no options for you. You've got to 
come up with that $30,000. ' " 
Swim for the lifeboat 
Most doctors and AIDS workers stop 
short of saying the protease inhibitors are 
the long-sought cure. Some patients 
simply haven't responded to the drugs, or 
get too sick from side effects to continue 
taking the medication. Some have 
experienced dramatic improvements, 
only to crash again as they develop 
resistance to the drugs. Others were 
already too near death ' when the 
medicines arrived to receive much 
benefit. But the luckiest patients, like 
Sachs and Stan, say they're now well 
enough to find jobs and resume their 
normal lives. What stops them is fear that 
by earning an income, they'd lose the 
benefits that helped them buy the 
medicine that keeps them alive. No one 
knows yet whether recovering patients 
can ever stop taking the drugs. 
"I would love to go back to work and 
be a real person," Sachs said. "As a 
patient, you're going to feel better if 
you're doing something other than just 
sitting around waiting for the next drug, 
or to die. And for the government and 
service organizations, it's going to be 
cheaper." 
"Here I am, educated, perfectly able to 
work." said Stan. "I could get a decent 
job and pay taxes. But if I did , I would 
lose all my benefits. I now represent a 
drain on the treasury and social services, 
when I could very easily' be helping to 
support them . Where is the middle-
ground program that makes sense?" 
Nationally, activists are studying ways 
to ease AIDS patients back into the 
working world without forfeiting access 
to the medications that are keeping them 
healthy. "Some people are going back to 
work almost in an irresponsible way, in a 
way that's going to get them screwed," 
said Ed Straub, a volunteer researcher 
with the National AIDS Fund. Straub 
. sees people with AIDS leaving gov-
ernment benefits and taking jobs without 
first making sure their employer's 
insurance will cover prescriptions. He 
also sees healthy patients who are scared 
the government will cut off their 
Augury and signs 
time he learned the full potential of the 
new drugs. Rash was listening to 
biologist Marcotte give a lecture. "He 
was the first person I ever heard say that 
in clinical trials with protease inhibitors, 
the virus was undetectable," Rash says. 
"It was like you thought you were 
dreaming, or it was a mirage. I got a 
sense of what Moses must have felt like 
on the Mount." 
While Marcotte agreed the prospects 
for treatment are bright, he warned 
against thinking society no longer has to 
shell out millions for AIDS. So far, he 
Portland resident Ann Sachs has been on Crixivan for '1O months -long enough, 
she said, for the protease inhibitor to start losing effectiveness (patients sometimes 
develop resistance to the drugs). Sachs' most recent blood tests indicate HIV, the 
virus that causes AIDS, is again mUltiplying in her body. Now she's counting the 
days till a new drug, Viracept, gets government permission to hit the market. While 
she waits, she looks for signs of hope, including the cost of buying stock in Viracept's 
manufacturer, Agouron Pharmaceuticals. 
"They had a big drop just recently," said Sachs. "It could be anything. It wouldn't 
be a takeover, 'cause that would make it go up. Maybe a problem with getting 
approval, or their initial s~dies were not that promising. That worries me, because 
that was the one I was thinking of taking next." 
Despite Sachs' worries, by Jan. 6 Agouron's stock had shot up over 20 points as 
the company applied for approval to market Viracept. In addition to treating adults, 
Agouron is seeking permission to treat children with the medicine. If approved, 
Viracept would be the fourth drug in its class, but the first protease inhibitor cleared 
for use in kids. 
With new drugs arriving faster than physicians can learn about them, patients 
have to watch out for themselves, Sachs said. But since much of the AIDS' treatment 
grapevine is operated by gay men, getting information can be hard for stra}ght 
wome·n. "I make i~ my business to know what's coming out. I go and ferret 
information in the library. I 'study medical journals. I've been surfing the 'net," Sachs 
said. "You have to be proactive with this disease. You have to make sure you're 
getting the best that's available. Being a woman, you're on the outside of the 
Beltway. You're just a priori excluded from a lot ofthe discussion." 
Sachs said she's been HIV-positive for 13 years, though she found out less than 
three years ago when she was diagnosed with full-blown AIDS. By the time doctors 
figured out what was killing her, Sachs had already suffered many classic symptoms 
of the disease - pneumonia, hepatitis, shingles, wasting - and she was close to 
dying. "I'm convinced that part of the reason I was so late in getting diagnosed was 
because I was a woman," she said. "The doctor said six months. So I kind of gave it 
six months, and after six months I knew we had longer than that." Now she said she 
expects to live another two years, maybe more: "I'd like to make it to the 
~~=." ~. 
assistance .' "There's a rumor flying 
around California right now that Social 
Security is getting ready to yank all these 
people off disability," he said, adding the 
rumor has so far proved unfounded. 
Keeping people who are working on 
government benefits will exact a price. 
Pickus argued it will ultimately be 
cheaper for society to fund the drugs 
now. Using estimates from insurance 
companies, he calculates that each 
person who dies from AIDS has cost the 
health care system between $250,000 and 
$500,000 in treatment that failed to keep 
them alive. He said current studies 
suggest patients who respond well to the 
three-drug combination can eventually' 
stop taking the drugs . "We can cure 
everybody in perhaps three years," he 
said. "They're thinking two to three 
years, and then we can stop the drugs. So 
for 60 to 80 grand, we can cure these 
people, or put them in long-term 
remissions. " 
Victor Rash, who works for The AIDS 
Project in Portland, remembers the first 
said, we've been working with molecules 
that occur naturally. The next generation 
of pharmaceuticals will be "totally 
designed," he said, "and those are going 
to be very pricey. " 
Marcotte said doctors will need that 
next generation of drugs to fight the 
highly contagious, more virulent strains 
of HIV that are working their way 
toward North America, including the 
Type E now prevalent in Africa and 
Asia. "Folks, you know nothing about 
what HIV is going to do this country 
until Type E gets here. It is here," he 
said. "It came over with soldiers. You're 
going to see E do what it's done to 
Central Africa where 70 percent of the 
people are infected and whole villages are 
ghost towns - unless this country starts 
dealing with the problem responsibly. 
People need to realize they're not saving 
an IV drug user , they're not saving a 
faggot, they're not saving a hemophiliac. 
They're saving their own damned skins." 
Laura Conaway is CBW's reporter. 
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lime to pay up 
W e're about to find out just how committed this country is to helping people with AIDS. 
The AIDS epidemic, like any great tragedy, has been a good teacher. It has 
taught America that gay people are, above all, human beings. It has gone a long 
way toward de mystifying homosexuality, toward making it something that is 
regularly and openly discussed. It has taught the gay community how to wield 
if they did. In Maine, 45 people applied to the state's drug assistance program to 
get assistance paying for protease inhibitors. So far, there's only money to help 
12 of them. 
SO 
NOTED 
political power, and' it has taught politicians to be respectful 
of that power. It has forged new alliances between gay men 
and lesbians. 
While it's far too early to call protease inhibitors a cure for AIDS, it's clear 
that they can buy time for many people. Can we as a society - after more than 
15 years of posturing about our commitment to fighting AIDS, after elevating 
AIDS charity organizations to a nearly sacred status - can we now walk away 
from people who need something as simple as fmancial help? 
We're going to have to start changing the way we think about AIDS. Already, 
patients are walking out the doors of hospices like Peabody House - doors they 
were never expected to exit alive. AIDS organizations are going to have to 
redefine themselves quickly in order to address the new needs created by the 
existence of drugs that actually are worth taking. ' 
Now it looks like we're about to learn another lesson from 
the HIV virus. A new generation of drugs, protease inhibitors, 
is giving people who thought they were terminally ill another ~ 
- - reason to hope for a future (our cover story on Portlanders 
who take the drugs, "Get a life," starts on page 8). But the drugs also present a , 
new: set of ethical dilemmas. They are so expensive, and the regimen for taking 
them is so strict, that many people with HIV - even here in America, where we 
have limitless resources compared to other parts of the world even more 
impacted by the epidemic - will never receive their benefits. 
We're talking here about medications that cost upward of $20,000 a year and 
must be taken in rigidly timed and controlled doses. State governments are 
already running out of money to help patients not adequately covered by 
Medicaid or insurance. Some states with large numbers of AIDS cases, like 
Florida, won't pay for the drugs, pointing out that they'd quickly be bankrupted 
They'll need to put pressure on the pharmaceutical industry to lower prices 
and keep compassionate use programs in effect. They'll have to create structured 
clinical settings where people with unstable lives can get the support they need 
to take the drugs properly. They'll have to work with federal officials and the 
insurance industry to ensure that people can go back to work if they.are healthy 
enough, without losing the benefits they need to keep paying for the drugs. 
Just say no 
'The case against 
heterosexual marriage 
• JASON WILKINS 
The idea of gay marriage sends some people into 
apoplexy. They just can't bear to question one of the 
touchstones of their moral universe. To them I say: Be 
not afraid. 
Let's look at the foundations of marriage as it now 
exists. They are two: religious and civic. Religiously, 
marriage is a wedding of souls before God, officiated by 
one of the Lord's earthly clerks. It is meant to last until 
the death of at least one of the participants. 
The level of popular behef in the Lord's edicts can be 
determined by a quick look at the divorce rate. 
Apparently many people, when faced with a choice 
between a bad marriage and the risk of eternal 
damnation, are willing to risk the latter. 
The civil part of the marriage contract began as (and 
remains) httle more than a property arrangement. (Don't 
forget, in this society we treat children as property.) To 
this day, offspring of rich families are wedded to one 
another by their parents with all the romance 'of a 
corporate merger. Impecunious men and women 
continue to seek out rich partners to love. The feudal 
lords of the middle ages would nod and understand. 
As for those of us without huge tracts of land, the 
financial ramifications of "1 do" are still enormous . 
Marry me and you acquire many benefits: breaks on 
These are ethical questions that need to be addressed immediately. If protease 
inhibitors can keep people alive, we as a nation have to figure out how to pay for 
them - now, before one more person dies needlessly. 
ESSAY 
income tax and housing loans, the right to inherit 
my goods, to be cover~d by my insurance policy, to sue 
me for half my income in case of divorce. A cohabitating 
unmarried couple can enjoy no such blessing. 
Let us not forget the societal and familial approval 
showered upon couples who undergo nuptials. Mothers 
cry', fathers spring for the honeymoon, newspapers run 
photographs. Even when divorce runs rampant, 
marriage remains a public sacrament. Women, 
especially, grow up with fairy tales: Bridal magazines 
cast every bride as a princess about to enter the magical 
wedlock, where all will be well, world without end. 
The religious aspects of marriage are (or should be) a 
private matter; the legal/social enticements to wed 
reinforce them. The latter should be dismantled. 
Conservatives would like to 
reduce the divorce rate by 
making it more difficult to 
dissolve marriage. This is 
like trying to put out a fire 
by dousing It with propane. 
Everyone deplores divorce. Conservatives (church-
based as they are) would like to reduce the divorce rate 
by making it more difficult to dissolve marriage. This is 
like trying to put out a fire by dousing it with propane. 
When two people are making each other miserable, 
what is the good of forcing them to stay together? Is it 
for the sake of the children, who will grow up watching 
their models of adult behavior sink into deepening pools 
of bitterness and hatred? 
SARAH GOODYEAR 
As the joke says, the leading cause of divorce is 
marriage, and the only way to eliminate divorce is for 
people to stop getting married. Breakups are impossible 
- to avoid, and to involve lawyers and priests only 
increases the pain. Thousands of young people, children 
of divorce, have absorbed this lesson, and shack up. 
Meanwhile, the law continues to give people bad 
reasons to tie the knot. No one should have to enter into 
marriage because they could not otherwise afford health 
insurance. Should 1 have to give more to the IRS simply 
because I have not wed the woman in my life? I know 
one particularly stupid couple who got married to pay 
lower rent on naval base housing. Naturally, all their 
friends and relations applauded. They're divorced now, 
paying different landlords. 
It sometimes seems to me that homosexuals are the 
only people in America who are unquestionably getting 
married for the right reasons. When a man marries a 
man, society does not approve in the least; when a 
woman weds a woman, they are still not members of the 
same family. Despite public calumny and political 
resistance, they unite for love. Lasting or not, these 
marriages are based on something real. 
Far too many heterosexuals buy engagement rings to 
please their pastors, their parents, their neighbors, or 
their accountants - thol!gh not as many today as in the 
1950s, thank God. The institution of marriage was 
created by human beings, just like the papacy or the laws 
against homosexuality. More and more people are 
discovering that they can get along fine without all three, 
if they choose. 
Jason Wilkins is a freelance writer who lives in Portland. 
Cynical, warped - Oiamon 
Al Diamon's commentary on the selection process 
for the next justice on the federal Circuit Court of 
Appeals for our region ("Murder in my heart for the 
judge," 12.26.96) was totally offensive. Its cynicism 
toward the judiciary can only be explained as a warped 
attempt to entertain rather than enlighten. 
Certainly, it does not reflect the thoughtful and 
diligent efforts of a citizens' advisory panel, comprised 
of an excellent cross-section of Maine men and women, 
who will make their evaluations known to our two 
representatives to the U.S. Congress. Nor does it 
properly consider the views of the Justice Department 
officials, the members of the U.S. Senate and others in 
the larger community of national interests who will be 
consulted by the President prior to making his 
nomination. 
Worse, the snide and inaccurate comments about 
attorney Harold Pachios are totally inappropriate. 
Harold Pachios is an extraordinarily talented individual 
and certainly well quahfied for the position, as are the 
nine others who have sought consideration by President 
Clinton. Your commentator has done a personal and a 
public disservice. 
Charles J. Micoleau, Esq. 
Portland 
Friend 01 Hal 
Al Diamon couldn't have been more off target with 
his recent column attacking Harold Pachios . The 
column's claims and assertions were in every way 
inaccurate. Diamon boldly asserts, for instance, that 
Pachios owes his highly successful career to the 
influence of George Mitchell. There is, of course, the 
small problem of AI's timing being off by years and, in 
some cases, decades. How could George Mitchell be 
responsible for Pachios' positions during the Kennedy 
and Johnson administrations, long before Mitchell knew 
Pachios or either had' political influence? 
Diamon offered another bit of pure fiction about 
Pachios' role in the DeCoster Egg story, suggesting that 
Pachios worked to cut a special deal with the feds on 
DeCoster's behalf. Apparently, Al doesn't read the 
papers very much . As someone who worked with 
Harold Pachios and others to correct problems and help 
the workers at the DeCoster farm, I can tell you that 
Harold's position from beginning to end was the same: 
Pay the fines , correct the problems, improve the 
workplace and tum the farm into a model operation. He 
CBwQ 
When is the city going to put up a walk/don't 
walk light at the corner of State and York? 
"Right now the only way you can safely cross York Street is ~ everything 
stops," said Thomas Doe, bridge construction engineer for the 
Department of Transportation. But York Street won't get a walk/don't 
walk light until the opening of the new bridge in July. Until then, the city is 
expecting pedestrians to detour a full block and cross at the High Street 
crosswalk. Getting to High Street can be difficul~ however, since there's 
no light for pedestrians crossing State Street. erther. Doe was unaware of 
that problem. The city did have a pedestrian light to cross York Street 
when the bridge detour first opened in March, but received numerous 
complaints from motorists about traffic jams. The city hasn't gotten any 
negative feedback from pedestrians. but if you're a walker or bicyclist 
who is irritated by the situation, call the city's traffic department at 
874·8894. 
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never suggested any other course. Diamon is entitled to 
whatever theories he has, but he shouldn't try to portray 
those theories as facts. 
Perhaps some of your readers enjoy this kind of 
drive-by shooting of decent people who care about their 
communities and have devoted their professional lives 
to both public and private service, but surely there must 
be some requirement of accuracy at the Casco Bay 
Weekly, even in its political writing. 
The column illustrates much of what is wrong with 
today's political discourse and political journalism. 
Whether the assailant is Rush Limbaugh or Al Diamon, 
the technique is the same. Disregard facts or conjure 
them up to suit your premise, show no respect for the 
intelligence of the majority of your readers and ignore 
the human dimensions of your random journalistic 
violence. In that way, habitual cynicism and smugness 
have become the lens through which fact are filtered and 
recorded, and decent people are unfairly assaulted. 
In the end, we are all paying a fearsome price for 
these indulgences, as good people avoid public service 
and uncaring or equally cynical people find solace in it. 
In this way, our public well of good will and collective 
action is slowly, drop by drop, being poisoned, while 
our worse instincts and actions are rationalized and 
justified. ~ 
Some applaud what good fun it is. Others now 
wonder at the gathering toll that we, as a society, are 
beginning to pay. Please stop contributing to this 
irresponsibility and apologize today to Harold Pachios 




Your entry in your listing of volunteer opportunities 
(1.2.97) for the Pine Tree Council of the Boy Scouts of 
America contains the statement, "If a volunteer has a 
skill and wants to work with them, there is a place for 
them." Unfortunately, this statement is not true. The 
Boys Scouts of Americ'a requires that members and 
leaders believe in God and it excludes homosexuals. 
Because of its discriminatory practices, it does not 
receive support from the local United Way. 
Among your listings are religious organizations, 
some of which promote their beliefs through the 
activities that they list. This fact is in no way 
objectionable. But the Boy Scouts of America does not 
claim to be a religious organization, yet it excludes 
members of a small and unpopular religious minority, 
nonbelievers, regardless of their personal worth or 
character, and it panders to anti-homosexual bigotry. It 
has invested considerable financial resources in legal 
battles to continue its odious practices, including a case 
involving an 8-year-old boy that was appealed to the 
U.S. Supreme Court in 1993. Excluding 8-year-olds is 
barbaric, and serious boys who question their basic 
beliefs often become our best citizens. 
The Girl Scouts do not have such policies and have 
found a non-discriminatory formula for encouraging its 
members to adhere to basic moral values. They receive 
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United Way support. 
In 1943, I became an Eagle Scout and was very 
proud of the honor. It is shameful that others over tqe 
years have been denied the award because they failed to 
satisfy heresy hunters in the Scout organization. An 
organization that purports to teach moral values teaches 
by its actions an immoral intolerance that I and, I hope, 
your readers do not want to be associated with. 
Meredith N. Springer 
Peaks Island 
We still need more 
1 was glad to read Nicholas Noyes' statement 
("Letters," 12.19.96) that the M~ine Historical Society is 
committed "to collect the published history of all the 
peoples of Maine." Some might say I should be 
chagrined at declaring Guignard's book as not present at 
the society's library, when it is. I'm afraid I'm too busy 
feeling amazed that I ever ran across the text. My 
initiation into the study of Franco history was pure 
happenstance. This would not be the case if Francos 
were included as an important part of New England 
history . Yes, Mr. Noyes, more writing, rewriting and re-
vision are needed. 
Angela Hebert 
Jersey City, NJ 
Sober assessment 
Every year the promotion of taking a taxi if drinking 
or having a designated driver is heightened for New 
Year's Eve. This is with just cause, but the responsibility 
of seeing this through should lie not only with the 
individuals drinking or driving, but with the businesses 
reaping the financial benefits from New Year's Eve as 
well. The responsibility, in my opinion, was seriously 
neglected by the Bahama Beach Club (BBC) on Dec. 31. 
They held a big party for New Year's Eve with hundreds 
of people, most of whom were drinking. The band 
played until 2 a.m., then peopldeft to try to get taxicabs 
home. Since the club is quite a distance out of town, 
there weren't taxis conveniently driving pyas they do in 
the Old Port. According to bartenders, taxis would be 
coming by every IO minutes. 
We waited outside for 45 minutes and not one cab 
showed up. I went back inside and asked two bartenders 
if! could use a phone so I could get a ride and was told 
there were no phones and cabs should be coming by 
every 10 minutes. When I replied that we had been 
waiting almost an hour and none had shown up, I was 
told, "Sorry, but we don't have phones." Finally we 
walked in sub-zero temperatures to a store down the 
road and used a pay phone to call someone for a ride. 
We were soon joined by others who had been at the 
BBC and said that a lot of people were getting fed up 
with waiting for cabs and just driving home. 
I am definitely not condoning this choice, but 1 
believe the BBC was irresponsible by not ensuring there 
would be cabs there and then again by not having 
phones available for people to either call for a ride or 
call a cab. This really put a btack mark on what would 
have been a fun night. Neither 1 nor my friends will 
return to the BBC because of this. Hopefully next year 
they will get their act together and not endanger the 
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.. T he (short) play's the thing: Ever .. 
.. wanted to write a play, but found .. .. .. 
.. you just didn't have the time to put .. 
.. together your three-act, three-hour opus on 
: the demise of the American dream? Portland 
.. .. .. .. 
ADVANCED FANTASY DYSLEXIA AND OTHER WINTER GAMES ... 
SAM SHEPARD WHUPS A.R. GURNEY ... MLK DAY OBSERVANCES . .. .. Stage Company may have an alternative. .. .. 
.. PSC's intern company is accepting entries for .. 
THREE DEGREES OF QUEER SEPARATION ... BRANCHING OUT WITH TREE 
.. a one-page playwriting contest, : 
: which would seem, at least on the surface, to .. 
.. make the craft accessible to even the most .. .. 
: casual scribbler. "The idea can sound con- .. 
.. stricting, but it's been really interesting to see : .. 
.. what people will do With it," says Dawn .. .. .. McAndrews, PSC's director of education and .. .. 
outreach. "It seems to .. 
bring out a lot of creativi- : 
ty in people, judging by .. 
what we've seen so far." .. .. 
Much of the creativity .. 
displayed by entrants, 
McAndrews says, has 
iiiiooliiiiiillilll been devoted to interpre-
.. tations of the contest's guidelines, which 
.. state that "each entry .:. must legibly fit onto .. 
.. one side of one piece of paper," but go on to 
.. add that "the kind of paper is unspecified." .. 
.. "We had one entry that came in on an IIxl7 
.. sheet of paper, and it was covered with this .. 
.. tiny type," McAndrews says . "We had to 
.. .. 
• 
.. enlarge it just so we could read it. Another : .. 
.. entry was just three words and stage direc- .. 
.. tions. There's a lot of freedom bUilt into the : .. 
.. guidelines for people to bend them however .. .. .. they wish." .. " .. McAndrews isn't sure how many plays will • .. 
• be chosen for presentation, but PSC will " .. 
.. soon put together a company to perform the • 
.. winners; the actors will work with an assort- : 
: ment of contenders for about a month, .. .. 
.. McAndrews says, before the finalists are -cho- .. .. 
.. sen in early March for performance in April. .. .. 
.. "We want the production to have a kind of .. .. 
• frenzied feel to it, something that involves the .. .. 
• aUdience as much as possible," she says. .. • Glamour Shots gal: The author (Inset),and as beauty victim INSET PHOTO/ALLISON VALLIN 
: :~~a~f:ot~~~i;:~:t;~~~!:~:eP::a~~c~~~ . ":: What prl-ce ' I lamour'. 
.. into coffeehouses, laundromats, restaurants, 
• whatever works best for the plays that we • 
: Cho;~:.'~ontest, which has been advertised : Makeover. madness, or a journey to 
: :~~~::~IY~:~Sn;~::~Ys!;~;e:~:e~:a~~~:hf:: : the heart 01 the American beauty myth 
: submissions , originally Jan . IS, has been : • ZOE MIL L E R literature, the courses I was taking had 
.. extended to Jan. 19 (postmarked). For official : Call me a feminist with a few skele- started to raise my consc;iousness. It grad-
: entry rules, contact Cairn Heidelbach at 774- .. tons in her closet. ually occurred to me that I was beauty-
.. 1043. .. I'll admit, I've had a long fascination obsessed, and it bothered me that I was .. .. 
.. .. with makeovers, dating back to those encouraging others to be as obsessed as 
.. . The roar of the greasepaint, the smell of : early days of infiltrating my mother's myself. I began to lose my zest for getting .. 
.. the Pats: Speaking of Portland Stage, the the- .. cosmetics. In my teens, I sought out "done up." I could no longer let myself 
• .. ater has decided (sagely, no doubt) not to .. makeover info wherever I could find it - be conned by a culture that wanted me to .. 
.. take on the Super BOWl. PSC had .. Redbook, Seventeen or on the "Oprah look pretty but would never elect me 
• • been considering adding two shows of the • .. popular "Sylvia," one Jan. 25 and another on 
.. Winfrey Show." I loved the magic president. 
" worked by make-up experts, hair stylists Out of college, consciousness duly .. 
: Super Sunday, Jan. 26. "We were waiting to .. and fashion consultants. I became profi- raised, my makeover fascination contin-
e see how the Patriots did before scheduling : cient with a set of hot rollers and a make- ued, only from a slightly different per-
: the extra Sunday show, but once they won .. up bag, and my friends and I spent the spective than I had during my Seventeen 
.. we decided, uh, no," says PSC's Dawn : occasional Friday night performing days. Every time I went to the mall, for 
: McAndrews, referring to the Pats' clinching .. makeovers on each other - complete instance, I marveled at the brisk business 
.. of the AFC championship Sunday evening. : with before-and-after snapshots. conducted at Glamour Shots, providers 
: The extra show at I p.m. Jan. 25, as well as .. When I entered college, my glamour- of makeovers for the masses. (Company 
.. the regularly scheduled 2 p.m. show Jan. 26, : girl skills were often called upon for literature asserts that with the right lig!lt-
• will still go on, but a 7:30 p.m. Super Sunday 
• • homecoming dances and winter carni- ing, makeup and clothes, "many women 
• show was scratched. "They are the New • 
.. vals. But I was changing; even before I can look very much like a high fashion 
,. England Patriots, after all, and this is New " 
• • declared my major in Women's Studies model.") If I, a longtime glamour-puss, .. England," says McAndrews. "We thought it 
: would be best not to schedule anything that : and began my thesis on women's erotic had said to hell with these hidebound 
.. ·night." caw .. 
notions of female beauty, why weren't 
more women doing the same? Where 
were all the women who had supposedly 
read "Backlash" and "The Beauty 
Myth"? How could Glamour Shots, this 
atrocity of '80s narcissism, continue to 
pack them in? Was I missing something? 
The only way to find out was to go 
straight into the belly of the beauty beast. 
It was time for a makeover. 
I called Glamour Shots to make an 
appointment, and a woman with a bub-
bly disposition told me I should arrive 
with clean, dry hair and very little make-
up. She asked me what the portrait was 
for - Senior picture? Gift for my hus-
band or boyfriend? - necessary informa-
tion to help me create my "best possible 
picture." I went with the flow and said it 
was for a (fictional) beau: She told me I 
would get to choose four suitably glam-
orous Glamour Shots outfits for a 16-
pose photo session with a fashion 
photographer, all for a mere $14 .95 
(marked down from $29 .95) . Photo-
graphs of my made-over self were extra; 
the minimum purchase, an 8xl0, would 
cost $34.50. Packages, I was informed, 
run anywhere from $100 to several hun-
dred dollars. 
The big day came, and I found myself 
browsing through Glamour Shots' 
impressive wardrobe racks, which are 
separated into categories like "roman-
tic,'" "glamorous" and "fun." I chose my 
looks - three "glamorous" and a "casu-
al" - and headed to the make-up area, 
where my make-up artist, Tracy, asked 
me how I wanted to look. "Different 
from how I usually do and glamorous," I 
told her. She proceeded to sweep my hair 
up into hot rollers and slather my face 
with foundation. Tracy wore a Jot of 
make-up, and her hair had clearly taken 
some time to style. I looked at my own 
pale, unmade face and flat, straight hair, 
then back at Tracy. The two of us could 
have been before-and-after Glamour 
Shots illustrations. Tracy came at me 
with eye shadow, eye liner, mascara, 
powder, blush, lip liner and lipstick. She 
pulled the curlers out of my now-huge 
hair and caked it in a cloud of hair spray. 
The heavy make-up and fluffy hair made 
me feel like a clown. The whole thing 
took about half an hour. 
I was whisked through the photo 
shoOt - the "fashion photographer" was 
hidden behind a video camera-style cam-
era, and told me only to tjIt my head this 
way and that - then waited to see the 
proofs on a video screen. When they 
finally came up, I was aghast. I looked 
horrible. My eyes looked weird . My hair 
looked ridiculous - big, poofy and all 
wrong. I felt like I was looking at a differ-
ent person, and I didn 't like the way she 
looked. I experienced a curious conflict: 
I had come to settle some kind of person-
al score with American notions of beau-
ty , but somewhere between the 
foundation and the photo shoot I had 
managed to drift back into my supposed-
ly discarded teenage mindset, which told 
me I wanted to be just as pretty as the 
models . I felt a vague sense of disap-
pointment . I grudgingly selected a 
photo, forked over $52 .95, an~ left the 
store in a sullen mood - but not before 
battening down my absurd hair-do . It 
occurred to me that I probably wasn't the 
first woman to leave Glamour Shots feel-
ing worse than when she'd gone in. 
To cheer myself up, I did some snoop-
ing around. I called Glamour Shots' 
headquarters in Oklahoma City, Okla., 
and spoke with a sales rep named Jim 
Sassen, who told me that there are cur-
rently 260 Glamour Shots stores in malls 
throughout North America, Singapore 
and the United Arab Emirates. The busi-




Family affair: The Maine French Rddlers 
Glamour Shots opened about 200 new 
stores in 1993 and 1994, and continues 
to open shops at the rate of several each 
month, with more international expan-
sion planned. Roughly 
I million women visit the stores each 
year. You do the math. 
Three weeks later my picture arrived. 
There I was, in 8xlO gauzy soft-focus: 
the weird eyes, the enormous hair. I 
showed it to my friends, who thought I 
looked like a soap opera star. We got a 
good laugh over the idea of actually giv-
ing it to a boyfriend. On another level, I 
was no longer disappointed by my 
"glamorous~' look; instead, I was disap-
pointed that, in spite of all my enlighten-
ment, I still cared about how I measured 
up to our cultural notions of beauty. Go 
figure. I've heard that some women actu-
ally break down and cry at how good 
their Glamour Shot makes them look. 
Maybe the self-esteem boost does them 
good. As for me, I'll look for my boost 
elsewhere, thanks. caw 
When I ask Cindy Roy, pianist for the Maine French Fiddlers, if the group's upcoming program will include anything dark and brooding, she replies, "Oh, no - we don't play any minor 
tunes. " As in minor keys? "Right: she says. "Major keys only. This is music that makes you feel 
good.' 
And so it is. The Maine French Fiddlers, a group of family and friends who've been performing 
since 1988, play fiddle tunes in the French Canadian style native to New Brunswick and Quebec. 
The style is closely related to the Irish and Scottish styles in its buoyancy and intense rhythms, 
but without the ornamentation. Reels, jigs and waltzes, powered by four fiddles playing the same 
lead line, are the fiddlers' meat and potatoes. "I think it appeals to so many people because it's 
so simple," Roy says. "Simple and uplifting - it has that joie de vivre, if you wi)l.' 
If the spirit moves you, feel free to shake a leg. Says Roy, "The biggest compliment you can 
give us is to dance while we play. " 
The Maine French Rddlers perfonn Jan, 18 at 
Corthell Concert Hall, USM Gorham campus, 
at 8 p.m, Tix: $S-$10, 712-8630, 
• SCOTT SUTHERLAND 
Plus other great 
gear for enjoying 
winter in the outdoors 
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Seeking Shelter 
From the Storm? 
Repea t Performance has new & 
used 4 season lents from Moss: 
Mo ss Littl e D ip per - 5425. 00 
( new 5650.00) 
Mo ss Stardome III - 5430 .'" 
(new 5655."') 
Moss Encore - (famil y te nt 5590 ')°) 
(new - 583 5 .00) 
Moss 12 ' Para wing - (new 51 30 ."' ) 
-,~ Repeat 
L~ Performance 
Quality ConSignment Outdoor Gear ;and Clothing 
502A Woodfo rd 5 1.. Port land . 8 79- 141 0 
corner o f Woodford & Brig hto n Ave. 
Fried Maine Shrimp. 
~ $5.95 
Delicious Maine shrimp, breaded to order and deep-fried. Or 
maybe you're in the mood for fish , scallops, or clam tenders. 
Sound great? There's also our special-recipe clam cakes- a very 
popular item. Other seafood favorites include our seafood 
newburg, baked fish or our tasty fresh Maine crabmeat roll. And 
don't forget our fish chowder on Fridays. There's sOlDe great 
seafood waiting for you at a reasonable price, 
COLE FARMS 
A Fomi/)' Rls/ol/rom Sillrr 1952 
OPEN EVERYDAY FROM SA.M. TO 10:30 P.M. 
Portland-Lewiston Road , Gray, Maine. 6574714 
JUS! one mile north off Exit 11 of the Maine Turnpike. 
BE SURE TO VISIT OUR NEW GIFT SHOP! 
A COl/wl/porar)' Studio 




Engagements - Weddings, 
Bridal Showers ... 
Birthdays of Any Age 
Retirement.. , 
CALL FOR DETAILS 
Join us/or 
Happy Hour! . 
Wednesday 5-8pm 
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The Rec-Room r 
- 29 1/2 Forest Ave. 
is open 7 niqhts from 8pm-lam . 
NEVER A COVER I 
Sun. Live Jazz Brunch 
Buffet 
11: 30-2: 30 W I Doug & Lisa 
SMOllN'EST JOINT IN 
77~-BE.E.R 
If you associate hardcore music with apathy and angst, better think again. Boston'
s TREE is one 
band with anything but an attitude of indifference. The 14 songs on Tree's third album
, ' Downsizing 
the American Dream," spread messages of self-empowerment and activism. And Tre
e doesn't give 
mere lip service to social conscience. They've done benefits for pet causes like NOR
ML, Earth Rrst 
and AIDS Action. Join the movement Jan. 19 at Zootz, 31 Forest Ave, Portland, at 5 pm
. Fault opens. 
Tix: $6. (all-ages). 773-8187. 
thursday 18 
The Basement 
Fat Jed, 1 Exchange St, 
Portland. 828-1111. 
The Big Easy 
T.B.A. (blues). 416 Fore St, 
Portland. 780-1207. 
Comedy Connection 
Comedy Showcase starring 
Mike McOonald, 6 Custom 
House Wharf, Portland. 
774-5554. 
Dart< Horse Saloon 
Candi'Oake, 145 Kennebec 
St. Portland. 773-7791. 
Free Street Taverna 
The Zeftrons Irock), 128 Free 
St. Portland. 774-1114. 
Geno's 
Acoustic Wide Open Mic 
Night. 13 Brown St, Portland. 
772·7891. 
The Moon 
T.G.I. Thursday IDJ Jayce 
spins top 40 dance), 
427 Fore St, Portland. 
772·1983. 
Old Port Tavern 
The Carol Blakeney Band 
Irockl, 11 Mounon St, 
Portland. 7740444. 
The Pavilion 
DJ Jim Dawg Lynch Itop 40), 
188 Middle St, Portland. 
773-6422. 
Tipperary Pub 
Greg Powers Karaoke, 
Sheratoo Tara Hotel, 
Maine Mall Rd, So. Portland. 
775-6161. 
The Underground 
Retro Dance with Bob Look, 




dance music until 1 am), 




Petting Zoo (funk), 
1 Exchange St, Portland. 
828-1111. 
The BIg Easy 
T.B.A. Iblues), 416 Fore St, 
Portland. 780-1207. 
Comedy Connection 
Mike McOonaid, 6 Custom 
House Wharf, Portland. 
774-5554. 
Free Street Taverna 
The Meat Gazers and 
13 Ghosts, 128 Free St, 
Portland. 774-1114. 
Geno's 
Lars Vegas lIounge COIel and 
Truckin' For Jesus, 13 Brown 
51, Portland. 772·7891. 
The Industry 
College Night IDJ Mixx). 
50 Wharf St, Portland. 
879-0865. 
The Moon 
International Dance IDJ 
Jaycel, 427 Fore 51, 
I Portland. 772·1983. 
Old Port Tavern 
The Carol Blakeney Band 
(rock), 11 Mounon St, 
Portland. 774-0-444. 
The Pavilion 
Motor Booty Affair Ifunk cov· 
ers), 188 Middle St, 
Portland. 773-6422. 
Raoul's 
Dan Merrili lfolk), 865 Forest 
Ave, Portland. 773-6886. 
Slstlrs 
Unda Herskivitch Icomedy), 





and Daddy Zoot Ifunk rock), 
14 York St, Portland. 
773-2337. 
Tipperary Pub 
Bill Eastem, Sheraton 
Tara Hotel, Maine Mall Rd, 
So. Portland. 775-6161. 
The Underground 
Dancing with OJ Andy, 
3 Spring St, Portland. 
773-3315. 
Verrillo's 
Chameleon, 155 Riverside 
St, Portland. 775-6536. 
Yankee Clipper Lounge 
Kiss FM 99.9 House Party, 
Portland Ramada, 
1230 Congress 51, Portland. 
774-5611. 
Zootz 
Bounce! IDJ Larre Love spins 




Jib Boom Crane, 1 Exchange 
St, Portland. 828-1111. 
The Big Easy 
T.B.A.lblues), 416 Fore St, 
Portland. 780-1207. 
Clyde's Pub 
Karaoke, 173 Ocean Ave, 
So Portland. 7994473. 
Comedy Connection 
Mike McDonald, 6 Custom 
House Wharf, Portland. 
774-5554. 
Free Street Tavema 
Vera Go Go and The Pontiffs 
(rock). 128 Free St, Portland. 
774-1114. 
Geno's 
Miravie, 13 Brown 51, 
Portland. 772·7891. 
The Industry 
Dance with OJ Mixx, 
50 Wharf St. Portland. 
879-0865. 
The Moon 
Portland's Best Dance Party 
(DJ Dredd), 427 Fore St, 
Portland. 772·1983. 
Old Port Tavern 
The Carol Blakeney Band 
Irock), 11 Moulton St, 
Portland. 7740444. 
The Pavilion 
DJ Jim Dawg Lynch Itop 40), 
188 Middle 51, Portland. 
773-6422. 
Raoul's 
Jimmy and The Soul Cats 
Iblues), 865 Forest Ave, 
Portland. 77 3-6886. 
Sisters 
Big Bad Bob Look Idance), 




Petting Zoo Ifunk), 14 York 
51, Portland. 773-2337. 
TIpperary Pub 
Alan King Band, Sheraton 
Tara Hotel, Maine Mall Rd, 
So. Portland. 775-6161. 
The Underground 
Dancing with DJ Andy. 
3 Spring St, Portland. 
773-3315. 
Verrillo's 
Chameleoo, 155 R"erside 
St, Portland. 775-6536. 
Yankee Clipper Lounge 
Kiss FM 99.9 Club Night, 
Portland Ramada, 
123C Congress St. 
Portland. 774-5611. 
Zootz 
Decades of Dance 1"70s, 
'80s and '90s dance 





6 Custom House Wharf, 
Portland. 774-5554. 
Free Street Tavema 
Haakon K & The American 
Way Irock·a-billy), 128 Free 
St, Portland. 774-1114. 
Gritty McDuff's 
Arlo West, 396 Fore 51, 
Portland. 772·2739. 
Old Port Tavern 
Laser Karaoke with Stormin' 
Norman, 11 Moulton St, 
Portland. 7740444. 
The Underground 
Dancing with Jammin' Joe 
Ikaraoke in froot lounge), 
3 Spring 51, Portland. 
773-3315. 
Wharfs End 
Open Mic with Ken 
Grimsley. 52 Whart St, 
Portland. 77 3-0093. 
Zootz 
Tree and Fault (alfagesj 
5 pm); All Request Night 
(dance until 3 am), 
31 Forest Ave, Portland. 
773-8187. 
monday 20 
The Big Easy 
T.B.A. (blues), 416 Fore St, 
Portland. 780-1207. 
Free Street Taverna 
Open Mic with Chance the 
Gardener, 128 Free St, 
Portland. 774-1114. 
Old Port Tavern 
DJ Sid Thome, 11 Moulton 
St, Portland. 77 4'()444. 
Zooti 
Room lopen 8 pm-l am), 
31 Forest Ave, Portland. 
773-8187. 
tuuday 21 
The Big Easy 
T.B.A.lblues), 416 Fore St, 
i Portland. 780-1207. 
I I Free Street Taverna 
Poetry with Ooug Bither 
learly); Blue Plate Special I (blues), 128 Free 51, 
Portland. 774-1114. 
i I Gritty McDuII's 
I Cattle Calilcountry), 
I 396 Fore 51, Portland. 
I 772·2739. 
Old Port Tavern 
Soul Merchants, 




Big Hot Sun Irock and roll). 
14 York St. Portland. 
773-2337. 
Zootz 
, Rec Room lopen 8 pm-
I 1 am), 31 Forest Ave, . Portland. 773-8187. 
I 
I . 
i wednesday 22 
The Basement 
Open Mic with Jeff Merrow, 
1 Exchange St, Portland. 
828-1111. 
i The Big Easy 
I Laser Karaoke with Ray 
I
I Oog, 416 Fore St, Portland. 
780-1207. 
Free Street Taverna 
I Wild Oats. 128 Free 51, Portland. 774·1114. 
Geno's 
Mens' nigh1. 13 Brown St, 
Portland. 772·7891. 
Gritty McDuII's 
Delta Knights Iblues), 
I 396 Fore St, Portland. 
i 772·2739. . 
I Old Port Tavern 
I Concert Karaoke with Greg 
Powers, 11 Mounon St, 
Portland. 774-0444. 
Sisters 
Twice Weird lacoustIC), 
45 Danforth St, Portland. 
774-1505. 
Zootz 
Rec Room (open 8 pm-
1 am), 31 Forest Ave, 
Portland. 773-8187. 
Portland Expo Jan 16 ·7:30pm 
leigh 
Tickets also avaaable at Mexicali Blues {without a service charge in Pordandl. all Maine 
Str...werries locations & Portsmouth N.H. and South Portland N...wury Co"",,, Tockets 
available at Portland Expo night of show only. IAn additional service charge lNiIl 
be paid to and retained by ticket company on all purchases at outlets or by phone. 
·Please nate: Date, time & ticket price subject to change without notice. 
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Come Try Our Fabulous 
DINNER SPECIALS 
125 Free St.. Portlilnd 
774-1114 
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saturday 18 
Casco 8ay Weekly listings are a fun and free service to our readers . To have a listing considered for publication, 
send complete information (including dates. times. costs, complete address, a contact telephone number) by 
noon on Thursday prior to publication. . 
Mozart'. Coronation Ma •• The Gorham High 
School Chamber Singers host the chamber singers 
from Messalonskee, Noble, Camden-Rockport and 
Cony High Schools and members of the Portland 
Symphony Orchestra for a performance of Mozart's 
Coronation Mass. At Gorham Performing Arts 
Center, Gorham High School, 41 Morrill Ave, 
Gorham, at 3 pm. Tix: $5. 892-5231. 
"A Saturday with La Boheme" Portland Concert 
Association presents an opera symposium on "La 
Boheme/ a day-long exploration of Puccini's opera 
with talks and performances by Maine scholars and 
musicians. At Corthell Concert Hall, USM Campus, 
Gorham, from 9:30 am·3:30 pm. Cost: $35 ($30 
educators). 772-8630. 
"Burled Child" Acorn Productions presents Sam 
Shepard's Pulitzer Prize·winning classic family 
drama. At Oak Street Theatre, 92 Oak St, Portland. 
Jan 16-26. Thurs-Sat 8 pm, Sun 5 pm. Tix: $12 
(Thurs is half price). 775-5103. 
"The Diary of Anne Frank" by Westbrook's High 
School Sock and Buskin Society. At Westbrook High 
School, 125 Stroudwater St. Westbrook. Jan 23-25. 
Thurs-Sat at 7:30 pm. Tix: $5 ($3 kids). 854-0810. 
"Durang Durang" Darl< Water Theatre Company pre-
sents Christopher Durang's silly, funny, over-the-top 
sketches. At the Danforth Gallery, 20-36 Danforth 
St, Portland. Shows Jan 16 through Jan 19. Thurs-
Sat 8 pm, Sun 7 pm. Tix: $13 ($10 
students/seniors). 892-3728. 
"Shirley Valentine" The Public 
Theatre in Lewiston presents 
Willy Russell's play about a 
mid-life crisis of comic propor-
tions. At the Public Theatre, 
Lisbon St, Lewiston. Jan 24-
Feb 1. Thurs-Sat 8 pm, Sun 2 
pm. 1-800-639-9575. 
"The SwimlMf" The Windham High School Spotlight 
P\a)efs present F. XlMer l-Iogi<1's funny and poig'mt sto<y 
of true innocent confronted -Mth society. At Char1ie BeUl's 
Special E_ts Center, Route 302, North Windham. Jan 23 
& 24 at 7:30 pm and Jan 26 at 12:30 pm. To" $5 on Jm 
23 (includes appetizers), $12.95 on Jm 24 includes dinner 
($25 per couple), $10.95 on Jan 26 includes brunch ($21 
per couple). 892-9241. And at Windham High School, Jm 
25 at 2:30 pm and 7:30 pm. TIx: $3 ($2 students/seniols). 
892-1810. 
"Sylyla" Portland Stage Company presents A.R. 
Gurney's tale of a '90s-style love triangle involving a 
man, a woman and a dog. At PSC, 25A Forest Ave, 
Portland. Shows through Jan 26. Tues-fri 7:30 pm, Sat 
5 & 9 pm, Sun 2 & 7:30 pm. Post-performance discus-
sions: Jan 19, curtain call discussion with the cast. TIx: 
$18-$29 (discounts available). 774-1043. 
auditions/etc 
ActirC ~ at the Moxie Lab Portland's newest theater 
offefs professional instruction in a playful and supportive 
environment Introductory and intermediate classes start 
Feb 4. Enrollment is limited. 879-7901. 
Audition. for "Mame" Jan 18 & 19. All-ages we~ 
come to audition for this musical. At the 
Schoolhouse Arts Center at Sebago lake, Route 
114, Standish, from 1-4 pm. 780-5394. 
Cathedral Chamber Singers A 
community choir based at St. 
Luke's Cathedral seeks new 
members. Auditions by 
appointment. 772-5434. 
Oak Street Theatre School for the Perfonnlng Art. 
Winter semester offerings Include -Acting For 
Ordinary People," classes for kids and teens, 
advanced level classes, professional workshops 
and facilitated professional actor "workouts." 
Registration is under way. Prices range from $5-
$150. For more info and/or a registration form, call 
the Oak Street Theatre at 775-5103 (between 2·5 
pm, Tues·Fri). 
One-Page Playwriting Contest Portland Stage Intem 
Company's 1996-97 grassroots project invites people 
of all ages, locally and nationally to submrt one-page 
plays. The contest winners' worl<s will be presented at 
the Grassroots Project's production in April. Deadline 
for submissions: Jan 19. For official entry rules, call 
Carin Heidelbach at 774-1043. 
Portland Stage Company announces auditions for 
the winners of the One Page Playwriting Contest, 
Jan 20 at 6pm at 25A Forest Ave. Call 774-1043 to 
schedule an appointment. 
R"- Petfonning Arts For KIds Offers wor1<shops on 
singing, acting, movement, songwriting, story-telling, 
character and scene dfMllopment for kids ages 5-13 on 
weekdays and weekends. At the Reindeer Room, 650 
Forest Ave, Portland, 2nd floor. 874-9002. 
Volunteers Needed Oak Street Theatre Company 
has volunteer opportunities in a variety of areas, 
from set construction and painting to poster distrib-
ution and front of house. Volunteers receive com-
plementary tickets. For more info, call Michael 
levine between. 2-5 pm. 775-5103. 
thursday 1 G 
Rusted Root The Rustic Overtones open. At the 
Portland Expo, at 7:30 pm. Tix: $19.50. 773-7940. 
Thomas Snow The pianist-singer performs a noon-
day concert presented by Portland Conservatory of 
Music . At Rrst Parish Church, 425 Congress St, 
Portland , at 12:15 pm. Free. 775-3356. 
friday 17 
ShuI!In' T_ The flrok/rock band plays a berefit c0n-
cert for Habitat For Humanity of Greater Portland. At the 
Falmouth <ligh School Cafetorium, 74 Woodville Rd, 
Falmouth, at 8 pm. Toc $5. 883-2194. 
. 
preview: 
The Maine French Fiddlers Presented by the 
Portland Concert Association with support from the 
USM Cultural Affairs Committee and the 
Department of Music. At Corthell Concert Hall, USM 
Campus, Gorham, at 8 pm. Cost: $10 ($8 
seniors/$5 students). 772-8630. 
sunday 19 
The Winds of Maine perform a concert of baroque 
to modem music featuring Elgar, Prokofiev, Amold 
and Puccini. At Foreside Harbor, 191 Foreside Rd, 
Falmouth, at 2 pm. Free. 781-8201. 
upcoming 
Gospel Singer Jane Sapp Jan 22. The singer, song-
writer and pianist performs gospel music in honor of 
Martin luther King Day. At ludcke Auditorium, 
Westbrook College, 721 Stevens Ave, Portland, at 
7pm. Free. 283-0171. 
USM Jazz Ensemble with Andrea Pollnell! Jan 24. 
Director Scott Reeves hosts Italian saxophonist 
Andrea Polinelli performing new Italian jazz. Part of a 
week-long residency. At Corthell Concert Hall, USM 
campus, Gorham, at 8 pm. Tix: $4 ($2 seniors/stu-
dents). 780-5265. 
The dream goes on 
The spirit and vision of Dr, Martin Luther King Jr, are legacies that we can't be reminded of enough, But the last thing Dr. King would have wanted was for us to stay at home on his birth-
day because we didn't want to sit through 
another memorial service. Thankfully. there 
are some local interactive events for this 
year's celebration of Dr. King's memory, 
events that bring together family and friends 
to remind us what his dream was all about. 
• Martin Luther King Jr. and His Dreams 
Weekend" at the Children's Museum of Maine 
is ideal for familieS. On Jan, 18, members of 
Portland 's NAACP explore Dr, King's work 
through literature, reading stories from 
11:30 a,m.-noon and 1-1:30 p,m. The celebra-
tion turns to music on Jan-. 19 when Kathleen Spellman leads an Afro-Cuban drumming party at 
12:30-1:15 p.m. On Jan, 20, Gerald Talbot, an expert on African-American heritage in Maine, tells 
stories from 2-2:30 p.m, Hands-on heritage activities are scheduled throughout each day, 
USM hosts a free lecture Jan, 17 by Edwin Dorn, assistant Secretary of Defense, on the lega-
r:;y of Dr. King and Dorn's own experiences as an African-American working in the defense depart-
ment (11 a.m., Moot Court Room, USM School of Law. Portland). USM also hosts "Legacy of 
Dreams: Martin Luther King Jr, Day" Jan. 20, The family-oriented, multigenerational, interactive 
event includes a panel discussion exploring issues like parenting multiracial children, sam&gen-
der parents and white parents of multiracial children. Afterwards, kids and parents will hear sto-
ries on race issues. The day will finish with a play by USM's theater department about the 1955 
Montgomery bus boycotts. 
For Info on events at the Children's Museum of 
Maine, 142 Free St., call 828-1234. For Info on 
Edwin Dam's lecture, call 780-4344. "Legacy of 
Dreams" takes place Jan. 20 at USM's Portland 
Campus Center from 1-4 p.m. 780--4487. 
• ZOE MILLER 
Schubert's Birthday Celebration Jan 25 & 26. 
Portland Symphony Orchestra celebrates Franz 
Schubert's 200th birthday with a performance of his 
most memorable works. At Portland High School 
Auditorium , 284 Cumberland Ave, Portland. Jan 25 
at 5 pm and Jan 26 at 2 pm. 773-8191. 
The Mighty Mighty Bo •• tones Jan 26. At The 
Pavilion, 188 Middle St, Portland at 2 pm. Tix: $14 
(all-ages). 773-6422. 
Schubertlade Jan 30. Eva Virsik performs an all· 
Schubert piano recital. At Starbird Performance Hall, 
525 Forest Ave, at 7:30 pm. Tix: $12. 775-2733. 
"Happy 20Dth Birthday Schuberti Jan 31. The USM 
Faculty Concert Series presents Bruce Fithian, 
tenor, Rhee Michelle, soprano, and Judith Quimby, 
piano. At Corthell Concert Hall, USM campus, 
Gorham, at 8 pm. Tix: $9 ($5 seniors/st~dents) . 
780-5265. 
Joe Loyano Ensemble Jan 31. Bop jazz artist Joe 
Lovano performs with his ensemble. At Lewiston 
Middle School, 75 Central Ave, lewiston, at 8 pm. 
Tix: $18 ($16 students/$12 seniors). 1-800;639-
2919. 
events 
Casco Bay Moyers Classes in jazz, tap, street funk, 
ballet and dancemagic. Jan 17: African Dance class 
with Lisa Newcomb and Jeff Densmore from 5:30-7 
pm. Jan 26: intermediate-advanced jazz dance class 
with Jeanette Neill of Boston , from 2-3:30 pm. At 
151 St. John St, Portland. 871-1013. 
Maplewood Dance Center 383 Warren Ave, 
Portland, is open every night for dancing. Jan 24: 
"Ballroom Big Band Dance Social" with the Tony 
Boffa Band, at 7 pm. Ballroom dancing to big band 
sounds Wed & Fri at 8 pm (lesson at 7 pm). Oldies 
night Thurs at 7:30 pm. Country dancing Sat at 7 
pm. Swing dancing the third Tuesday of every month 
with Mainiac Swing Oance Society (lesson at 7 pm). 
Line dance classes Tues-Fri from 10-11:30 am and 
12:30-2 pm. levels vary. 797-2891 or 878-0584. 
Movie Musical Tap Workshop Jan- 26. Performer, 
teacher and choreographer Julia Boynton gives 
workshops In movie/musical tap , from 2-3:30 pm 
($15), and tap improv, from 3:30-4:30 pm ($10). At 
Maine Ballroom Dance, 614A Congress St, 
Portland. 
Tree Squares Dance Club holds a dance with caller 
John Courtois and cuer lorraine Courtois. Jan 18 at 
the Congin School, 596 Main St, Westbrook, at 
7:30 pm. 854-5627. 
"Pie Night" Jan 25. Round Scuares Square Dance 
Club presents a dance At Wentworth School, 
Gorham Rd, Scarborough. Rounds at 7 pm. Squares 
at 7:30 pm. 797-3757. 
Portland Pirate' Games Jan 25: Against Baltimore 
at 7:30 pm. At the Civic Center, Portland. Tix: $8-
$13 ($5-$6.50 kids/seniors). 775-3458. 
Portland Home Show Jan 17-19. At the Civic Center, 
Portland. Jm 17 from 4-9 pm. JWl18 from 10 am-9 pm. Jan 
19 from 10 am-5 pm. TIx: $3 ($2 senlolS/under 12 free). 
775-3458. 
Martin Luther King, Jr. Day Eyents Jan 17: Edwin 
Dorn. who works on personnel issues with the 
Secretary of Defense in Washington D.C., will give a 
lecture on the legacy of Dr. King and his own experi-
ences as an African American working in the 
defense department. At Moot Court Room, USM 
School of law, Portland, from 11 am-noon. Free . 
780·4344. Jan 20: " legacy of Dreams: Martin 
luther King, Jr. Day' events for kids and parents. At 
USM's Portland Campus Center. Free. 780-4487. 
GIanl..-ton/Aubum _Record & CO_ Jan 18. 
Featuring a discussion between Bill Maroldo and Phil 
Brookhouse, "What Will It Be, Record or CD?" At the 
Lewiston /lImrxy, Central A..." from 10 am-5 pm. 783-1378. 
openings 
BowdoIn College Museum of Art Walker Art Building, 
Brunswick. Openirg reception for "The Inferno," ~
by Michael MazlI for Robert Pinsky's verse translation, Jan 
29 from 8-10 pm. ShcJ,o,s th~ Mach 16. Hours: Tues-
Sat 10 am-5 pm, MonSu'l 2-5 pm. Artist's iectlJre Jan 29 
"The Inferno of Dante,' Michael Mazur and poet Robert 
Pinsky discuss their collaboration. Pol Kresge Audrtorium, 
Visual Arts Center, Bowdoin College, Brunswick, at 7:30 
pm. 725-3275. 
CONTINUED ON PAGE 24 
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Voted Most Misunderstood. 
The 1997 C230 offers you the quality and integrity of a Mercedes-Benz at a surprisingly 
low price: $29, 900~ This remarkable value features an 8-speaker sound system, automatic 
climate control, driver-adaptive 5-speed automatic transmission, and burl walnut trim, 
n's not easy being perfect lor under thIrtY-grand. Stop by or call for a test drive today-our 
place or yours. 
THE 
~ ~O} CHEWONKI 
FOUNDATION 
Wilderness Trips and Workshops 
Cross Country Sklk)91n 
Attean Township , 
JanUfiry 18-20 and FebrUflry 15~17 
Explore the woods of Attean 
Township and return to the 
wannth of a wood-heated yurt 
each evening. 
Sea Kayaklng In the 
Florida Everglades . . 
Februan,/8-14 Spend a. week 
perfecting your paddling technique 
while exploring the Wa:rrn waters of 
the Everglades and Florida Bay. 
Canoeing in the 
Florida Everglades 
F~ 17·23 Paddlemangrove-
lined channels and camp on 
wooden platforms In the heart of 
this wale!)' wildemes~. 
;'.'. 
• Pare della Gasp8sIe' 
· Backcountry Skl:rrip~ ~." , 
.March 15-23 Join t(sfOia;Week. 
of toUlino: in Quebec's ClUe Choc 
·M~. E$y ffie deep' silence 
· of spruce glades and alpine . 
meadows <leep with powder as we 
sId hutto hut. . 
For more infonnation on these and 
other trips for adults and families contact: 
Greg Shute, Wilderness Trip Director 
Chewonkl Foundation 
RR#2, Box 1200T 
Wiscasset, ME 04578 
Tel. (207) 882-7323 Fax. (207) 882-4074 
Performance Motors 
Route One, Falmouth 207-781-3207 
Maine's only exclusive Mercedes-Benz dealer. 
"The C-C1ass stans at $29,900 plus appllcable laxes & registration. 
ohnson ~ 
Chiropractic 
Including: Dr. Kimberly Johnson 
Acupuncture & Massage Therapy 
START THE NEW YEAR 
OFF RIGHT! 
Effective Treatment for: 
G Back & Neck Pain 
G Headache 
G Joint Pain/Stiffness 
G Muscle Spasm 
G Carpal Tunnel 
G STRESS 










GUNS AMMO MACE 
Now wllh four .'ore. to serve you 
569 Congress St., Portland 207·772·3932 
330 Usbon St., lewiston 207·784·5342 
177 Water St., Augusta 2ONI22·1700 
Pencbscot Plaza, Bangor 207·945'6648 
Why pay 60(; 
to get your 
showtimes7 
Every week 





current movie reviews, 
capsules, and an 
up-tcrthe-minute weekend 
showtime listing. 
It's accurate, it's timely, 
and best of all ... it's free. 
YOUllOVlE SOURCE. 
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Plastic Surgery 
Center of Mail1£ ... 
Complementing 
Nature. 
Brcast- EnlmgcmenL , ReducLion, LifLing, 
Rec('IJlst met ion 
farlal SIIIJ:rry- f orr UfL , Nil"" 
RI',I"!,ing, I'yd id I i lL in):, 1':11 CIIIII'lIll1 in" 
liposuction & Body Contouring-
1i1lnmy 'lurk, I'm Suelion, Ann 
&' 1 highpl.SLY 
Paft"n Baldnrss Su'Xrry-
S('~lp Reducliol1 , II:1ir Tr;\Ilspl :1 nts 
VelllC WeisbcIg, M ,D., F.A ,CS • E. Gelle Derme, M.D, 
"ndo,copi< Co,m,tic Surgery 
Cosm,lir I.n.<tr Surgrry 
OBAGI Shill Carr rrogmnl 
MlrmSurgrry· /lalld Surgrry 
PlastiL Surgery Center 
of Maine, PA. 
207-775-1933 00)-688-9133' FAX 207-871-9316' 232 S1. John Stree1 Suite 321 Portland, Maine 04102 
AT CASCO ASAyeCOLLEGE!~, 
APPLY NOW 
Key Points Majors ~f 
• Downtown Portland • Accounting 
• BUSiness Management 
• Inside Parking • Computer Appl ications 
• Student Apartments • Early Childhood 
• Fair Tuition • Fashion 
• Secretarial 
• High Job Placement • Travel and Tourism 
• Financial Aid Available • Paralegal 
• Need based grants • Telecommunications 
Day, Evening, Saturday Classes Start January, 1997. 
Casco Bay College, 477 Congress Street, Portland, Maine. 
ellsco Call Now 772-0196 BIIY Phone: 772-0196 
J COLLEGE FAX: 772-0636 
E-Mail: cbcoliege@aol.com 
4n CONGRESS STRfET JI'OATUNO. VE (l.Il01 • TEL 2011772·0' " 
THREE DOLLAR 
DE WE Y'S 






Wednesday's 5:30-9:00 P.M. 
Sea Dog 2/19 Katahdin 
Smuttynose 2126 Otter Creek 
Red Hook 3/5 Harpoon 
Geary's 3/12 Sam Adams 
3/19 Bar Harbor Blueberry 
THREE DOLLAR DEWEY'S 
Comer of Commercial & Union Streets' Portland Maine· 772-3310 
• Home Improvement FAMI.Y! AdullS: $4 
Seniors 65 & Older: 53 
Children Under 12: FREE • Remodeling 
• Interior Decorating & Accessories 
• Our Own Cenrral Park with Sand 
Boxes, Drawing Tables, Park 
Benches & .\lore .\ Cl~q):-" ,BICCO:-'lGLE PRo~nO:\i txc. ms01.\nOX 
• New & E.~ci[ing Kitchen Displays 
• Floor Coverings of All Types 
• The '\'\LoIZl)lG VA.'l DlN!s Magic n/ A , 
Show for Young & Old I , S" , 
• LoIS Jlo' fun \Vim ,via The Clown )" CO':,~ON " 
~ ~resent this coupon & get, "-
","",,-0,",,", /iIilmm;:;;: I l LOll OFF ADLU ,@ILlSIOil. I 
~ Ontlrupa!ptf~ \o(1'lJIj'Wtltll 
{jJf al'llll i .... ,..,...,... •• '" I 
I L"~"''' .;('M~I 
W-';';;:;:"~"'::;;;" ' :;:';:;"U 
IMPROVEMENTS. REMODELING. REAL ESTATE 
JANUARY 17-1 CUMBERLAND COUNTY CIVIC CENTER 
FRIDAY 4-9PM / ~RIDA1~;r-9PI~ / SUNDAY 10AM-i5PIM 
PRESE@'GSPONSORS MAINETIMES 
Visit Casco Bay Weekly's Web site on 
the Internet! Weill bring you the 
world through our Maine Newslinks, 
and coverage of the Portland scene 
through CBW's columns on music, 
politics and local computer culture. 
Stop by for a visit. 
You gotta love this town. At least, we assume 
you gotta love it, to be sitting here in the middle of 
our fabulous six-month winter. 
Well , don't just sit there. Tell us about it. Fill in 
your nominations for as many or as few categories as 
you like, then mail the ballot to the address below or 
drop it off at our Congress Street office. 
Confine your beloved things to people and 
places within our coverage area (roughly Brunswick to 
Windham to Old Orchard Beach). If you are so moved, 
you can write comments on a separate piece of paper 
and attach it to your ballot. We might use your 
remarks' when we write up the winners in our issue of 
March 13. 
Get your votes to us no later than 5 p.m. on 
Feb. 7. No ballot-box stuffing, please. 
Best people 
Best person in Portland 
Best TV personality 
Best weather forecaster 
Best waiter 
Best chef 
Best radio DJ 
Best bartender 
local politician you trust most 
local politician you trust least 
Local personality with 
most interesting wardrobe 
Person you'd most want 
to go ice fishing with 
Best food and drink 
Best breakfast joint 
Best lunch for $5 or less 
Best dinner for $10 o! I':,ss 
Best dinner 
if money's no object 
Best new restaurant 
(opened after 1/1/96) 
JANUARY 16, 1997 
THE B ALL 0 T 
Best place for a romantic dinner 
Best free eats at happy hour 
Best coffee spot 
Best sidewalk food cart 
Best bread 
Best desserts 




Best Italian sandwith 
Best fries 
Best fried clams 
B~t chocolate c!!!e. cookie 
Best vegetarian food 
Best entertainment 
Best Old Port bar 
Best neighborhood bar 
Best local band 
Best local album of 1996 
Best live music venue 
Best radio station 
Best theatrical pr~~ctio.'!.. 
Best place to play pool 
B.~st place to pla~ da~ _ 
Best p~i:e ~_dance 
Best bookstore 
Best tapeL~D stor.! 
Best movie theater 
Best place for ~fre!. d~~ --- ------{ 
Best spot for people-watchlng - _.- - - .. ---
Best free view of Hadlock Field - -- -
Best mountain biking_ 
Best ski area 
Best services 
Best bank 
Best place to cash _a check 
Best bicycle shop 
Best laundromat 




Best plac~ to get a haircut 




Most honest garage 
Best hardware store 
Best use of taxpayers' money 
Worst abuse of taxpayers' money 
Best/worst bureaucracy 
to deal with 
Most effective citizen group 
Best landlord 
Best gas station 
Best pottery shop 
Best day care 
Best locally based Website 
Best places 
Best place to meet people 
Best hea"h club 
Best building 
Ugliest building 
Best parking for free or cheap 
Best Portland neighborhood 
Part of Portland you'd 
most like to see secede 
Best place for a week~~d getaway 
Best beach 
Best place ~o slack 
Best company t~ wo!!< for 
Best public bathrooms 
Best smell 
Reader's choice 
Did you think of something we overlooked? 





Daytime phone number 
(in case we have questions): 
21 
22 CASCO BAY WEEKLY 
talian Buffet 
only $11.95 
- Tuesday • Jan.uary 21 st -
Marinated Gtlamari Salad' Caponata (Sweet & 
Sour Eggplant) • Stuffed Breads & Garlic Bread 
Tortellini Salad/Basil & Olive Oil· Chicken Escarole 
Soup with Mini Meatballs' Garden Salad 
Chicken Parmagiana • Veal Marsala • Lasagna Bolognese 
(meat sauce) • Eggplant Rollatini 
Risotto' Can noli & Tiramisu • Spumoni & Napolians 
·Children· S5.95 (12 and under) 
Facial 
Relax with 
an hour long 
essential facial 
massage and 













SJbll'l$.icn$ lor the calendar must be received ~ 
Writing on the ThUtSClay p:-k.r 'CO the .ubhcation SMd 
y~'Jr Ct ~r.jar ',st'ngs to Z". M'ler (csco 
6(ff W·ekly; 561 C6ngres1 Sr, Porti~"d. ME 04101. 
Forget for a moment 
Root have that hot-gypsy thing going on. Any band 
that can switch from furious African-influenced dance 
beats to tantalizingly slow love-inspiring melodies 
without a hitch could look like Jabba the Hutt for all 
we care. The Rusteds recently put out a new album 
that takes ' them in a somewhat different direction 
from their previous work. but the passion and 
musicianship are.still there. Put on your danciRg shoes 
and hustle over to the Portland Expo at 7:30 p.m. 









friday 17 Now that you've been Sitting imide your house for two months straight, have you noticed 
that th ings could use a little fixing up? The folks putting on the Portland Home Show figured you 
might feel that way. They've brought together a zillion different 
exhibitors to help you get the old place looking spiffy in 
no time. At the Civic Center, from 4-9 p.m. Also 
Jan. 18 from 10 Lm.-9 p.m. and Jan. 19 from 10 
a.m.-S p.m. Tix: $3 ($2 seniors/under 12 free). 
775-3458. d -
It seems that magicians are a rarity these 
days . But Oak Street Theatre's family 
series will put an end to that problem 
with "A Time For Magic," a special presentation 
featuring magician and vaudevillian Bruce MacKenzie- '-.--t 
Johnson. MacKenzie-Johnson has dazzled audiences all ~
around the country with his mix of magic, juggling, mime Make time for magic, Jan. 18 
and improvisation. Now you can be amused and amazed for yourself at OST, 92 Oak St., at 2 p.m. DC $5 ($15 
family of four). Also Jan. 19, 2S & 26. nS·51 OJ. sunday 19 What better way to pass ~ time on 
a lazy Sunday afternoon than by listening to some fine music by The Winds of Maine? The woodwind 
ensemble will perform a concert of baroque to modern music, featuring works by Elgar, Prokofiev. Arnold and 
Puccini. At Foreside Harbor, 191 Foreside Rd., Falmouth, at 2 p.m. Free. 781-8201. 
When a middle-aged couple (Edward James Olinos and Maria Conchita Alonso) offers a young drifter a job 
and invite him into their home, they get more than they bargained for. In Robert M. Young's "Caught," 
friendship and betrayal become intertwined when Olmos befriends the drifter, a bond that renders him blind 
to the growing attraction between his wife and the stranger. At The Movies. 10 Exchange St, at 5,7 & 9 p.m. 
Screenwriter Edward Pomerantz will introduce the film and discuss it afterwards on Jan. 17 at 5 & 8 p.m. Tix: 
$4.25. 772-9600. tuesday 21 Crave variety but praise one-stop shopping? The Free'Street 
Taverna has your fix. Start the evening with a poetry open mic, hosted by local poet Doug Bither, then stick 
around and share the blues with Pam Baker's new outfit, Blue Plate Special. At Free Street Taverna, 128 Free 
St., Pordand, at 8 p.m. 774-1114. wednesday 22 Science fiction has always been about much 
more than space travel and aliens. With its unlimited boundaries, the genre has often been used to satire the 
state of the world and make pleas for social change. Join larry Koch to find out how Jewish science fiction fits 
into the big picture in a program exploring the work of Jewish science fiction writers past and present. At 
Temple Beth EI,4oo Deering Ave .. at 7:30 p.m. Free. 774-2649. thu Rhode Island artist 
Harriet Pappas blends her knowledge of india, Hinduism and Buddhism in a series of 10 mixed-media 
sculptures called ""hstigial OIferings," showing at tihe USM Art. Gallery. Join Pappas at the opening reception 
at the Art Gallery, 37 College Ave .• Gorham, from '-8 p.m. Prior to that, Pappas will delivers a lecture on her 
work at 4:30 p.m. in Bailey Hall, Room 10, Gorham campus. "Vestigial Offerings" shows through Feb. 21. 780-
5409. friday 24 Blues singer/songwriter Debbie Davies is praised as much for her no-holds-barred 
guitar work as she is for her depiction of the '90s woman. On her recent album, "Loose Tonight," she pushes 
that strong playing and frankness to new heights, proving why the blues could benefit from a few more 
women like her. At Raoul's, 865 Forest Ave., at 9 p.m. Tix: $8. n3-6886 saturday 25 If 
your life has seemed drab lately. perhaps it's time to spice it up with music made for having fun. 
Who better for the job than Portland's own purveyors of rootsy, good-time rock, The Boneheads? 




An Evening of Indian Ragas 
& Improvi!lational World MU!lic 
8 pm $7 - 12 sliding tix Agape & Amadeus 
Stephen Parmley - Indial & Ethnic 
Flutes, Percussion 
Tori Morrill - lnanna, percussion 
Laurel Moran - Tambura, beDs, 
chimes 
Authentic Movement Workshop 
Caroline Loupe 2 -5pm, $15 
Vegetarian Potluck, 6pm, donation 
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P WINTER SESSION 
-...o;,.,#, ORTLAND 8 week classes, beginning now! 
POTTERY • George Pearlman' Beginning Wheel 
Throwing· Tues 10-1 or Thors 6-9 
• Leah Miller' Metalsmithing • Tues 6-9 
• Micheal Hofheimer · .Metalcasting • Man 6-9 
• Margaret Ryan· Terra-cotta Sculpting· 
Man 6-9 
• Pandora Lacasse' Sculpting the Torso' 
Wed 6-9 
• John White· Tilemaking, Decorating & DeSign • 
Thur6-9 
Classes include moterials & open studio time 
YOUNG PEOPLE'S CLASSES 
Jewelry Making. Wed 3:30-5 or Sat 9-10:30 
Wheel Throwing. Wed 3:30-5, Sat 9-10:30 
or Sat 11-12:30 
% 
OFF EVERYTHING 
3 Days Only! Sun., Mon., Tues.- Jan. 19, 20~21 
~ftTfRlftL O~JfCTS 
500 Congress Street, Portland, Maine 774-1241 • Hours: Mon. Sat. 10-6, Sunday 12-5 
24 CASCO BAY WEEKLY 
SUMMER 
Wednesday, January 22, 5:00-8:00 PM 
Waynflete School Gym • 360 Spring Street • Portland, Maine 
FREE ADMISSION 
$150 "Campc:rship" will be raffied off to one lucky family. 
Come to the Summer Camp Fair and meet represenative;; from Now England's finest camps: day camps, 
sleep away camps, rnvd programs, etc. Those over 18 will be able to explore possible job opportunities. 
LIGHT SUPPER FARE AND SNACKS FOR SALE (Snow o.re - J.n. 23, 5:00-8:00 PM) 
Oak Comj)uter 
Desks 
48" X 24" deep 
$339 UNF 
$399 Finished 
32" and 42" Lengths in Stock,Too! 
Resolve to help others 




"Smartest, easiest thing you ever heard of...1 
get cash for a good deed. $130 a month. 
$1560 cash a year, all mine. Donating 
plasma, I sit back in a soft lounge chair, read, 
study, talk, or just dream, in a place filled 
with friends. 60 min. later I'm up and 
PORTLAND 
BIOLOGICALS 
away, smiling, cash in hand." 
Come In .. .it's that easy! 685 Congress St. Portland 
772-5715 
239 Main St. 
Lewiston 
783-3230 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 18 
Icon 19 Mason St, Brunswick. Opening reception for 
new paintings by Frederick lynch, Jan lB from 4-6 
pm. Shows through Feb 26. Hours: Mon-Fri 1·5 pm, 
Sat 1-4 pm. 725-8157. 
Thos. Moser Cabinetmakers 415 Cumberland Ave, 
Portland. Aerial landscape oils and watercolors by 
Eric Hopkins shows Jan 25 through March 15. 
Artist's reception Feb 8 from 2-4 pm. Hours: Mon-
Sat 9 am-5 pm. 774-3791. 
USM Art Gallery 37 College Ave, Gorham. 
M Elements! Works in Ceramics, It a show of work by 
Roy Guerrette, Heather Parker, Christina Oliver and 
Theresa Smith, shows through Jan 16. ClOSing 
reception Jan 16 from 4:30-7 pm. Opening recep-
tion for "Vestigial Offerings," new work by Harriet 
Pappas, Jan 23 from 6-8 pm. Shows through Feb 
21. Jan 23: Harriet Pappas delivers a lecture at 
4:30 pm at Bailey Hall, room 10, USM campus, 
Gorham. Hours: Tues·Sat 1·4 pm. 780-5409. 
now showing 
Agape Center 657 Congress St, Portland. "Divine 
Feminine in World Mythology," paintings by Sandra 
Stanton, shows through March 1. Hours: Mon-Fri 
10-2 pm and by appt. 780-1500. 
African Imports and New England Arts 28 Milk St, 
Portland. ~Hidden Treasures," traditional African 
arts, rare carvings and works by modem artists from 
Nigeria to New England, ongoing. Hours: 10:30 am-
9 pm Mon-Sat, 12-6 pm Sun. 772·9505. 
Bowdoin College Museum of Art Walker Art 
Building, Brunswick. The museum is open to the 
public free of charge. Hours: Tue!YSat 10 am-5 pm, 
Mon-Sun 2·5 pm. 725-3275. 
• "Art & Ufe In the Ancient Mediterranean" An 
installation of Assyrian, Egyptian, Cypriot, Greek and 
Roman art, ongoing. 
* "Crosscurrents 1996" Art from Africa, ASia and 
the Americas, as well as contemporary objects from 
the permanent collecUon, ongoing. 
• "Quirks of Art" Shows through Feb 9. 
• "The Inferno" Monotypes by Michael Mazur for 
Robert Pinsky's verse translation. Shows Jan 30 
through March 16. 
Center For Maine History presents a three-part 
exhibition on the history of Maine Native American 
carving and basket making, "Growth Rings: 200 
Years of Basketry, Carving and Wabanaki 
Enterprise,· "Trees and Tradition: Brown Ash and 
Maine Native American Basketmaking" and "Spirits 
in the Wood: Penobscot and Passamaquoddy Root 
Clubs." 489 Congress St, Portland. 87~427. 
Coffee By Design 620 Congress St, Portland. Works 
by Portland artist and poet Woody Dana show 
through Feb 9. Hours: Mon-Fri 7 am-8 pm, Sat 8 am-
8 pm, Sun 8 am-7 pm. 772-5533. 
Dayldson & Daughters 148 High St, Portland . 
Paintings by Elinor Pironti show through Jan 25. 
Hours: Thurs, Fri & Sat 11 am-6 pm. 780-0766. 
Falmouth Memorial Library 5 lunt Rd, Portland. 
"Solace for the Soul," paintings by Falmouth artist 
Darcy Bell Donald, shows through Jan 31. Hours: 
Tues & Thurs 9:30 am-8 pm, Wed, Fri & Sat 9:30 
am-5 pm. 781-2351. 
Foghorn Gallery 4 Clinton St, Portland. Intematlonal 
folk art, Oaxacary wood carvings, black pottery and 
crafts of indigenous peoples. By appointment. 781· 
2563. 
Foreslde Cafe 201 U.S. Route 1, Falmouth. 
Paintings by Kate Merrick. Ongoing. Hours: Sun-
Thurs 7 am-3 pm, Fri-Sat 7 am-7 pm. 781-4931. 
Free Street Taverna 128 Free St, Portland. 
Paintings by Maya Amrich and prints by Aaron 
Saucier, Vanessa Wylie and Steve Manopoulos 
shows through Jan. Ongoing. Hours: Mon 11 am-4 
pm, Tue!YSat 11 am-l0 pm. 774-1114. 
Gallery Music 21 Forest Ave , Portland. "Trees, 
Rocks, Water, " paintings and works on paper by 
lavendier. Hours: Mon-Sat 9:30 am-5 pm. 775· 
1304. 
Hole In the Wan Studloworks1544 Roosevelt Trail, 
Raymond. "Art For the HOlidays," a group show and 
sale of work by gallery artists, shows through Jan 
30. Hours: 9:30 am·5:30 pm daily (closed Tues). 
655-4952. 
Jaya Joe's 13 Exchange St, Portland. Work by lori 
Austill shows through mid-Jan. Hours: Mon-Thurs 
7:30 am-ll pm, Fri 7:30 am-midnight, Sat 9 am-
midnight, Sun 9 am-l0 pm. 761-5637. 
The Jones Museum of Glass and Ceramics Douglas 
Hill, Sebago. Cost: $25. Reservations suggested. 
Hours: Mon-Sat 10 am-5 pm, Sun 1-5 pm. Cost: $5 
($3 students). 787·3370. 
Kaleidoscope Gallery Route 25, Gorham. Fine art. 
pottery, sculpture, jewelry and crafts by local artists. 
Hours: Mon·Fri 10 am-5 pm, Sat 10 am-4 pm. 839-
6926. 
Kutz 86 Middle St, Portland. "Prints and Collage" by 
Alison Hildreth shows through Feb 22. Hours: Tue!Y 
Sat 10 am-6 pm. 773·9717. 
Maine Cottage Furniture lower Falls landing, 
Yarmouth. "From Where We Came," gouache paint· 
ings by laurie Parlee Hadlock, shows through Jan 
10. 865-6675. 
Margarita's Restaurant 242 St. John St, Portland. 
Original watercolors by Bonnie Brown. Ongoing. 
Hours: 4-11 pm daily. 874·6444. 
Perfetto's Restaurant 28 Exchange St, Portland. 
"Almost Edible," paintings by Kate Merrick, ongoing. 
Hours: Mon-Sun.ll am-ll pm. B28-0001. 
Portland Museum of Art 7 Congress Sq, Portland. 
Hours: Tues, Wed, Sat 10 am-5 pm, Thurs·Fri 10 
am-9 pm, Sun noon-5pm. Admission: $6 adults, $5 
students/seniors, $1 youth 6-12 years. Museum 
admission is free 5-9 pm every Friday evening. The 
last Thursday of every month seniors only pay $3. 
775-8148 or 1·800-639-4067. 
• The Scott M. Black Collection A sampling from 
Scott Black's 19th- and 20th-century paintings and 
sculptures. 
• 19t ... and 2otlt-Century European and American 
Art Paintings, sculptures and works on paper by 
Monet, Renoir, Picasso, Matisse and other masters 
of the past two centuries: Ongoing. 
• " From Monet to Matisse: The Origins of 
Modernism" A complete overview of French art from 
early impressionism through Neo-Impressionism to 
Fauvism. Ongoing. 
• "Elizabeth B. Noyce Collection," including works 
by Fitz Hugh Lane, Albert Bierstadt, Chi Ide Hassam, 
George Bellows, Rockwell Kent and Andrew Wyeth 
from the recently deceased philanthropist's 
bequest to the museum. OngOing. 
Portland Pottery 118 Washington Ave, Portland. 
Ongoing show of unique and functional ceramics 
and jewelry by lisa Bonarrigo. teachers and stu-
dents. Hours: Mon·Fri 9-6 pm. 772-4334. 
Portland Public library 5 Monument Square, 
Portland. "Photoposltlves Too - A Visual Journey 
While living With AIDS," photographs by Tom 
Antonik, shows through Jan 31. Hours: Mon, Wed, 
Fri 9 am-6 pm, Tues & Thurs 12-9 pm, Sat 9 am·5 
pm. 871-1700. 
Renaissance Antiques 221 Commercial St , 
Portland. Ongoing show of works by John Dehlinger, 
W,lder Oaks, Terry Wolf and other Maine artists. 
Hours: 10 am-7 pm daily. 87~789. 
Salt Gallery Salt Center for Documentary Field 
Studies, 17 Pine St, Portland. Student work from 
the 1996 fall term shows through Feb 22. Hours: 
Wed & Fri 2-6 pm, Sat 10 am-l pm. 761.()660. 
The Spring Point Museum at Southern Maine 
Technical College, Fort Rd, So. Portland. "Portland 
Harbor, 1865-1900: Making a living in Stormy 
Times. " Ongoing. Hours: Wed·Sun 10 am-4 pm. 
Admission: $2 (kids free). 799-6337. 
UnlYerslty of Maine Portland Centre 533 Congress 
St, Portland. Paintings and drawings by U Maine 
Faculty Emeritus, Vincent Hartgen, show through 
Jan 17. Hours: Mon-Fri 9am·5 pm. 828-2327. 
USM Osher Map Ubrary 314 Forest Ave, Portland. 
"The Cartographic Creation of New England" shows 
through April 27. Hours: Wed 1-4:30 pm and 6·8 
pm, Thurs & Sat from 9 am-12:30 pm. 780-4850. 
Will's Restaurant 78 Island Ave, Peak 's Island. 
Paintings by lenny Hutch. Ongoing. 766-3322. 
events 
Bookslgnlng Jan 19. Sanford Phippen signs copies 
of his book "Kitchen Boy." At Borders Books and 
Music, Maine Mall, So. Portland, from 4-6 pm. 775-
6110. 
"The Child's Changing Need for Discipline" Jan 21. 
A talk by Georg locher. director of Waldorf teacher 
training at Emerson College in England. At the 
Unitarian Universalist Church, 146 Main St , 
Yarmouth, at 7:30 pm. 865-3900. 
Jewish Science FIction Program Jan 22. larry Koch 
leads a program exploring the work of Jewish sci-
ence fiction writers. At Temple Beth EI, 400 Deering 
Ave, Portland, at 7:30 pm. 774-2649. 
Matloyich Society An educational organization of 
lesbians, gay men, bisexuals and friends meets the 
second and fourth Thurs of the month. Jan 23: "Is 
AIOS Still Relevant to the Gay Community?" Steve 
Moskey, executive director of The AIDS Project, 
speaks about AIDS and its current relevance to the 
gay community. At Holiday Inn by the Bay, 88 Spring 
St, Portland, from 7:30-9 pm. 761-4380. 
Waynflete Summer Camp Fair Jan 22. Explore sum· 
mer camps and programs throughout New England 
with representatives from over 30 programs. At the 
Waynflete School Gymnasium, 360 Spring St, 
Portland, from 5-9 pm. 774-5721. 
Women's Business Development Corporation pro-
motes and supports business ownership for Maine 
women with classes, workshops and regular meet· 
ings. For more info, call 442-7911 or e-mail mdenz· 
er@aol.com. 
Woodford's Toastmasters Club of Greeter Portland 
A non-profit organization devoted to improving public 
speaking and leadership skills In a friendly, support· 
ive atmosphere meets at 7:15 pm every Thurs at 
the West Falmouth Baptist Church. 18 Mountain Rd, 
W. Falmouth. 799-2268. 
CONTINUED ON PAGE 33 
Advanced t=antasy dyslexia 
People have interesting ways of surviving the winter months and the precarious men-
tal states they can sometimes bring, the result of being deprived of warmth, sunlight and 
greenery for months at a time. My significant other and I have developed a few esoteric 
activities to help us make it through the slowly lengthening days. To wit: 
Instant "Jeopardy": This is a fun game that can be played wherever you go. Say 
you're walking down Wharf Street in the Old Port, for instance, and you see an over-
flowing smelly eyesore of a dumpster. The first one to say, "Who is Joe Soley?" wins. 
Or say you spot an aluminum foil replica of the Starship Enterprise in a store window. 
The person who says, "Who is Aluminum Man?" wins. The object actually isn't win-
ning or losing, but to come up with the most creative queries. "What is a Brewtique?" 
"What natural foods store is also known as the Whole Wallet?" You get the idea. 
Alphabet Videos: This involves selecting a specific Videoport genre, like "Incredibly 
Strange," "Foreign" or "Animation," and watching all the videos in that section, from 
A to Z. The object is to see whether you can make it aU the way through a particular 
section before you completely lose interest in videos, or winter ends. 
Rationalizations: This Involves 
how many ways you can make 
unpleasant things seem much 
more pleasant than they actual-
ly are_ As in, "well, it's still 
warm in September and some-
times even In October and often 
there's not even any snow until 
November, and by February It's 
practically March which is really 
spring, so winter's really only 
three months long." 
Musical Stores: This a 
fun and educational game 
that tests your historical 
knowledge while calibrat-
ing exactly how badly you 
need an extended vacation 
from Portland . The person 
who can remember the 
most previous incarna-
tions of any given store 
wins. For example, I say 
"Walter's," to which my 
significant other responds, 
"The '50s Diner." (That's 
right - the space used to 
house a completely retro 
diner, with mashed potato 
and turkey dinners and waiters with greased-back hair.) I then counter with "Alan's 
Incredible Edibles." Or, to use another locale, I say" Zephyr Grill," my s.o. replies 
"Neon Diner," I say "Felicia's," and my s.o. counters with "Soule's Candy Kitchen." 
You get the idea. The cafel sandwich shop near the comer of Oak and Congress streets, 
which began as "Daddy's," became "Cafe Bucci," closed, then became "Cafe Bucci" 
again, presents a real challenge. 
I've Suffered More Than You: An especially fun game at parties. I say, "I lived in an 
apartment so cold that food froze in the bedroom," to which someone else replies, "{ 
worked for eight years in a retail store in the Old Port. " I counter with, "I worked at a 
shoe store in the Maine Mall for six months," while my opponent comes up with 
"When I was a student at USM I was so poor I stole toilet paper from the bathrooms in 
Green Mountain." Triumphantly, I say "I worked at Green Mountain." This game can 
last until the wee hours. 
Ratinnalizations: This involves how many ways you can make unpleasant things 
seem much more pleasant than they actually are. As in, "well, it's still warm in 
September and sometimes even in October and often there's not even any snow until 
November and by February it's practically March which is really spring, so winter's 
really only three months long." Or, "it's true I'm horribly underpaid, but this is Maine 
where rents are at least as half as cheap as Boston, and you can sit in a bar all night nurs-
ing one or two beers, or in a cafe spending three hours drinking two cups of coffee, 
unlike New York, so actually I'm rich!" 
Advanced Fantasy Dyslexia: My personal favorite, and an invention o[ my s.o. This 
involves constructing elaborate personas/fantasy worlds/tictionallives, combined with 
an absolute refusal to yield to the social reality of the moment. For example, you're not 
really an overeducated, unemployed photographer; you're an unrecognized genius 
recording highly interesting and esoteric portraits of great cultural significance. You're 
not really a hackneyed, cliche-ridden poet with writer's block driving a taxicab at night; 
you're the next William Butler Yeats. You're not really living in a squalid apartment 
with five other completely obnoxious roommates on Grant Street and working as a 
prep cook at TGIF; you're a budding actor developing your technique so you can 
authentically portray really gritty characters. Warning: Excessive use of A.F.D. can 
lead to perilous mood swings and increased risk of unemployment. 
Use these merry little self-help techniques and, before you know it, winter will be 
over and you can forget about school, minimum-wage jobs and being haunted by old 
relationships, because it'll be spring, when nothing else matters except sitting bare-
legged outside on a park bench in the sun. 
Annie Seikonia has watched almost every video at the Portland Public Library. 
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Almost Italian Bistro 
37 Wharf Street, Portland, Maine 04101 
Reservations 207-775-9061 
G'Vanni's wants to send YOU to Ft. Lauderdale, Florida!! 
FREE FLORIDA 
VACATION FOR 2 
The Rules are Simple: 
You register with your dining purchases. 
Come in any day for dinner 
REGISTER TO WIN!! 
Jan. 1 to May 9, 1997 
1 Entry for each Appetizer 
1 Entry for each Salad 
1 Entry for each Entree 
2 Entries for each Dessert 
5 Entries for each Danesi Espresso or Cappucino 
"Owner Jeff Karll must be crazy!" Joe Soley 
WE'RE DRAWING WINNERS ON THE FOLLOWING FRIDAY NIGHTS IN THE 
BISTRO BAR: JAN. 17, 31, FEB 14, 28, MARCH 14, 28, 
APRIL 11, 25, AND MAY 9. 
Vacation Giveaways Trips are valid May 1 through October 31, 1997 for any Thursday' - Sunday 
No Purchase Necessar 
led ad 
power"~f Maine Imes and Casco Bay Weekly. 
'Y RC!afhi6~r ~p~te4"waf~,ent, responsive readers with 
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rrrrrt 
Come warm up with a cup of 
-35 Hot Homemade 00Up * (f1 
• 1/2 ~andwich '(chowder not included) 
Portland 
Wine (9 Cheese 
FREE DELIVERY 
In downtown Portland 
o n o,'der s of $1 5 or more 
• Qeetaurenl <l16hop. Gourmel food.!; • Catering • for all Occasions 
168 Middle St., In Portland's Old Port· 772-4647 or FAX 772-5294 
Hours: Mon-Sat til 6pm. Fri til 7pm • w. now carry Black Crow Breads! 
Planned Parenthood 
We're More Than You Think. 
"I feel like I'm important here and so are my 
questions and concerns. JI 
Now that Planned Parenthood welcomes Blue Cross/Blue 
Shield, CBA, Medicaid, Cigna, and other health plans, taking 
care of yourself is easier than ever. Make a New Year's reso-
lution that's really worth keeping - visit Planned Parenthood 
for a yearly exam. Call today for your appointment. 
Insurance/Medicaid are Welcome 
Confidential • Open Evenings • Affordable 
g Pianned Parenthood 
01 Northern New England· 
1-800-230-PLAN 
All qUlAfJS CfJlJU' from real JX'tiI!1I L~ utrllfllH ;11 our u'QitillR room diaries. 
fLOOKING FOR WORK? -
I LOOKING FOR HELP? 
-
I WHAT ARE YOU LOOKING HERE FOR? 
I "HELP WANTEDS" 
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_____ ~o::::-__ lan. 22-Feb. 6 
o a v i d 
Ireland 
An Installation and 
Residency Project 
publi c iRViud 10 porricipo/t 
Thurs. Jan. 30 0 a v i d 
Ireland lecture at 7:00 p.m. 
Thurs. Feb. 6 0 pen i n g 
reception 5-7 p.m 
This exhibition is supportc:d in 
part b~· L a nnan Foundation and the 
National Endowment for the: Arcs . 
Institute of Contemporary Art at , Maine College of Art 
522 Congress Street • Portland, Maine 04101 
207.775.5152 • FAX 207.772.5069 
Country tough, city Ilull 
Oak Street's "Buried Child" and PSC's "Sylvia," or why 
Sam Shepard eats guys like A.H. Gurney for breakfast 
• MARY STAMATEL 
In the '80s I naively envied my 
friends in Alcoholics Anonymous, 
people with booming social lives 
who nightly got to hear hilarious 
and hopeless tales from each 
other's chemically-altered pasts. 
The histories their fellow AAers 
told them were the kinds of things 
that stuck with me, stories I recog-
nized from my own family's clos-
et. Similarly, Sam Shepard's play 
"Buried Child," currently at Oak 
Street Theatre, is about the way 
life shouldn't have been - funny, 
sad, stupid, beautifully dark, our 
own lives made into art. 
The play is the story of an 
Illinois farm family that remains 
chained ta'gether because" of a 
tragic past. The characters are 
prisoners of their roles in the 
nuclear family: The father stays in Can we show this in a family newspaper? Hi-llnks from PSC's "Sylvia" . 
power through cruelty, the moth- missing may make you overlook what's weeningly cute for two-plus hours If 
er is chiding and judgmental, the "stu- kl' , d' actor Billy Padgett weren't there to play present, which is a lot of crac 10 la-
pid" son soldiers on while the logue and beautiful poetic moments . the supporting roles of Tom, a dog-own-
"screw-up" son rages feebly. The script has bouts of extreme humor jng pundit; Phyllis, the senior "it" girl of 
Dodge (Christopher Price) is the and sadness that sometimes occur simul- the Upper West Side; and Leslie, a sexu-
Cather, and he reigns from the couch all . d t 'nate shn'nk Padgett inter-
1. taneously; the effect places the audience y-ill e emu . 
where he has nearly finished drinking . cepts the showJ'ust as the girl.turned-dog at ground zero, where opposmg emo-
and smoking himself to death .. Price is . lout of steam (and J'ust as the tions coexist, and our feelings compen- sple runs . 
so good as Dodge that it's freaky, and sate for the numbness of the characters. script starts looking for a message) and 
the part never lets him down. The play d'd reconnects it to its farcical roots. They are the self-medicate , avO! ant 
opens with Dodge bantering ones; we suffer for them and The device of a sexy young woman 
with his unfaithful wife, Halie playing a dog .begins brightly enough. laugh at them. 
(Barbara Mather), who is Director Michael Levine has Heasley bo.unds onstage in full tailwag-
primping in preparation for a seamlessly woven the other ele. gery, and sniffs and begs shamelessly 
tryst. They can barely hear "BURIED CHILD" ments of the production into the through the evening. Unfortunately, the 
each other, but Dodge prefers it RUNS THROUGH story. The set by Michael Reidy material, not the actor, wears a little thin 
like that so he can mutter snip- JAN. 26 AT OAK is ramshackle and derelict, but after intermission. The doggie gags of 
ing asides. STREET THEATRE, artful. Tom Faux provides the first act don't allow for much time to 
Elder son Tilden (Paul 92 OAK ST. CALL musical accompaniment that explore the vexed relationship of Greg 
Kozak), the "stupid" son, 775-5103 FOR TIX captures the "Bubba on a bad and Kate, and the second act wallows in 
spends his time digging in the AND TIMES. trip" feel of the play. The new. a lot of relationship goo that is forced 
corn that has mysteriously "SYLVIA" RUNS and unfunny. 
THROUGH JAN. 26 and-improved stage at Oak begun to grow again, 3S years b ' h I h As a woman theatergoer, the ques-AT PORTLAND Street is also a Ig e p ; t e 
after their last planting. Kozak I' tion that lingers for me is why I spent yet STAGE COMPANY, set feels more enve OpIng, 
Plays Tilden as a primate and a h ' h d another evening watching a play in ' 25A FOREST AVE. the lights are Ig er an 
poet · he has some poignant II d whl'ch women look so foolish - a , CALL 774-0465 FOR stronger and the overa pro uc-
moments, such as when he cov- TIX AND TIMES. tion look is much.improved. woman plays a dog, a wife is jealous of 
ers his napping father with and powerless to compete with her hus-
cornhusks. Younger son Male menopausal yuck band's canine, and a female role is 
Bradley (Brian Shorey), meanwhile, F A played by a man. The question I'd like Meanwhile, over on orest venue, 
guilty of accidentally amputating his . to ask PSC isn't about any of the ele-Portland Stage's "Sylvia" is cute, Witty 
leg with a chainsaw, drinks his days and mostly brain.free, just like a TV sit- ments they've put together in this pro-
away. Into this routine comes an unre- I duction _ the direction by Wendy com. And just like TV sitcoms, peop e 
membered grandson, Vince (Seth Ll'scow is clear, the acting is wonderful, are watching it in great numbers. 
Burnham), and his girlfriend, Shelly . h the set (Anita Stewart) and lighting "Sylvia," by A.R. Gurney, IS t e 
(Asch Gregory). Their fresh perspective h ' B t1 (Christopher. Akerlind) are, too - it's story of Greg and Kate (Jonat an us e 
provides the energy necessary to propel and Robin Groves), a Manhattan. what made them select such a no-bra in-
the family to its final reckoning, but not h . k er to focus their talents on. But then I dwelling empty nest couple w a pIC up 
before the others try to stop them. I ) h look around at the house full of smiling a stray dog (Katherine Heas ey w 0 
There's a lot to question in "Buried suburbanites, and it occurs to me that I 
al Greg names Sylvia. Kate becomes wor-Child" - an absence of psychologic ' . S I . may be the only one who even cares to rie'd when Greg's devotIOn to y via 
growth in the characters, characters . Th' tt ask the question. caw upsets their marriage. at s pre y 
transformed in oddly random ways -
much it, and it would have been over-
but bothering too much with what's 
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Start the "New Year" right with 
M~m~S~:T~T~AL 
: . '-z~ ':,",-" __ ." '>- ','~" 
,,- .' of" h~'''' 
: 'NOW IS ,THE 't~'" E'! '-$) 
JT'~,F~D GR..EAf, y3~~5~! 
'. 5T 55 RWEl7J G! \' .. / 
• -~ ,.... ; 1 
t ,> ' . \'. ;; 
Come 111 and meet Master' Kevin Inman. 
You ~know our i~structors, they've lived in 
/: 'k. i 
Portianq all'.J:heir lives; Sen,Sei Peter Jordan, 
-. ;.. .-! 
Sensei Liana Curry, Sen~ei,Andy Merrill. 
(- ... 3 .t.onih~" 
UNlIMIt.,ED INSTRUCTION 
()"itIY"$99 
Offer expires 1/31/97 
at the Racquet Et Fitness Center 
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Barbarats Specializing in 
~
-- • Pasta, Omelettes, 
-: -. . . Overstuffed 
DID ' . ' Sandwiches& 
, . Soups 
~h:J? ~ Open for Breakfast, 




OPEN TUES-FRl 7-2. 
SAT -SUN 8.2. 
CLOSEDMON 
Cuft avaiu.bk for 
pN.'vate parties 




Candlelight Dinners for 




d'Oeuvres, or just 
Desserts 
Eating Alone? 
Casco Bay Weekly 
Personals 
AMERICAN 
RAOUL'S ROADSIDE ATTRACTION. Enjoy lunch or dinner in our 
funky. casual atmosphere, comfortable enough to bring a date or 
dine alone. Sandwiches. appetizers. vegetarian items and home-
made desserts. Mon-fn l1:30am.lam. Sunday in oU'r downstairs 
Pub 4pm-lam. Me & Visa accepted. Parking. 865 Forest Ave. 
Poftland. 77:>6886. 
ROSIE'S. Full bar. Free popcom. All major credit cards. Full menu. 
Rated -The Best RestaurMt /Tavem~ by 5 newspapers. Daily spe-
cials l1:00am 'til 1:00am. 330 Fore St., Portland. 772-5656. 
RUBY'S CHOICE. The best choice for fresh ground beef burgers, 
quality toppings on homemade buns. Now at a new, more con .... e-
nient location! 127 Commercial Street, Portland. 773--9099. 
RUSKI'S. Best breakfast In the city served all day. Six page menu 
available anytime. Portland's oldest continuously running tavem . 
since 1880. All major credit cards. Open at 7:00am Mon·Sat, 
9:00am on Sunday. 212 Danforth St .. Portland. 774-7604. 
STONE COAST BREWING COMPANY. Featuring a full service noll-
smoking restaurant with a menu that has something for everyone. 
From a quick burger, sandwich or one of our chef's selections of 
fresh seafood or charbroiled sirloin. Serving Lunch and Dinner 
11:30am-10pm SUll-Thur and until 12am Fri & Sat. For something 
special try our spectacular Sunday Brunch Buffet with live Jau 
from llam-2pm. Next to the Civic Center and the Old Port, With 
plenty of free parking. 14 York St., Gorham's Comer, Portland. 
773-BEER. 
SEAFOOD 
DOCK FORE. Great food in a friendly, casual atmosphere. 
Homemade soups, chowders, lobster stew, sandwiches, fresh 
dough piuas, steak, and seafood! Check us out for lunch, Happy 
Hour. or for a relaxing dinner. Sunday Brunch 11:30-2:00. All 
major credit cards accepted. 336 Fore St., Portland. 772-8619. 
GILBERT'S CHOWDER HOUSE. Friendly Downeast style dining. 
Seafood straight from Maine waters; Award Winning Chowder! 
Beer, wine & liquor. Check out our all you can eat Friday Ash Fryl 
All you can eat Shrimp Fry on Mon & Wed all day. Sat 4-Close. All 
major credit cards. 92 Commercial St., Portland. 871·5636. 
J'S OYSTER. White linen Quality dining in a relaxed atmosphere. 
Shellfish and pasta dishes our speCialty. Lovely view of Portland's 
working harbor. MC/ Visa/ Discover accepted. Parking in adjacent 
lot. 5 Poftland Pjer. Portland. 772-4828. 
CAFE 
BARBARA'S KITCHEN AND CAFE. Chef Bamara Winthrop's neigt). 
borhood breakfast and lunch place in a setting more upscale than 
a diner. Breakfasts include two eggs, two pancakes. bacon, ham 
'or sausage wrth coffee, $3.75; two eggs. homefries and toast, 
$2.25; or a large bowl of fresh fruit with non-fat yogurt and gra. 
nola, $4.95. lunches range from a $3.95 Greek salad to a pasta 
entree with black pepper fettuccine with red peppers, sun-dried 
tomatoes, artichoke hearts. grilled chicken or prosciutto in white 
wine and garlic sauce with bread and salad, for $6.95, and a dally 
variety of sandwiches, soups and pastas. Catering for all occa-
sions. Cafe avaitable for private parties. Open Tues . .fri. 7-2; Sat.· 
Sun .. 8·2; Closed Mon. 388 Cottage Rd., S. Portland. Cafe: 
767-6313: Fax: 79905037. 
BLACK TIE. 870 Broadway, So.uth Portland. Discover South 
Portland's most interesting lunch spot! Featuring hearty soups 
and sandwiches, healthy salads. entrees and fantastic bakery 
items. Oaily specials - always! Dine-in or take-out. Open Monday-
FMday 7:3()'3:oo. 79907119. 
FRESH APPROACH. The West End is getting fresh. Fresh coffee, 
baked goods. soups. salads. sandwiches & desserts can be 
• enjoyed in our ill-store cafe. Open M·F 7am·7pm Sunday 9am-
5pm. 155 Brackett St., Portland (former Good Day Matilet Ioca. 
tion1774-3297 
FRIENDSHIP CAFE. Exceptional foods, Breakfast and lunch 
served. Daily specials. Espresso, cappuccino. located near 
Longfellow Square (where Good Egg was formerly located.) 
Portland's newest and fresh homemade meals! Open 6am-2pm 
Mon-Sat. 6:3().2 Sun. 703 Congress St.. Pollland. 871-5005. 
THE MUSEUM CAFE. At the Portland Museum of Alt. Tastefulllll-
cheon items, desserts, and pastries served In a distinctive set· 
t ing. Tues-Sat 11:30-3, Sun 12-3. Seven Congress Square. 
77!H;148. 
SWEET ANNIE'S TEA SHOP. Whether you are in the mood for a 
robust sandwich made on Bodacious bread, a cup of tea from )'Our 
choice of a Wide vanety of teas, delectable baked goods, antique 
browsing or a great respite from the wand you will find it at Sweet 
Annies. Tea sold by the cup or pound, as well as brewing acces-
sories for the "perfect cup" at home. Open Tue-Fri 9-7, Sat & Sun 
11·5. Closed mondays. 642 Congress St., Portland. 773-3353. 
VICTORY DW a BAKE SHOP. Hearty breakfasts. mouth watenng 
baked from scratch breads and pastries - freshly prepared 
soups. stews, salads. pasta and vegetallan specialties. delicious 
san<tMches. Beer & wine. Monument Square, 299 Forest Ave and 
One Poftland Square. MC/VISA accepted. 772-7299. 772-3913. 
772-8186 . . 
LIGHT FARE 
5MIUNG Hill FARM ICE CREAM a SANDWICH SHOPPE. Enjoy a 
leisurely lunch on the farm. Over·stuffed sandwiches. fresh garden 
salads, and farm·made chowders, chilis and soups in season. 
Daily 11·2. And, for dessert, choose from over 40 flavors of ice 
cream and non·fat frozen yogurts. Ice cream pies and cakes. 
frappes, floats. sundaes, cones, and a tempting sundae bar with 
over 20 moufh.wateMng toppings. Dai~ 11am7pm. Only minutes 
from the Maine Mall and Downtown Portland. 781 County Road 
(Route #221. Westbrooll. 7754818. 
DINER 
BECKY'S ON HOBSON'S WHARF. Breakfast. lunch and now serv-
ing droner Tuesday-Saturday evenings until9pm. Hours: Tuesday-
Friday 4am·9pm, Frida), midnight-Saturday 9pm, Saturday 
midnight·Sunday lpm, Monday 4am-2pm. Parking. X 390 
Commercial St., Portland. 773-7070. 
THE PORTHOL£ RESTAURANT. Home of the 53.95 Ali You Can 
Eat Fish Fry· located in the heart of Portland's w.orklng Waterfront, 
the Porthole offers no frills dining and good. honest food. Prices 
are geared for the WOI1<ing person· a refreshing change for ocean-
side dining. Come experience a slice of genuine Maine, and get 
s.ome pie while your at it! Serving Breakfast, Lunch & Diner· open 
6am-9pm, 20 Custom House Wharf. Portland. 774-6652. 
BOOKSTORE / CAFE 
BORDERS BOOKS, MUSIC" CAFE. Grab your favorite book or 
periodical and stroll over to our full espresso bar where )'OU can 
select from a variety of speciatty coffees. pastries. desserts and 
lunch/dinner items. Our hours are MOil-Sat: 9am-10:30pm. Sun: 
9am-8:3Opm. MCjVisa welcome. 430 Gorham Rd., at the Maine 
Mali. 
CARIBBEAN 
FEDERAL SPICE. Home cooked Carrbbean/ Southwestern fare. 
Featuring heart smart selections. All items less than $6J 
. Everything available to go. limited radius delivery 11:3().1:30 M-F. 
Hours Mon-Sat 11·9. 225 Federal Street, Portland, 774-6404. 
CHINESE 
ORIENTAL TABLE. Serving reasonably priced lunch specrals & 
dinner with a variety of appetiZer & entree selections including· 
seafood & vegetarian dishes . Entrees range from $4.25 . 
$10.75. Smoking & non·smoking. Featured in Maine Sunday 
Telegram's Taste & Tell section. Gift Certiflcates Available. Hrs. 
Sun 12·9pm. Mon-Thurs. 1l:3()'9pm. Fri & Sat 1l:3().10pm.106 
Exchange Sf. 775-3388. 
FRENCH 
AUBERGINE BISTRO - WINE BAR. Now Open! A true Parisian 
Bistro in the heart of Portland. Cuisinier David Grant prepares 
French bistro dishes such as RumpSteak with Red leek 
Beamaise and Crispy Salmon with Spinach Sabayon in a casually 
elegant atmosphere. Discover new enjoyment with David's 
refreshing approach to food & wine. Truly Portland's answer for a 
new dining expenence. 874-0680. 555 Congress St. 
LE BISTRO DU LAC. Frank & Jane Leconte invite you into their his-
tOric Raymond home for home cooking from the heart of France. 
Thursday nights Cr~pe Menu, Sunday nights Roast Leg of Lamb. 
Serving dinner Thursdays through Sundays. 5-9pm. Reservations 
recommended. 207-655-4100. Visa. Me, "MEX. Comer of Rtes 
302 & 85. Raymond. 
ECLECTIC 
THE AUOUBON ROOM. Ocean views. elegant & intimate atmos-
phere, fine dintng featuring New American Cuisine. House special-
ties Include Marne lobster Bisque, Grilled Seafoods, Vegetarian 
Pastas, Pan-seared Crabcakes & Rack of Lamb. Sinful. handmade 
desserts may include pomegranate Sorbet. Cappuccino Ice Cream 
or White Chocolate Macadamia Nut Tart. Open daily; breakfast, 
lunch. dinners from 6:00pm. Reservations recommended . Off 
premise caterrng. MC, VISA, AMEX, Discover. Inn By The Sea. 
Cape Elizabeth. 767-0888. 
THE BARKING SQUIRREL · CAFE IN THE PARK. Deenng Oaks 
Park, Portland. Portland's answer to ~Tavern on the Green." 
Situated in an historic brick and stone building overlooking a pond 
and gardens. Enjoy breakfast, lunch, a candlelit dinner or Sunday 
brunch next to our huge, crackling fireplace. Affordable, home-
made, multi-ethnic and American Cuisine staning at $l.SO. Kid's 
menu. Ideal for OOIiday parties. Ice skate rentals. Mon 7:30am-
7pm, Tue & Wed 7:30am-8pm, Thur·Sat 7:3Oam-9pm. Sun 9am-
7pm. Parking. 774-5514. 
BELLA BELLA. Now open for lunch Tues-Fri 11:3Qam-2pm. Dinner 
Tues-Sun from 5pm. Now accepting dinner reservations. 
Specializing in foods from the countrysides of Spain, Italy, Greece 
& Morocco. Thrs month's menu features fall vegetable ragout & a 
traditional Spanish paella. Vegetarian dishes 8\'ailable for lunch & 
dinner. Visa, MC & checks accepted. Validated parking. Next to 
PMA. 606 Congress st. 78().1260/82fH55O. 
CAFE ALWAYS. 47 Middle St.. 774·9399. Daily changing menu of 
Modem American Cuisine with ·no food rules" such as center cut 
pork chops with pecan orange barbecue sauce and sweet potato 
sal~. Also New York sinoin with Stilton - sun dried tomato butter. 
Open for dinner Tues. - Sun. startire at SPOt Gift certificates and 
Accountants -
It Figures to Eat Here! 
1996 winner of Best Lunch under $5 . 




Beer & Wine served 
catering available. Voted "Most Romantic Restaurant~ by Casco 
Bay Weekly. Free periling in the lot adjacent to the restaurant. CC, 
Ll. R. 
GOOD TABLE. Casual. Tasty weekend brunch. Full bar. Featuring 
seafood, barbecue & Greek. Cracklin' woodstove. old jazz music & 
a good looking staff. Honest food & honest prices. Open Sunday 
Bam3pm. Tuesd"tFri<!ay 11am9pm. Saturday Bam9pm. closed 
Mondays. MC/Vis~ Parking. Rte 77, Cape Elizabeth. 799-4663. 
GREAT LOST BEAR. Full bar - now featuring 50 beers on tap. 
Extensive menu ... sandwiches, soups, salads, platters. Lunch or 
dinner in the mysterious Woodfords area. MC, Visa, Amex accept· 
ed. Parking. 540 Forest Ave. Portland. 772-0300. 
HUGO'S BISTRO. Dinner Tuesday· Saturday from 5:15. Innovative 
menu changes every four weeks, featuring fresh seafood and 
interesting vegetarian dishes. Provocative atmosphere. Parking. 
Reservations accepted. Major credit cards accepted, Major credit 
cards accepted. 88 Middle Street, Portland, 774-a538. 
HUMMINGBIRD FARM. Dine in casual elegance in a setting 
Martha Stewart can only dream about. Breakfast. lunch, and call-
dlelight dinners In a charming country Victorian home. Wide variety 
of gourmet dishes changes daily (no printed menues). Then 
browse the gift shop. and pamper yourself at their contemporary 
hair salon. Breakfast and lunch, Wed. through Sun .. 8--2; Tea and 
Temptations. 2·5; Dinner by reservation only. Fri. and Sat.. 5-8. 
Located a few minutes off Exit 4. 230 Rte. 35. in the Village of 
Goodwlns Mills. Lyman. Dinner and Crafts, 499-0149; Salon, 499-
7655. 
KATAHDIN. Daily Blue Plate Specials $9.95 and unpretentious 
fare like Buckwheat Pasta. Homemade, Good Cookin. Monday. 
Thursday 5-10 p.m. , Friday & Saturday 5-11 p.m .. Comer of Spring 
and High 51. Portland. 
TABITHA JEANS. 94 Free St., 780-8966. Maine's most cos· 
mopolitan restaurant offering an eclectic menu with an emphasis 
on seafood and vegetarian dishes made with the freshest ingredi-
ents, friendly attentive service. an extensive wine list. 16 wines by 
the glass. Smoke free. Pa~ing. 
ZEPHYR GRtU is a brand new eatery filled with art objects, large 
tables and lots of light, airy space. The cooks are founders of 
such notable joints as Alan's Incredible Edibles, Alberta's and The 
Good Egg Cafe . Here. they' re taking that joy of cooking to a new 
place. Check it out. Dinner 5-10. Closed Mondays and Tuesdays. 
All major credit cards. Free parking at Joe's Smoke Shop. 653 
Congress St., Portland. 828-4033. 
WOOD GRILL 
RACHEL'S WOOD GRIU- Come enjoy inventive cuiSine delicately 
seasoned with wood smoke and cooked the way God intended, 
over flame. Whether you're looking for a quick but memorable 
lunch or inspired dinner fare sel'\led in an elegantly unpretentious 
atmosphere. Stop on by, you won't be disappointed. Serving lunch 
& dinner. Beer & Wine availab le. Accepting MC & Visa. 90 
ExChange St (Upper ExchangeI774-1192. 
GREEK 
FREE STREET TAVERNA. Authentic Greek food. Family recipes 
and friendly atmosphere, Arst level: eatery/taverna. Second level: 
smffi<e free dining. NEW APPETIZER MENU and great weekend 
specials. Happy Holidays Happy Hour 2 for 1 drinks and drafts M-
F 4-7pm. MC Visa accepted. 128 Free St.. Portland. 774-1114. 
GOURMET TAKE·OUT 
PORTLAND WINE. CHEESE. Delicious homemade soups and 
sandwiches. wines, champagnes and cheeses. large selection of 
gourmet foods . Gift and picnic baskets. party platters, catering 
and deliveries. MC, Visa and Amex accepted. 168 Middle St. , 
PMland. 772·4647. 
INDIAN 
THE CLAY OVEN. serves authentic Indian CUisine In a relaxed 
atmosphere. The moist kebabs are cooked on slow charcoal lire, 
while the curries are prepared with freshly ground herbs and 
spices. There are maoy vegetarian choices on the menu. Open 
11am - lOpm 7 days a week. Beer and wine available. Take-out 
available. AU Major Credit Cards . 565 Congress St.. Portland. 
773-1444. 
ITALIAN 
ANTHONY'S fTAUAN KITCHEN. Voted 1996 -Best lunch under 
$5- and "Best Dinner under $10. ~ Beer and wine available. Open 
7 nights 'UI9pm.151 Middle St., Portland. 774-a668. 
FRESH MARKET PASTA. Voted ~ Best homemade pastas and 
sauces· in Portland 3 years running. Open for lunCh, dinner. 
Italian wine and beers. Espresso. Cappuccino. Desserts. Bring the 
family! MC, Visa and Amell accepted. 43 Exchange St. 60 Market 
St. Portland. 773-7146. 
Q'VANNI'S ITAUAN BISTRO. All "Italian Bistro" in the heart of the 
Old Port. The focus is Italian, but you will find a wide variety of 
American entrees available. The wine list is accessible and well 
ordered. A perfect blend of casual dining and atmosphere awaits 
you at G'Vanni's. Serving Lunch & Dinner. Credit cards accepted. 
37 Wharl St .• Poftland. 775-9061. 
AT THE PORTLAND ATHLETIC CLUB 
Try our: "Mammoth Margaritas" 
and "Fantastic Fajitas!" 
Featuring the finest Mexlea'n food ",north of the Bordah" 
Open 7 Days 
77am-71pm 
HA'!e!.ff.9UR ;;::,HrI 
SUNDA Y BRUNCH 
".m .. Zpm 
Call 781-5308 Located at the Athletic Club on 196 US Route lIn Falmouth 
PIZZERIA / DELI 
T. O. N. Y. BALONEY. Introducing the best Brick CNen Plua in the 
Old Port. Featuring a New York style dell wrth great Hero sand-
WIChes and Antlpastos. Come to and enjoy the scenic Old Port 
while you dine or we will deliver to your house In the Portland and 
South Portland areas ( call to see if you are in our delivery area.) 
You can call your order in and have it ready for you when you 
arrive. Credit cards accepted. 40 Wharf St.. Portland. 828--1910. 
BAR·B·QUE 
NORM'S BAR BQ. "Portland's Best New Restaurant~ featuring 
Norm's Wicked Good Sauce, Smoked Rrbs. Fried Chicken. Black 
Bean SOup. BBQ SandWiches, Catfish and dally Tapas. Beer & 
Wrne available. Lunch and Dinner Tues·Thur 12-10. Fri & Sat 12· 
11. Sun 3-9. Closed Mondays. No Credit Cards. 43 Middle St .. 
Poftland.207-774-6711. 
UPTOWN BIUY'S BARBEQUE. Gold Medal Winner -Rrst in Food" 
Portland Dining Guide. Enjoy legendary spare ribs, beef brisket, 
jerk chicken. vegetarian spec;als and more in a comfortable set-
ting, Etouffees, Jambalayas. smoked pulled pork shoulder and 
great Lunch specials. Full bar. Entertainment. Lunch. Dinner. 
Take·out . Catering. CapPucclno/ espresso. Mon-Fri luncheon 
11:30-4. Happy Hour 4-6. DlOner 4-C lose. Saturday & Sunday 
Dinner Only 4-Close 1 Forest Ave Uust off Congress) Parking 
Available. MC, VISA, AMEX. Diners. 780-0141. 
MEXICAN 
GRANNY'S BURRITOS. 10 Exchange Street Mall. 761·0751. 
Prepanng all of your Mexican favorites: Burritos, Quesadillas, 
Nachos & more. 
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~fif'\ . IF' 1"W 
~ ~MAR~S¥~ART,1' ~~ 
YOU'LL LQYE U 
HUMMINGBIRD \ 
FARM ~ 
A truly rmiqut plact . .. 
in OUT Victorian CafiJ brO'Wse the 
'lki Cottage Garden Gift Shop & 
'"fI.. pamp", yourseifin the contemporary ';'1 
1 Hair Salon. All located in a turn of the ./1  ctntury New England farmhouse. ([ HUMMINGBIRD FARM 
ii' open Wed thru Sun "I' 
1 G;;;'~';:;:: ~ 
I & Cr.ofts 499· 7655 I\" 
~ f"'''~ ~ ~ ~CP ~!~ 
IGUANA BAY MEXICAN RESTAURANT. E,citing Te,· 
Mex/Southwestern menu in a tropical MexiCO setting. Great mar· 
garitas. specialty tequilas. and terrific appetizers. Happy hour 
Mon·Sat from 4-6pm with free sampler buffet. Sunday brunch 
11am-2pm. Open every day 11am·llpm. MC, VISA. AMEX, 
Discover, Diners Club. 196 US Rte 1. Falmouth at the Portland 
Athletic Club. 781·5308. 
MARGARITAS. Specializing in delicious · hand·made~ southern 
California style MeXican appetizers and dinners, served in overly 
generous portlonsl JOin us for Happy Hour every weekday from 4-
7 p.m., with FREE appetizers. $1.95 for a 22 oz. draft beer and 
other good stuff! 242 St. John St .. Union Station Plaza. Portland. 
a nat 4 p.m. darly. 874-6444. 
MESA VERDE. We are what we eat so we serve only the finest. 
freshest natural foods. Flavorful, healthful Mexican dishes. 
Vegetarian specials. Drink to your health at: our Juice bar. Happy 
Hour Mon·Fri 3:00-6:00. Fresh juices, fruit shakes, smoothles, 
juice comblnaltOn~ome see what Portland's first and only JUICe 
bar IS all about. Also serving fresh frUIt margaritas, rum smoothles 
and other frozen delights. Casual atmosphere. Serving lunch & 




TORTILlA FlAT. Seventeen years of serving fine Mexican cuisine. 
Just minutes from downtown Portland. A memorable Mexican 
experience you can afford anylilTle. Outdoor screened in deck. 
Parking. VISA, M/C. Discover. 1B7 Forest Aile. Portland. 797-
8729. 
SOUTHWESTERN 
ZUNI. SOuthwestern to caribbean cuisine. Great food, outstand-
ing value, ever changing menu . Fresh squeezed fruit drinks. 
Smoke-free environment Open for Dinner 7 nights. MC, VISA and 
AMEX. 21 Pleasant Street. Portland. 774-5260. 
PUB FARE 
BRIAN BORU. Offers traditional Irish fare as well as not so tradi-
tional pub alternatives. Hearty stews. homemade breads, awe-
some pub sandwiches and pasta dishes. Credit ca rds & 
handicapped accessible. Irish Brunch and $1.50 Bass. Harp & 
Guiness all day Sunday. VISA, MC. AMEX. 57 Center St. . PortJand. 
ICE CREAM (DESSERTS 
Q'S ICE CREAM. Come get your licks in at Portland 's own home-
made super premium ice cream shop. All ice cream is made on 
the premises · With over 100 varieties of ICe cream to choose from 
(avaIlable on a rotating basiS) there is always a new taste sensa-
tion to try. Baked goods. other inspired desserts, Green Mountain 
Coffee, cappuccino and espresso are also available, Come relax 
in a warm, friendly atmosphere . Open at 7:30am Mon-Fri for 
breakfast. Open til 10:00pm Sun-Thurs, til midnight Fri & Sat. 505 
Fore St.. Portland 773-7017. 
··· ';;;;.!!·)zl1..;, :·m·;:2ii:··;,;;·~ ij 
Don't miss the great taste and value 
of our daily winter lunch specials! 
Winter Luncheon Specials 
$495 _795 
NE~!~Il's 
South Portland - Broadway, 799-3090 
Merrimack - Route 3, 429-0262 
Hampton - Route 1, 926-7646 
Dover - Dover Point Road, 742-3205 
r-------~~~~~ -------~--~~ 
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DRESSES 
lor EVERY occasion 
Specializing in Bridesmaids, 
Brides, Mothers of Bride/Groom 
and Weddi ng guests. h 34 Exc ange St 
Portland, ME 04101 
772-0219 
David S. Hurst, MD 
Certified in Both Allergy 
and Ear, Nose & Throat Surgery 
Chronic sinusitis, bronchitis or ear infections? 
Is allergy the cause? 
Appointments available to treat 
Food-Mold-Dust & Pollen Allergy 
Rt. 133, Farmington 
778-3535 
222 Auburn St ., Portland 
878-5510 
"Patients should be Symptom and Drug Free" 
~~o.q~~ 
THE WOO ~G CLUB 
Start 1997 off on the right foot! 
" Learn woodworking by doing it at The Woodworking Club 
" Low monthly dues with unlimited shop access 
" We have many project ideas 
" Fully equipped woodworking shop 
Introductory Membership 
As Low As $149 
Qualified People Available To Assist You- ' 
I 36 Bartlett Rd.,Unit#3, Gorham, ME. 856-7715 •. 
This year, 
try the personals. 
YES, MOM. I'M IlAVING 
10M FOR DINNER. HE'S 
WARM ... WELL PRESSEL>. IN 
rAa: I SEE HIM AT lllE POOR 
RIGiIT NOW. 
Looking for some seaso::!.'s meetings? 
When you place a free personal ad, it's easy. 
So call today. And this year, bring someone 
special home for the holidays. 
To place your FREE voice personal ad, 
call 775-1234 
IlfitB,.:£1ij lIerSonals liM44 ~ t') 1Il_IIIII.SIII._"U.TTOIUTs.HUIIlAII 
Holiday Inn By The Bay, Portland, Maine 
TUesday, February 11, 1991 9am to 6pm 
maine media market 
ADVERTISING RESOURCES '97 
Everything to advertise & promote your business! 
Maine's largest marketing & advertising trade show. If you want new customers, 
if you're looking for ways to promote your business ... th is is the show for YO
U! 
• NEW! Media Market Bookstore-by Boeder's Books-Marketing books & rnpes at discount pric
es! 
• NEW! Unlimited workshop admiss ion! 24 marketing workshops. 
• Bargai ns on advertisin g & marketing services 
• FREE Admission to over 150 Exhibits! 
WORKSHOPS 
ONE P ASS-ONE PRICE-ATTEND ANY 
"Cable TV Adlt11isiq. • .It'sAI Ho"'011 
~1t"GiryTIeIJeI1 
t.15·10:1S3rn A 11;"S·IH'pm 
"M.kf the Sale Marltttial &I MHIiIIt 
M:If)'AliceShn cr 
9;1'·10;1~ .t 1 2:IS·I:l~pm 
"'P'romocitllll P'roducls hd:A Pulldl l" 
Mqi\ WCllIpi 
t.t5-10:15am .t 1I:45·12:4jpm 
"HOOI' Tbt Bat CttBtatr I. ScIII{' hI:k FalYe)' 
9;}J . 10:3Oam .. 12:45 - 1:45pm 
"'C1IAIIIInU lome: htb., '" U6ti~ "Radio: TIle Easy, El'nde.1 &r EKedlw: W.), 
C.--r Loy.l li" Riclwd Crou .. Market Vour BIlliMll" .bI: ~ Rartii.1ll 
2:00 -]:OOam .t ):30·4:~ 11:30· 12:lDam.t ):15. ·U'"", 
'1kildinl MaR" Sta.rwv til • ';[1KIro1ic C-.nm:e: Mubonl. 1M f«lmll 
o.~a-d fMYdaIiM" AJ.n Weber Ce ___ 1l" Rir:banI Aiunler 
llkOO · JJ;O'lasn l l:OO·2:OOpm !:U.):ISJIII 
"Ttirfislol &. IbeAd.n.r: Tht Nul "tolimEft WorkJhopI'" Topics 10 be Announ
o:td 
0..,.,... Aile BUleMk} 9-.JJ. JI:OOam A I 1:JIlwn.I:O:p-n&.'2!I:l4!l¥n 
~=.;~!~: Cows Don'j Gi,t Wwh. fabj«f"' tI ... ~1JUow 1tIdc, 
MIIJr.- rM HI" 10 rakt lt!" Waller Boomstu. 
10:45 - I bU1III.t 1:45· 2:4.5pm 
and MORE!! 
FAX This Registration Form to 207·781·5755. 
Call 207·781 ·5756 or Mail by 2/3/97 to P.O. Box 66838, Falmouth, ME 04105-6838 
Unlimited Workshop Admission $19 eacb in advance. $25 at the door. Frtt Admission to
 Exhibits. 
Plt:ase w e a photocopy of this fonn if registering more than one person. 
Name ___________ Title _____
___ _ 
~m~ny _______ ~~~ ____ ~
~-~---
Address City ____ ---;:--;-;- State _ Zip _
_ 
Phone Fax E·Maol ____
_ _ 
Ii1iIlDii o Check{enclosed) 0 Credit Card. 
~CO"L~" V,.LCOM.~~.=== __ !!!!~~==~!!:=~j c:r  OF COMMERCE 
Been there" done that 
The game: Six Degrees of Kevin Bacon. The premise: Name any actor or ac
tress 
working during the past 10 years and it's possible to connect them to the acto
r Kevin 
Bacon in six associations or less. The example: Sean Penn was in "Shanghai Su
rprise" 
with Madonna, who was in "Dick Tracy" with Warren Beatty, who was in "
Ishtar" 
with Dustin Hoffman, who was in "Hook" with Robin Williams, who was i
n "The 
World According to Garp" with John Lithgow, who was in "Footloose" s
tarring 
Kevin Bacon. Depending on your knowledge of Hollywood trivia , this gem of
 a game 
can provide unlimited entertainment during long roadtrips. 
I've discovered a little variation on this game that, while equally entertaining
, can 
provide a somewhat eye-opening revelation into how small our little queer com
muni-
ty here in Portland actually is. We'll call this game Six Degrees of Fornicatio
n. The 
premise: Name any two gay men in Portland who have not slept with each ot
her and 
it's possible to connect them using six sexual liaisons or less. A hypothetical e
xample 
would look something like this: Consider Todd and Kevin. After the New
 Year's 
White Party at The Underground, Todd went home with Eric, who had just bro
ken up 
with Trevor, who slept with Steve, who happened to be dating Mike, who had s
ex with 
Kevin - Steve's best friend - while Steve was in Boston. Everyone still with 
me? 
I'm convinced you don't really need six degrees of separation to connect most
 fags 
in Portland. A close queer friend of mine and I are always at odds over this 
issue. I 
believe that the game can be creatively played with a maximum of three degrees
 ofsep· 
# aration, while he tends to think 
You don't really need six 
degrees of separation to 
connect most fags in 
Portland - all you need is a 
maximum of three degrees. 
A queer friend of mine 
thinks he only needs two 
degrees to link everyone. He 
should lose points for using 
himself as one of the links, 
but I can't begrudge the guy 
a healthy sex life. 
he only needs two degrees of 
separation to link everyone . I 
suppose he should lose points 
for using himself as one of. the 
links in most of his connec-
tions, but I can't begrudge the 
guy a healthy sex life. Besides, 
he plays safe. 
The web becomes even more 
tangled if you consider the local 
queer online environment . 
Private conversations between 
online users cluster around 
sharing of personal stats or 
sharing of personal notes. Why 
else would online players 
scramble so furiously when 
some fresh screen name appears? But is it really someone new? An "advant
age" of 
online is that, should you get a bad rep or are looking too promiscuous, you ca
n create 
a new, innocent-looking persona for yourself. I still chuckle when I hear so
meone 
remark that they use AOL's all-male chat rooms just for chatting. Dh, please
. That's 
like saying you like visiting a barber just to watch hair being cut. 
Looking further into the web of associations, Portland's public sex environm
ents 
aren't much fresher. Perhaps a degree of separation exists between regulars t
o PSEs, 
and a feeding frenzy occurs when a new, fresh young face make an appearance
. 
It probably comes as no surprise to anyone who participates in the queer socia
l life 
of Portland that there's a lot of recycling of players taking place. Portland is, af
ter all, a 
small town posing as a city. But before anyone accuses me of stereotyping gay 
men for 
being promiscuous sexual addicts, let me say that I'm convinced there's noth
ing that 
makes this behavior any different from what occurs in the hetero world. 
I've bartended in enough straight bars in this city to witness the breeding beh
avior 
of breeders, and it ain't pretty. The only difference between watching straig
ht guys 
cruise women and gay guys cruise men is that the straight guys don't say s
tuff like 
"Girlfriend, check that out!" Let's be honest - men obsess over sex. If this is t
rue as a 
general rule, then bisexual and gay men pursue sex with the single-mindedne
ss of an 
intercontinental ballistic missile. But even though there's a lot of the ,"been ther
e, done 
that" outlook in the straight world as well (from ~oth men and women), nobod
y points 
any fingers or cries foul, because recreational hetero sex is part and parcel of so
lid, tra-
ditional, homophobic family values. 
So if we're all out there looking for the same thing, maybe there really are onl
y six 
degrees of sexual separation between everyone in Portland. Now there would
 be one 
heck of a fun game. But I can't help but lose my appetite over the possibil
ity that 
Carolyn Cosby is somewhere in my connections. The horror .. . the horror. 
Rick MacPherson has stepped out of the local dating pool and is happily smooching
 a cute guy 
from Massachusetts. 
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Fresh Seafood Every Day 
Proudly Served the Downeast Way 
ALL YOU CAN EAT 
MAINE FRIED SHRIMP 
Every Monday All Day 
Every Wednesday All Day 
Every Saturday 4 - Close 
All you call Eat Rill Fry -
Every friday 
Now Serving Your Favorite Cocktails 
Award WInnIng Chowder 
871·5636 • 92 Commercial St., Portland 
All MajOt Credit C_dl Accepted 
Hours: Sun· Tues 11<;. 
Wed & Thurs 11·9. Sat 11 · 10 
~~w~ 
HOT 
30 Market Street-Portland's Old Port-Tel. 774-7491 
~~ 
)1i Soak t~e wi .. ter awa1 
Save $5* on 1 hour/2 person tub 
Make your reservations now! 
* Mon-Thur. Reservations must end by 8:00pm ·to get discount 
I) mention thIs ad 
--.........u.lnJr1~nl"'nl1 Hl\\\rIOAfll \ 
GAL ERY 
The Old Port's best kept secret - Gallery 7~ The premier 
location for f ine hand-crafted furniture, 
home accessories, lamps, glassware, 
pottery,jewelry, exclusive gifts. 
THIS IS A SECRET YOU CAN TELL YOUR FRIENDS. 
Our hours 
Tues. - Sat. 11-6pm 
164 Middle & Market St. Portland, Maine 
(between David's Restaurant and Regency Hotel) 
207-761-7007 
Owned by local craftsmen. 
31 
Portland Stage Company presents 
A.R. Gurney's 
Smash Hit Comedy! 
Now Playing thru Jan. 26 
"[Sylvia] will chase away 
your winter blahs with a good 
two hours of laughter." 
Portland Press Herald 
~I Added Perfonnance
 
speel!) Jan.25 @ 1 :OOpm 
Season Sponsor: LLBeaD 
Don't Miss It ! Call Today! ~(~:".;J; 7 7 4 - 0 4 6 5 " .. ,," 25A Foresl Ave. Portland 
, ') 
I' j 
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&Lek! 
Open for lunch & dinner Jan 17. 
Rlll'SERVICE 
SIO& 
• Snowboard Base Edge Beveling 
• Binding Adjustment 
• Hot Waxes 
• P-Tex (base) Repair 
Swingin' SWM seeks funky dream 
date for indoor candlelight pi01ics 
with Norm's tasty take-out 
SNOWBOIRD SHOP 
PLAY IT A6Aln 
SIP'~IRTS 
315 MARGINAL WAY PORTlAND n~3 
lVonn's BarB" 
"wicked good sauce" 
SNOWSHOE. X-C. AND SNOWBOARD RENTAlS 
W·TH 12·10, F & ST 12-11 Sun 3-9 
CLOSED MONDAY & TUESDAY 
43 Middle St Portland ME 774-6711 
Learn Something 
New This Year! 
Take a noncredit course at USM 
Course #lDay Beginning Time Cost 
Watercolor 10 Mon. Feb. 24 7-9 p.m. $98 
Crash Course in 35 mm Photography 3 Weds. Feb. 26 7-9:30 p.m. $72 
Nature and Outdoor Photography 10 Weds. Mar. 19 7-9:30 p.m. $175 
Painting: Unleashing your Creative Spirit Sat. Mar. 8 9 a.m.-noon $45 
Still Life Watercolor Workshop Sat. Mar. 22 9 a.m.-2 p.m. $45 
Using Color Creatively with PasteJs 6 Thes. Feb. 25 7-9 p.m. $62 
Workshop in Creative Drawing 10 Thurs. Feb. 27 7-9 p.m. $145 
A New Path: Redirecting Mid-Hfe Career 3 Thurs. April 3 7-9 p.m. $74 
Creating Career Change: Tools & Vision Sat.lSun. Mar. 22-23 8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m. $59 
Planning your Financial Future 8 Weds. Feb. 26 7-9 p.m. $169 
Living Spanish Part I 10 Thes. Feb. 25 7-9 p.m. $142 
Living Spanish Part II 10 Thurs. Feb. 27 5-6:30 p.m. $135 
Parlons Francais Part I 10Mon. Feb. 24 5:30-7:30 p.m. $142 
Gennan for Beginners 10 Sats. Mar. I 9:30-11 :30 a.m. $142· 
Dreams: Their Meaning? 6 Mon. Mar. 31 7-9 p.m. $88 
Proprioceptive Writing: Writing/Medilation 8 Tues. Feb. 27 7-9 p.m. $98 
Women Flying Solo in Mid-Hfe 5 Sats. Mar. 15 10:30 a.m. -noon $88 
Buying and Selling Antiques 4 Thes. April 8 6-9:30 p.m. $68 
By Land and By Sea: Civil War Leaders 4 Weds. April 30 6:30-9:30 p.m. $58 
Growing and Using Culinary Herbs Sat. April 12 9:30-11 :30 a.m. $118 
New England WiJdflowers in the Garden 3 Sats. Mar. 22 9:30-12:30 p.m. $52 
Private Pilot Ground School Tues.trhurs, Feb. 25 7-8:30 p.m. $245 
Poetry for Beginners 8 Thurs. Feb. 27 7-9 p.m. $98 
Writing the Short Story 10 Thes. Feb. 25 7-9 p.m. $135 
Writing the Short Story: Advanced Level 10 Thurs. Feb. 27 7-9 p.m. $148 
Writing, Illustrating and Publishing 3 Mon. Feb. 3 7-9 p,m. $72 
Children'S Picture Books 
Get Published: Beginners' Overview Sat. April 5 IOa.m. -3 p.m. $60 
_ Watch for our catalogue in mid January or call our office at: 
Center for Continuing Education, USM, 68 High Street, Portland 
780-5900 or 1-800-787-0468 
OUniversity of Southern Maine 
'The man 
whom we 
believe to be at 








Clover Health Care 
QUARTET 
Friday, January 31 at 8:00 p,rn. 
Funded in part bya 
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lor the Arts. 
Lewiston Middle School Auditoril,lm 
ReseNed Seating $181$16($12 Students & Seniors) 
" ... America's only women's Irish music ensemble 
mesmerized the crowd. ,./1 
Seasoo Urdetwriters 
6Alive! WCSH-TV 
- Boston Globe 
I' 'I Frontier Communications Seltzer & Rydholm I Pepsi 
CHERISH THE LADIES 
Friday, February 14 at 8:00 p.rn. 
Lewiston Middle School Auditorium 
ReseNed Seating $16/$14($12 Students & Seniors) 
49 Lisbon Street 
Lewiston, Maine 04240 
For Tickets & Information 
(800) 639-2919 
Courtesy of fi'ontier Communical ions of New England 
or (207) 782-7228 in the local area 
Tickets on sale weekdays 9:00 a.m.-4:30 p.m. 
& one hour before every performance. 
Visa / MasterCard / Discover / Amex I Checks' 
SEASON UNDERWRITERS : Rowe Auburn · 6Ailve
IJWCSH-TV 
Sun JournallSunday · 99 9 KISS·FM & WLAM • Aus'on Assocla les
 
AndroscoggIn Savings Bank · WCYY -FM • Paclos RaUSCh & Co 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 24 
lu Ie r 
others 
AIFS Foundation seeks host families for foreign 
exchange students. Ages .15-18, students have at 
least three years of English , an.d will stay for 5-10 
months, 1-800-322-4678. 
ASSE seeks host families for foreign exchange stu-
dents. Also seeking local high students to become 
ASSE exchange students abroad. 775-1479. 
American Cancer Society has numerous volunteer 
opportunities: helping with community health fairs, 
driving cancer patients to and from their medical 
appointments. Two individuals are needed who can 
provide phone assistance and referrals to people 
calling for cancer information. Anyone is welcome to 
apply, but retired social workers and nurses are 
especially encouraged. To volunteer, call 1·800· 
464-3102. 
American Red Cross 524 Forest Ave, p"rtland 
offers worllshops in CPR and First Aid. They remind 
you to give blood. Donating hours: Tues·Thurs noon-
7 pm, Fri 9 am-4 pm, and every third Sat 8 am-2 pm. 
775-2367. 
Amnesty International is an independent wo~dwide 
movement working impartially for fair and prompt tri-
als. to end torture and executions and to release 
prisoners of conscience. Amnesty Group 174 In 
Portland meets to write letters, sponsors speakers 
who have witnessed the atrocities in countries such 
as Nigeria , Rwanda and Bosnia and to work on 
cases . We gratefully accept donations, especially 
for postage and printing for our letters abroad. Write 
to: AI 174, P.O. Box 8703, Portland ME 04104, or 
call 767-4305. 
Andover College seeks members of the business 
community to help bridge the gap between educa-
tion and business. Join t heir Advisory Committee 
and help assess and develop current and future pro-
grams at the College. Contact John Paradise . 774-
6126. 
Are you caught between two worlds? Do you long 
to live surrounded by an environmentally kind home, 
but find it economically impossible and inconvenient 
to support your earth values? Explore and share 
with Campaigns for Consumer Empowennent and 
Community Leadership. 773-8654. 
Big Brothers Big Sisters seeks volunteers age 18 
and up, to spend time as an adult f~end to an at-
risk child. Commitment is either weekly or every 
other week for at least one year. 773-5437. 
Building Materials Bank A non-profit organization 
providing household fixtures and appliances for low-
income homeowners seeks donations of reusable 
materials. · Yard sales" are held every Saturday of 
the month - at 169 Lewiston Rd, Gray. 657-2957. 
Buy Pollution Pollution allowances are bought and 
sold on the Chicago 80ard of Trade Just like any 
other commod ity. You can help buy and retire 
allowances to prevent businesses from further pol· 
luting. For more info, write to: Acid Rain Retirement 
Fund, P.O. Bo. 10272, Portland, Me 04104. 
Campaign to End Childhood Hung.r The Maine 
Coalition for Food Security holds a series of meet-
ings for people interested in motivating the commu-
nity to help those who live with hunger In Greater 
Portland . At City Hall, Portland. 871-8266. 
Cedar. Nursing Care Center 630 Ocean Ave, 
Portland, seeks volunteers to help transport resi-
dents to dinner, go on outings, help with activities, 
share musical talents or be a friendly visitor. Call 
the volunteer coordinator at 772·5456. 
The Center For Grlevlng Children seeks volunteers 
to work with children and their families who are deal-
ing with the loss of a family members or friend . 
Volunteers go through an intense 25-hour training. 
Volunteers also needed to help with computer work, 
mailings and events. 799-1112. 
The Center For Therapeutic Recreation needs light-
weight wheelchairs to be used in an aquatics pro-
gram for disabled child ren and adults. If you aie 
interested in donating a chair, contact 772-0504. 
The Children's Museum 01 Maine is looking fo r peo-
ple 'Who love to teach and are interested in becom-
ing program presenters . for a variety of weekly 
activities. Call Sara Brobst at 828-1234, ext 227. 
Coats For Kids Donate your outgrown and unused 
coats. Drop off boxes are at Shaw's Supenmarkets. 
Pra tt Abbott C le ane rs w i l l c lean the coats . 
Sponsored by the Salvation Army. 774-6304. 
Community Health Services seeks volunteers to 
file , photocopy, type and do other jobs around their 
offices. 77 5-7231. 
Creat ive Health Foundation, a non-profit community 
mental health agency seeks volunteers in the Saco 
area to serve as positive role models for adults with 
psychiatric d is ab i l i ties . Especiall y wanted : 
Computer skills, marlleting consult ants and people 
well-aquainted with community services. 283-2771. 
Donate Your Used Car to benefit Maine's kidney 
patients. Call 1-800-488-CARS for more info. 
Emergency Food Pantry accepts donations of non-
perishable food items at various congregations in S. 
Portland and Cape El izabeth. 799-3361. 
The Family Crisis Shelter a program that serves 
women and children experiencing domestic vio-
lence, currently seeks volunteers to attend the fall 
training sessions. To volunteer, call 874-1975. 
Flag Disposal Used, torn or faded American fiags 
that are out of service can be donated to the Libby-
Mitchell Post #76 of the American Legion in 
Scarborough. 883-7815. 
Foster Grandparent Program seeks adults aged 60 
and over to offer support and guidance for young 
parents and children . Benefits including liability 
insurance, bi-weekly stipend and an annual physical 
are available for seniors who join . 773-0202. 
Free HIV/AIDS Presentations available for commu-
nity groups through the American Red Cross. 874-
1192. 
Friends of Feral Fell .... A group helping stray cats 
needs volunteers and homes for orphan kitties. 
772-3484. 
Hearts and Horses Therapeutic Riding Center 
8roadturn Rd, Scarborough, a non-profit riding cen· 
ter dedicated to providing a quality riding experience 
for the physically, emotionally and mentally chal· 
lenged, needs volunteers to lead and side walk . No 
experience necessary. 883-7102. 
Hospice of Maine volunteers provide non-medical 
assistance and support to the tenminally III and their 
families. Volunteers over age 55 especially needed. 
If you would like to volunteer or need our services, 
call 774-4417, 
Hospice of Midcoalt Meine seeks volunteers to 
help provide care to families coping with terminal ill-
ness, grief and bereavement. Next training in the 
fall. Call to register. 729-3602. 
Hospitality House seeks a donation of a less than 
8-year-old computer. 453-2986 or 1-800-438-3890. 
IFW Game Farm and Visitor Center Shaker Rd, Gray 
seeks volunteers to work as gate attendants, wan-
dering rangers and tour guides. To register for train-
ing, call 657·2055 
The Jimmy Fund offers couples planning a wedding 
an alternate way to say thank you . Their "A Gift For 
Life " program allows you to honor each wedding 
guest with a donation made in their name to the 
Jimmy Fund of the Dana Farber Institute. For more 
infonmation, call toll free 1-888-546-8938. 
_ With Justice A national labor, community and 
religious coalition dedicated to fighting for the rights 
of working people, seeks indidviduals to form a 
Maine chapter of JWJ. 761-9221, E-mail at 
jfichera@wow.com or bdaddio@biddeford.com. 
The Maine Audubon Society is still seeking docents 
to volunteer at Gllsland Farm answering wildlife 
questions, greeting and assisting sanctuary visitors 
and helping with program registration. Cheerful, out· 
going people with a love of nature are needed. Also 
volunteers needed for spring and summer to be nat-
uralist guides. Call or stop by Maine Audubon head-
quarters for an application. 781-2330. 
Maine Polson Center Is a preventative information-
al resource for families , staffed 24 hours a day for 
aSSistance. To receive an Informational packet, 
including phone stickers, or get answers to ques· 
tions about drugs or medications, call: 1-800-442-
6305. 
Maine Speakout Project for Equal .Rlghts needs 
volunteers to do data entry on Macintosh computer 
several hours weekly. Speakout trains and deploys 
volunteers to speak to mainstream citizen groups 
about dis~rlmination in Maine. Cost of training: 
$10. No one tumed away for lack of funds. At 123 
Congress St #1, Portland. 879-0480. 
Medical Supplies Volunteer N_ at Community 
Health Services , 901 Washington Ave, Ste. 104, 
Portland . Do you have 3 or more spare hours a 
week, a willingness to assist in a fast-paced home 
health agency and an interest in the medical field? 
Call Dolores Vail, at 775-7231. 
Medicare Cut. Seniors concerned about cuts in 
Medicare can call the Senior Coalition to get Infor-
mation about their options. 1-800-273-9009. 
Merrymeeting AIDS Support Services 's Buddy 
Program seeks volunteers to work onEH)n-one with 
persons with HIV / AIDS, their care·givers, partners 
and family members to provide emotional and prac-
tica l support. For more info, call Deb Stone at 725-
4955, or Getty Payson at 985-8199. 
Opportunity For Change Interested in worlling to end 
domestic WlIerre? This nonprofit ~ WO!I<ing with bat-
terers seeks volunteers to t'elp In the office and fundraise. ~ 
you are interested in fundraising or administrative worlI, 
please call 774-4603. 
Planned Parenthood needs volunteers to help pre-
pare mailings four or five times per year, evenings 
OJ mornings, and to help with the year-end phone-a-
thon. Contact Sharon Grossman at 874-1100. 
Preble Sbaet Rescuce Center ActivIties at 252 Oxfoo:! St. 
Portland, include community meetings Hi at 10 am; v.riters' 
group open to anyone Weds from 11·1 pm and ffi groups 
open to anyone feeling the urg!! for creatil.e expression Tues 
at 11 am. 8746560. 
Racial Justice Cornrrmee seeks to determine how it can 
be t'elplul in addressingjustice Issues in the community and 
find groups to collaoorate with. Meetings are held the fourth 
Tuesday of each month at 5:30 pm, at YWCA, 87 S~ngSt, 
Portland. 781-3898. II1II 





The All-American Microbrew Showcase 
every thursday in january 5 to 9 pm 
Thursrilly 1116 Great Falls Brewing Co., Auburn, ME • Mike and Chuck will be: guest 
bartenders pouring their Bobat Brown, Raspbe:rry Wh<at and Black'n Berry. 
Thursday 1/23 Boston Beer Company, Jamaica Plain, MA • Introducing Longshot 
Homebrew Winner - California Common Sryle - Po. well as our usual Sam Adam.! 
selections. 
Thursrilly 1/30 Oak Pond Brewing Co., Skowhegan, ME • Brewer Chris Molton will be: on hand 
pouring his nut brown, storyteller Doppelbock and OPB IPA 
540 Forest Avenue • ME • 772·0300 • 
Mad Horse Theatre Company 
Coming January 30, 1997 
.9L~ 
A theatrical magic potion, By Heather McCutchen 
artfully concocted by the LaDean sisters, 
deSigned to cure your Winter blues. 











ALL SEATS $10 
ALL SEATS $25 
Reservations 
797-3338 
·1 HE GAME RG@)M 
• BILLIARDS • DARTS 
• VIDEO GAMES 
• PINBALL 
• CD JUKEBOX 
LUNCHEON BAR 
OPEN AT 10:00 A.M. DAILY 
DAILY FOOD SPECIALS 
821 Main Street, Westbrook • 856-2480 
34 CASCO BAY WEEKLY 
.-' . .' . 
~~~"tHSbO-
B URRITO ' S F ROM "-ROUND TH E W ORLD 
MON-SAT AFTER S 
$l,SO Micro brew Pints 
Heart Healthy Menu SeleC!tions 
A. Great Selection of Veqetarian Fare 
Try our Yam fr1~ and our Cajun fri~ 
OPEN M-SAT, 11-9 
"Limited Radius Delivery 1l~-2- M-F 
229 Federal St . • Portland, 774-6404 
Vie, 
anyon 
Y/lc.v.it.. i?Witu; . 
~~~c:)--~~ 
~~ICE CREAMY 
A ~ of Portland ~ T 505 Fore St, 
Y Portland 773-7017 0 Free Parking Lot Beside Our Shop " 
d"for ~ Get rea,~ ... ' ., 
~sU'I\\I~~\I\ 
Y · PATRIOTS P1ZZAZ SUNDAE .x 
Q, • GREEN BAY EAT OUR DUST SUNDA~ , 
, AND FOR YOUR SuPER-BoWl PARTY: 1( 
• 10% OFF AU ICE CREAM CAKES ~ • 50% OFF PINT HOT FUDGE WITH o PURCHASE OF QUART ICE CREAM ' O . 
, • 10% OFF AU LARGE SUNDAES ON , 
A GAME DAY 1/26 B 
T GO PATS!!! ~ 





A proud supporter 
of the Arts 
in Portland Since 1988 
, 
Milos Forman's "The People vs, Larry the raucous, raunchy story of the transformation of Larry Flynt :a two·bit strip-club own.er to the publisher of Hustler and, .Innal"'. ~y, millionaire and 
First Amendment firebrand. 
Flynt (Woody Harrelson) makes his fortunel,ff 
Hustler, which becomes known for its in.vm ... !'.,,·, 
satirical pom - Wizard of Oz characters and Saint 
Nick make appearances, for starters, as do, 
famously, Jerry Falwell and his mother - but 
with success comes lawsuits, Flynt is arrested 
on obscenity charges time and again, 
but wins on that his bad 
"The People vs, Larry 
Flynt," directed by Milos 
Forman. Rated R. At 
flagship Cinemas, . 
Falmouth (781·5616), 
and Hoyts Clalt<'s Pond, 
Portland (879-1511). 
protected 
by the First 
nation attempt in Georgia that leaves him 
partially paralyzed. Steadfast through it all 
is Flynt'S wife, Althea (Courtney Love), a 
._- -~ - -- ------
no\\' pia)' ing 
BEAVIS AND BUTT-HEAD DO AMERI-
CA As you might expect, it's long on 
potty talk and exceedingly stupid humor 
- and therein lies the fun, This feature-
length movie debut of MlV's moronic 
miscreants is a bit tedious in the final 
minutes, but for the most part it's a 
fun, warped romp, Beavis in particular 
turns in an Oscar-caliber performance, 
Reviewed 1/2/ 97, 
BEVERLY HIUS NINJA Chris Farley is 
at it again, falling all over himself with 
disheveled hair and sweat, flying, He 
plays the star of a Japanese ninja insti-
tute who grows up to be bigger and 
clumsier than anyone expected, Watch 
him nea~y demolish Beve~y Hills with 
Nicollette Sheridan and Chris Rock in 
tow, 
CAUGHT A young drifter is offered a job 
and invited into the home of a middle-
aged couple (Edward James Olsmos 
and Maria Conchita Alonso), Olmos 
befriends the drifter, and their bond 
renders him blind to the growing attrac-
tion between his wife and the stranger. 
THE CRUCIBLE The film version of 
Arthur Miller's famous play about the 
Salem witch trials isn't so much about 
witch hunts as it is about the dangers 
of consorting with sexually frustrated 
young women - you can 't help feeling 
that it could have been bigger and more 
powerful than it is, Starring Winona 
Ryder and Daniel Day-Lewis, Reviewed 
1/9/ 97, 
DAYUGHT A bunch of caffeine-charged 
New York City commuters become 
trapped in a Hudson River tunnel. Lucky 
for them, Sly Stallone is there, and he 
brougllt his nashlight. 
03: THE MIGHTY DUCKS The third in 
the "Migllty Ducks" series, "03' takes 
the Ducks to a new school where they 
have a new coach , What will they do 
without their beloved coach, Gordon 
Bombay (Emilio Estevez)? 
THE ENGLISH PATIENT Based on 
Michael Ondaatj~ 's acclaimed novel, 
the film traces two love stories, one in 
late-'3Os Cairo between a count (Ralph 
Fiennes) and a British aristocrat's wife 
(Kristin Scott Thomas), the other in 
mid-' 4Ds Italy between a Canadian 
nurse (Juliette Binoche) and an Indian 
minesweeper (Naveen Andrews). 
THE EVENING STAR Fifteen years later, 
'Star' picks up where '80s tear·jerker 
"Terms of Endearment" left off, Shirley 
Mac Laine returns as sassy Southern 
belle Aurora Greenaway, who took on 
the task of raising her deceased daugh-
ter's three children and is living to see 
the disappointing results. Jack 
Nicholson adds his panache to the mix, 
EVITA Madonna sings her lungs out as 
Argentina's most beloved icon, Eva 
Peron, Music by Andrew Lloyd Weber, 
Also ~tarring Antonio Banderas, 
FIRST STRIKE There's hardly a hipper 
perso.n in Hollywood right now than 
Jackie Chan, and his movies aren't 
even filmed there, Follow Chan's fists 
of fury through Hong Kong as he teams 
up with yet another winsome female 
martial arts champ, gets framed and 
struggles to clear his name, 
flY AWAY HOME A teenager (played by 
Academy Award Winner Anna Paquin) 
recovers from the grief of her mother's 
death in the company of her estranged 
father (Jeff Daniels). A diversion 
appears in the form of a bunch of 
orphaned Canadian geese, who think 
she's their mama, 
GHOSTS OF MISSISSIPPI Rob Reiner 
tackles the true story of NAACP activist 
Medgar Evers' assassination and the 
trial of Byron De La Beckwith (James 
Woods) ! Alec Baldwin stars as the 
crackerjack D,A, who resurrects the 
case 30 years after the fact. 
JERRY MAGUIRE Writer-director 
Cameron Crowe offers us the story of a 
30-someth ing sports agent (Tom 
Cruise) who gets his butt fired for tak-
ing the moral higllground, but who mar;. 
ages to find his way to the top 
nonetheless, 
JINGLE AU THE WAY With a cast this 
stacked - Arnold Schwarzenegger, Phil 
Hartman, Sinbad , Rita Wilson and 
James Belushi - can the plot really 
matter? Arnold plays a mattress sales-
man who wants to outdo his superdad 
next-door neighbor (Hartman) by giving 
his own son the ultimate Christmas 
gift, 
LOOKING FOR RICHARD Actor-turned-
direc tor AI Pacino indulges his 
Shakespeare fixation with a half-docu-
mentary·half-drama about a troupe of 
actors and their production of 'Richard 
III.' Pacino plays the director pondering 
himself in the role of king, With Winona 
Ryder, Alec Baldwin, Estelle Parsons 
stripper and drug addict who helps him become ~ captain of the porn industry. 
Harrelson's Flynt is funny ariQ flashy and loaded with one-liners, but the 
performance seems one·dimensional, (Equally'distracting is Harrelson's 
oJ 
accent, which makes.it sound lik. be's chewing something while he talks.) 
Love, on the other hand, is an absolute natural for Althea. I'm still not 
entirely convinced Love can aa, but she brings to Althea a real 
vibrancy that results in the film's most poignant moments. Included 
in the adventurous casting are James Carville as. a .district attorney 
and a cameo by Flynt himself, playing the judge who p~esided at his 
first obscenity trial. : "" 
In the hands of Forman, "Flynt" isn't so much an 
issues movie as it is a character study - you end up 
caring less about Flynt's impact on First 
Amendment law and more about how it will all 
affect him. Most winning is Flynt's unflappable 
sense of humor; at one point, he mutters "I've 
got to move somewhere where perverts are 
welcome!" That place, evidently, is 
. Hollywood, which has managed to make the 
man's life into a wickedly funny movie. 
DAVID KDCIEMB4 
Loyey doyey: Courtney Loye 
(yes, It's really her) and Woody Harrel-
and Kevin Spacey, 
METRO After scoring serious laughs 
with "The Nutty Professor," Eddie 
Murphy goes back into cop mode in this 
action-packed, San Francisco·based 
hostage comedy, Murphy's negotiator 
tries to help a rookie cop (Michael 
Rapaport) deal with a sticky situation 
and save the city. 
MICHAEL John Travolta plays another 
"touched' individual in this feel·good 
story about an everyday angel. William 
Hurt is the tat:vld reporter who wants 
the real scoop. 
THE MIRROR HAS TWO FACES Jeff 
Bridges plays a passionless college 
professor married to a brainY'not-beau-
tiful colleague (Barbra Streisand), He's 
in it for the companionship, but she's 
hot for him, Her mother (Lauren Bacall) 
convinces her a makeover could 
change her life, and things heat up, 
ONE FINE DAY Michelle Pfeiffer and 
George Clooney play two super·hot 
workaholic Single parents who meet 
through their super-cute kids, Though 
they find each impossibly obnoxious at 
first meeting, it's not long before the 
chemistry kicks in, 
101 DALMATIANS Glenn Close no 
doubt draws on her previous evil-wench 
roles to bring to life the queen of mean, 
Cruella DeVil, in this live-action remake 
of the classic children's tale, 
THE PEOPLE VS_ LARRY flYNT Milos 
Forman 's raucous and raunchy movie 
follows the transformation of Larry Aynt 
(Woody Harrelson) from a tw()-bit strip-
club owner into a publisher, millionaire 
and First Amendment firebrand , 
Harrelson is so-so as Flynt , but 
Courtney Love is a natural as his strip-
per/ drug addict/AIDS victim wife. 
Reviewed this issue. 
THE PORTRAIT OF A LADY Jane 
Campion directs Nicole Kidman in the 
lead of this movie adaptation of Henry 
James ' slow·moving novel. As Isabel 
Archer, Kidman plays a free spirit who 
tries to make her own rules but ulti-
mately succumbs to the mores of her 
time, She makes the mistake of marry· 
ing John Malkovich's money·grubbing 
meanie and lives to regret it. 
THE PREACHER'S WIFE Whitney 
Houston leads the choir at a flounder-
ing church where her husband 
(Courtney B, Vance) is, you guessed it, 
the preacher, The couple is visited by a 
dapper angel (Denzel Washington), who 
helps fill the pews, Includes ice-skating 
scenes filmed in Deering Oaks. 
THE RBJC A murderer is lurking among 
the stuffed animals and petrified wood 
of a natural history museum, Penelope 
Ann Miller's fetching evolutionary biol()-
gist must join forces with a Chicago 
police detective (Tom Sizemore) to save 
her own life and get rid of the homicidal 
apparition. 
ROMEO AND JUUET A hardcore, gang-
banging adaptation of the classic story 
of starcrossed lovers, set in a Aorida 
fantasy·world where haute-style, fancy 
handguQs and gang rivalry are all the 
rage, Starring hip-kids Claire Danes and 
Leonardo DiCaprio, it's Shakespearean 
tragedy Ii la Quentin Tarantino , 
SCREAM Wes Craven pokes fun at his 
own genre in a postmodern thriller 
about a serial killer set in suburban 
California, Drew Barrymore heads up a 
cast of babes that includes Neve 
Campbell and Courteney Cox. 
SET IT OFF" "Waiting To Exhale" made 
you want to puke, check out F, Gary 
Gray's story of four friends from the pr()-
jects who don 't wait for anything -
they make th ings happen , Queen 
Latifah heads up the cast of women 
who, fed up with bad luck and unreal-
ized dreams, try their luck at bank rob-
bery. 
SLEEPERS Four men (Brad Pitt, Jason 
Patric, Billy Crudup and Ron Eldard) 
seek revenge for the physical and psy· 
chological abuse they suffered as boys . 
at the hands of a guard (Kevin Bacon) 
while doing time in a juvenile reformat()-
ry, 
SPACE JAM Michael Jordan teams up 
with a bunch of Looney Tunes charac· 
ters, including Bugs Bunny, in this live 
action/ animation comedy where Mr, Air 
helps save the Tunes from destruction 
by aliens, 
STAR TREK: FIRST CONTACT In this 
latest instal lment, bald and beautiful 
Captain Jean·Luc Picard (Patrick 
Stewart) leads the "Next Generation' 
crew's fight to save the Enterprise from 
the eVil, heartless Borg Queen (Alice 
Krige). 
TURBULENCE Testing the "if they 
bought it once, they'll buy it again" the-
ory of Hollywood filmmaking, Lauren 
Holly and Ray Liotta star in an airborne 
version of "Speed: After Liotta offs the 
crew, Holly's night attendant must take 
control of the plane, 
SCHEDULE EFFECTIYE FRIDAY THROUGH THURSDAY, JAN 
17·23 UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED 
OWING TO SCHEDULING CHANGES AFTER CBW GOES TO 
PRESS, MOVIEGOERS ARE ADVISED TO CONFIRM TIMES 
WITH THEATERS, 
NICKELODEON, TEMPlE AND MIDDLE STREETS, PORTLAND. 
772·9751. 
BEAVIS AND BUTT-HEAD DO AMERICA (flG.13) 
1:20 (SAT, SUN & MON ONLY), 4:20, 7:20, 9 
DAYUGHT (flG.13) 
1 (SAT, SUN & MON ONLY), 4, 7, 10 
THE EVENING STAR (PG-13) 
12:30 (SAT, SUN & MON ONLY), 3:30, 6:50, 9:50 
JINGLE All THE WAY (PG) 
1:10 (SAT, SUN & MON ONLY), 4:10 
THE MIRROR HAS TWO FACES (PG-13) 
12:40 (SAT, SUN & MON ONLY), 3:40, 6:40, 9:20 
SLEEPERS (R) 
6:30,9:30 
ROMEO AND JUUET (flG.13) 
12:50 (SAT, SUN & MON ONLY), 3:50, 7:10, 9:50 
JlENERAL CINEMAS, MAINE MALL. MAINE MALL ROAD, 
SO. PORTLAND. 774-1022. 
METRO(R) 
1:45, 4:20, 7:10, 9:45 
THE PORTRAIT Of A LADY 
, 1. 4, 7, 9:55 
BEVERLY HIUS NINJA (flG.13) 
1, 3:05, 5:10, 7:25, 9:30 
THE CRUCIBLE (flG.13) 
1:45, 4:25, 7:15,9: 50 
GHDSTS DF MISSISSIPPI (flG.13) 
4, 9:40 
BEAYIS AND BUTT-HEAD DO AMERICA (flG.13) 
1:15, 3:15,5:15,7:20, 9:20 
ONE RNE DAY (PG) 
1:40, 4:15, 7:10, 9:35 
THE PREACHER'S WIFE (PG) 
1:20,7 
HOYTS CLARK'S POND, 333 CLARK'S RD., SO. PORTlAND. 
879-1511. 
THE RElIC (R) 
1:10,4:20,7:20, 10:05 
RRST STRIKE (flG.13) 
11:50, 1:50, 7:30, 10:10 
THE PEOPLE YS, LARRY FLYNT (R) 
12:15, 3:10, 7:10, 10 
EVlTA (PG) 
12:30, 3:30, 6:45, 9:35 
TURBULENCE (R) 
11:45, 4, 6, 9:20 
MICHAEL (PG) 
1, 3:50, 7:30,9:45 
SCREAM (R) 
12:50, 3, 8:05, 10:15 
JERRY MAGUIRE (R) 
12:40, 3:40, 6:50, 9:50 
101 DALMATIANS (G) 
1:45, 4:15, 7 
THE MOVIES, 10 EXCHANGE ST, PORTLAND. 772·9600. 
CAUGHT(R) 
JAN 16-21.THURS 5, 7, 9.FRI5, 8·SAT·TUES 5, 7, 9·SAT· 
SUNMATl,3 
LDOKING FOR RICHARD (flG.13) 
AN 22·28'WED-TUES 5, 7:15, 9:30'SAT-SUN MAT 12:45, 
2:45 
FLAGSHIP CI NEMAS, 206 U,S, ROUTE 1, FALMOUTH. 
781·5616, 
EVITA (PG) 
1:05, 3:55, 6:40, 9:30 
METRO(R) 
1:20,4:30, 7:25, 9:45 
PORTRAIT OF A LADY (flG.13) 
12:45, 3:40, 6:35, 9:20 
BEVERLY HIUS NINJA (flG.13) 
12:35, 2:40, 4:45, 7:10, 9:10 
TURBULENCE (R) 
9:50 
THE PEOPLE YS, LARRY FLYNT (R) 
1, 3:45, 7:05, 9:40' 
THE REUC (R) 
1:30, 4:20,7,9:15 
MICHAEL (PG) 
12:10, 2:55, 4:55, 7:15, 9:35 
THE ENGUSH PATIENT (R) 
1:15, 4:30, 7:45 
JERRY MAGUIRE (R) 
12:45, 3:50, 6:50, 9:35 
101 DALMATIANS (G) 
12:35, 2:55, 5:15, 7:35 
KEYSTONE THEATRE CAFE, 504 CONGRESS ST, PORTLAND, 
871·5500. 
STAR TREK: RRST CONTACT (flG.13) 
1, 3:30 (SAT & SUN ONLY), 6:30, 9:15 
THE ENGUSH PATIENT (R) 
2 (SAT & SUN ONLY), 6, 9:30 
DAYLIGHT (PG-13) 








workout for the 
"bored with the 
spa scene" 
raging kickboxer 
deep inside us 
all! 
Why is Cardio'Karate sweeping the country? 
Because it gives you all the IilhliMIl 
in Karate (Kicking, Punching, Getting in 
Shape) without any of the serious stuff 
(Uniforms, belts, 
breaking concrete 
blocks with your head, 
etc.) Our instructors 
will have you breaking a serious 
Wli"and you'll learn some 
seriousmlC;Um.tU techniques without 
yelling any foreign words. 
It'slefi!a.ciM3 ' but it's the most fun way to 
get into shape ever! And unlike a treadmill, 
learning Cardio'karate will get you 
somewhere. For more info and class 
schedules, Call us today! 
Fournier's Olympic Karate Ctr. 
550 Forest ave" Portland, ME, 
774,3478(FIST) 
JANUARY 16, 1997 
MEMBER: National Association of Professional Martial Artists 
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First 15 words - $9.00/wk •• 
additional wds @ 25. ea. 
Maine Times & Casco Bay Weekly-
$12.5O/wk., extra wds @ 504 ea. 
Buy 3 wks. get the 4th free 
Wheels & Keels Deal - $25/ run 'ti l 
itsells (15 words; vehicles and boats 
onlyl Call for details. 
Intemet Classifleds - as low as 
$25 for 6 months for 50 words! 
Display Ad Rat .. , Webvortlslng and 
frequency discount info available 
upon request. 
get it to us 
Deadline: Mon .. 3pm pre-paid 




P.O. Box 1238 
Portland. ME 04104 
Hand:561 Congress Sl 
fine print 
Classified ads must be paid for In ~ 
with cash, personal check, money order. VISa 
or Mastercard. lost & Found items listed 
free. Classified ads are I'I()(Htfundabie. MT 
shall not be liable tor ¥lY typo~aphical 
errors, omissions, or changes In the ad 
Yttlich do not affect the value Of content or 
substantially change the meaning of the ad. 
Credit will be issued when viable error has 
been determined within one weet< of 
publication. Readers are advised that an 
attempt was made to verify the authenticity 
of all ads, but that such veriflcation Is not 
always possible. The Better Business 
Bureau may have more informattOn on the 
companies advertising in this publication. 
BULLETIN BOARD 
ADOPT- We know thaI you are faced with 
a difficult choice. Let us help you find a Iov· 
ing. caringhomeforyourba~. WeAreEa~y 
To Talk Tol Please call FRIENDS IN 
ADOPTION I -800-844-3630. (A VER-
MONT LlCENSEO AGENCY). 
ADVERTISE ON THE INTERNET and reach 
mi"ions for pennies a day! Free del ails! 
1-800-408-8618 ext. 6035. 
GOOD GUITAR WANTED. Local musician 
will pay ceshloday fOf olde<guitars by Fend-
.... Gibson, Martin, Gretsch (Of what have 
you?). Fas~ lliendlyresponse; CalVfax Chris. 
(207)625-7624. 
HAVE YOU UTILIZED A TAPE. BOOK. Of 
seminar in self help or personal growth? 00 
you want to enhance success in your per-
sonal and professional life? FMI Tricia-
797-2871 . 
MOVING TO FLORIDA? Want to 
share a truck- end of January? I have par-
tial load of household goods. Phone 
(207)353-7805. 
THANK YOU SAINT JUDE! S.B. 
LOST & FOUND 
FOUND: PRISCRIPTION EYE GlASSES, on 
Spring SI. Call 87 4-8061 . 
HELP WANTED 
Part Time or 
Full Time 
We're seeking serious minded 
people who need extro Income, 
flexible hours We w ill train. 
Earnings oppartcoity of $40000 
per week plus. 
Call 871-8618 
EOE 
AKARI HAIR CARE needs MODELS 
for Trainee Cuts & Color Program. $5. CAli 
772-9060 for appt. 
BOATYARD MANAGER- Thayer's 
Y -Knot Boatyard is looking for experienced 
applicants for the position of manager to 
oversee a crew of 8, and has knowJedge of 
atl phases of boat repair/rigging . We store 
and repair pleasure boats up to SO', wood 
and fiberglass with limited commercial wor1t 
You must be able to handle customer con-
tacts and estimates, Here's an opportuni-
. ty to be a part of a small island communi-
ty with an established business and skilled 
workers. Excellent pay, medical insurance, 
seven paid holidays plus vacation. Contact 
lilda Thayer Haskell. Thayer'sY-Knot Boat-
yard, AR 1 Box 668A, North Haven, Maine 
04853. (207)867-4701. 
PCNPERSONAlCAREASSISTANTSANO 
HOMEMAKERS: We are recruiting for sev-
eral caring individuals to work in the Port-
land. Falmouth, Freeport and Cumberland 
areas who enjoy wooing with the elderly. 
l'hese positions require skill in assisting ~ 
plewith activities of daily living. Shifts could 
include days, evenings and weekends. 
Experience preferred. Competitive hourly 
rate. Company Pension Plan; AAA Mem-
bership; AccidenVMedical Plan availabte 
after 6 months of ..-nplaymenl. Please call 
Home Resources 01 Maine at 
1-800-639-3084 to apply. We are an Equal 
Opportunity Employer. 
SALES, GIFTS! New England agency 
is seeking a career sales professional to rep-
resent some of the hottest toy and gift lines 
on the market. An outstanding opportunity 
for a seasoned salesperson with a positive 
attitucleand strong work ethic tocallon retaU 
stores using samples and props. Position 
requires daily travel within the Maine terri-
tory. Outside sales experience is required. 
You 'R start with a weekly draw and then """,e 
on to an aggressive commision. All resumes 
accepted in strictest confidence. Fax 
l-BOO-969-0472 ormail Jeff Garb and Asso-
ciates. P.O. Box 250, Newton, MA. O2t64. 
HELP WANTED 
MACOMBER 
APPAREL STYLIST needed for 
Portland photography studio_ 
Seasonal work. Visual merchandising 
or art background helpful. 
Call Mary at 772-1208 
ENTRY LEVEL 
HUMAN SERVICES POSITIONS 
-
Are you looking for a career where you can make a 
difference in someone's life? Do you feel unfulfilled in your 
current position? 
Our residential program provides support to six young 
adults who have acquired a brain injury. We have a staff of 
caring, committed individuals who enjoy working with others, 
have sound judgment, enjoy life and have a sense of humor. 
We have full-time, part-time and on-call positions available. 
Prior experience is helpful but not essential. Our agency 
provides extensive on the job and ongoing training and 
support, an excellent benefit package and varied work 
schedules. 
Sound interesting? We would love to hear from you! 
For consideration, please send cover letter and resume to: 
o-N Personnel Dept. 390 • Goodwill Industries of Northern New England P.O. Box 8600 Portland, ME 04114 
Forum otTers a competitive compensation and 
~endits package. For consideration, please 
forward your resume including salary 
requirements to : Janice Nadeau, Human 
Resources Administrator, Forum Financial 
Group, Two Portland Square, Portland, 
ME 04101. Equal Opportunity Employer. 
aufoe3europe 
Now accepting applications for reservationists, in
 fast 
paced. travel industry business. FulI·time positions 
only, 
must be knowledgeable of European geography and 
have 
EXCELLENT phone skills . 
-Excellent medical benefits 
-Travel Perks 
-Bonuses 




Please send resume or apply in person A.S,A.P No phone call
s. 
Hiring now ror training classes in Janurary through February. 
AUTO EUROPE 
39 CDmmercial, 2nd Floor 
Portland, ME 04112 
CANADIAN French and Spanish speaking a plus. 
Aulo Europe Is an equat opportunity emptoyer 
FAX: 775-1815 
VISA/MC ACCEPTED 
Bates I College 
BATES COLLEGE DINING SERVICES SEEKS THE FOLLOWING: 
Associate Director: as a key member of the Dining Services 
Management Team, this person works with other managers in 
the absence of the Director. Assists in the selection of 
personnel. reviews employees problems and disciplinary 
actions, oversee and coordinale5 operation of an catering 
needs and events. meets with clients, develops menus and 
prices functions. Communicates all catered events scheduling 
and schedules aU wait staff along with aHending catered 
events to ensure procedures and standards are being 
maintained . Oversees dining hall service which includes one 
dining room manager, three team leaders and apprOXimately 
31 employees. Makes recommendations concerning the 
improvement of quality and service and generates a spirit of 
service. Scheduled to work one weekend day and evening 
hours as scheduled by the Director 
Requirements: bachelor's degree, associates degree or 
equivalent culinary arts degrff from an accredited institution 
(Lt'. Culinary Institute of America, Johnson &: Wales, New 
England Culinary) or equivalent food service line and dining 
room experience, Experience working for a private catering 
service or catering department in an institutional setting along 
with experience managing and supervising employees in a 
college dining hall setting and knowledge-of word processing 
and spreadsheets. 
Sons Chef: assists the Executive Cht'f by participating in the 
daily feeding of 1500+ person student body, works with and 
superviSt'S 7 food production team leaders organizing and 
guiding 3-5 people in each team, planning and executing 
special functions and banquets, continuo us improvement of 
overall food quality and presentation keeping production 
records through the use of a computerized system and will be 
dedicated to the training, cross-training and growth of the 
culinary staff. Understands the marche feeding concept. 
Ensures that sa nitation meets or e)Ccet'ds specification of 
The Health Department and Departmental Standards. 
Scheduled to work one weekend day and evening hours as 
scheduled by the Executive Chef. 
Requirements: culinary experience In a variety of food 
operations, possess a strong team commitment, good 
communications skills and willing to participate in on-going 
training and problem solving. Must have knowledgt' o f food 
cost. menu plaruting and marche feeding concept. Ability to 
deal effectivldy with all levels of employe@Sandcollege 
students. Must be physically abl~ to work at any duty station 
in th~ kitchen or marche line. May be required to lift bo)Ces, 
pots pans, etc" up to 40 pounds. A degree from the Culinary 
Institute of America, Johnson at Wales, New England Culinary 
or a comparable school is desired, 
Review of applications will begin on JANUARY 27, 1997. Please 
submit a cover Jetter (indicate in letter which position you are applying 
for), resume and the names, addresses and telephone numbers of three 
current references to: 
DINING SERVICES SEARCH COMMITTEE 
BATES COLLEGE 
PERSONNEL OmCE 
215 COLLEGE STREET 
LEWISTON, ME 04240 
Bates College values a diverse coUege community and set'ks to assure equa
l 
opportunity through a continuing and effective Affinnative Action prog
ram. 
MACOMBER 
GENERAL STUDIO ASSISTANT needed _ 
for Portland photography studio. A unique entry level 
position available for dependable, flexible jack-of-all
-
trades wit.h a valid driYers license. Duties include film 
loading, courier service, light carpentry and much 
more! 
Call Joanellen at 772-1208 
GOVERNMENT JOBS: NOW HIRING for all 
levels. In your local area and abroad. No 
experience necessary. for free infonnatlon 
call 1-800-844-9639 exl. 8794. (24/hrs.). 
PROFESS~PHOTOGRAPHERSEEKS 
figure models. For more information please 
call 353-8712. 
VOLUNTEERIINTERN formart<eting projects. 
Ferninist publishing COfnpany. Tasks: Copy-
write ads/flyers. radio interviews, manuscript 
mamagement. Gall 828-1992 atter 10a.m, 
ANDERSON 
PIERCE TRAPS 
We Are Hiring 8 Good people NOW!I! 
for 
Light Manufacturing & Assembly 
AndersonPierceTraps the Most respected 
name in quality lobster trap manufacturing is 
lac:celJtlnlg applications ~ for these positions. 
$S.OO/-per hour to start; 
Call for Appointment today! -
207-797-2255 E.O.E 
77 Bell St ..... Portland, ME 04103 
Looking for 
~.L-V .. IO'LI'RP BIG BUCKS? UNLIMITED POWER? 
As on ED(TORIAL fNTERN at Casco Boy Weekly, you'll get 
nane of the above. Instead, HARD LABOR & DRUDGERY 
under a TYRANNICAL REGIME will be your lot. 
But hey, suffering builds character. You'll learn as much as 
you want to about the editorial workings of on alternative 
newsweekly, and if you can write, you'll be published and 
paid for it. 
If the prospect en rices you, send your resume and writing 
samples to Sarah Goodyear, Editor, Casco B'oy Weekly, 
561 Congress Street, Portland, ME 04101 . 
CAREER DEVELOPMENT 
Discover what 
you want ... i' and h
ow to 
make it happen. 
775-6860 
SEAGERASSOCIATES 
Cal"t"er & Transition Planning 
BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES 
$1,OOO's POSIBlE READING BOOKS. Part 
lime. At hOfne. Tollfreel-800-218-9000ext. 
A-5496 for listings. 
$529. IME<l..Y MAlUNG LETTERS tan heme! 
FTIPT. No experience """"""'"Y. Easo,1 M( 
hrus!CAlAr1'Eri<31PltJ1ishers.1-6J7~ 
ExlSOOJ. 24 hru' recadi'1g. 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY. No training. up 
10 $30,OOO-$38,000/year, part time. For 
more information catI 874-0693, ask for 
Amara. 
"EARN $1 ,OOOWEEKL Y SlUFFING envelopes 
at home. Start now, No experience. Free 
supplies. Info. no obligation. Send SASE to: 
Ace. Depl. 535, Box 5137, Diamond Bar, 
CA. 91765. 
EARN $1,000- $1,500 WEEKLY STUFFING 
envelopes/your premises. Money never 
stops. Free supplies. Rush SASE: Ughtning 
Quick Mail Distributors, P.O. Box 18027, 
Philadelphia, PA, 19147. 
FREEREPORT.$500;..rtworl<ilgweekards. My 
71t1 year. Gal (602)833-=. 24 hcx.rs. 
IMPORTANT NOTICE! $1.500.00 weekly 
working from home possible! Excellent 
income opportunity! No gimmicks! Serious 




LOSE WEIGHT- GAIN INCOME! llUse 
proven products. 2)Lose weight-feel great 
3)Sell products to astonished friends 4)Gian 
extra income . free information. 
t -860-567-4909. 
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY! $500 10 
S900weekly/potential processing mortgage 
refunds. Own hours. Cali 1-800-801-4435 
ext. 507. 
OWN YOUR OWN BUSINESS. Fulltime. Part 
time, Alternative TVNetwork. Ongoing com-
misions.883-4947. -----
WHY BUY A FRANCHISE? MIRACLEBATH 
acrylic tubiwaliliners are easy to sell in the 
booming renovation industry. Exclusive ter-
ritories, No franchise fees . Call 
1-800-617-33/l? 
CONSCIENTIOUS MIF WANTED 10 share 
Quiet3BOR,sumy, Easl-End~with 
cat. backyard & gardenl NIS. $1 BOIroo+Ulil-
nies. deposn. Slob-free household. Avail-
able Feb. t. 761-3916. 
DEERING CENTER. Responsible, mature, 
NIS female to share my 4BDA single fami-
ly hOfne. Reflsec.dep. $35OImo inckJdesutiis 
& W/O. 874-2809: 
DEERING HIGH AREA, MIF$2751mo. + tl3 
utilities. WID, off-street par1<ing. Must like 
dogs. 780-1952. 
MIF ROOMMATES WANTED TO SHARE 
3BOR3rd. floor apartment on East End. Open. 
spacious, roof deck, gas heat, HIW floors. 
Share with cat and Male. $3401mo. plus 112 
utilities or S230/mo. plus 113 utilities. Big 
screen 1V owner preferred, 828-6695. 
MAINELY ROOMMATES No fee. 
no obligation totisten to recorded messages. 
885-5167. 
ROOmlATES 
MODEST, PlEASANT 2BDR Cumberland 
apartment to share. S200/mo. + low utili-
ties. NlS. no pats. 871-7530. 
NORTHGATE AREA- 2BDR .. 2 bath apart-
ment. $2751mo, + 1l2utilities. Clean & sober 
only. 878-5926. 
PALATIAL APARTMENT ON WESTERN 
PROM to share: 4BDR.. 2/fIoors. e baths, 
fire~ace, dishwasher, washer/dryer, deck, 
12 rooms. S232.5OImo. + 1/4 utils. Lookmg 
for 20-sOfnelhing MlF by 211. 775-01 17. 
PORllAND. NIS ROOMMATE wanted to 
share 3BDR house. Modem kitchen, deck, 
WID. S275 +ll3utils. Evenings; 780-0609. 
OUIET APARTMENT IN SCARBOROUGH 
to share. MIF, NIS. S350/mo includes all. 
Available Jan. 1, 883-9920. 
ROOMMATE WANTED: Scarbor-
ough location, near beach, Portland, Mall. 
Large room, use of house and amenities, 
$250/mo +utilities. Sec/ref required. 
883-4802. 
ROOMMATElCAREGlVERTOSHARE2BOR 
apartment NlS, M/F. Parking, WID on 
premises. $3201mo. +112 utils. 828-4706 . 
TWO MALES LOOKING lor third for large 
4BDR house. Smokers O.K. $350 includes 
all . 878-8626. 
TWO QUIETISH BUT NOT COMATOSE 
GUYS seek M/F for our third bedroon. 
Responsibleand appreciation for clean clut-
teraregood things; smoking orpets are not 
$2201mo. includes heat, parking. Available 
Feb. 1. 775-2452. 
USM AREA. NIS roommale, ctean, respoo-
sible. fOflarge3BDR.$2051mo plusut~ities. 
773-1 868. 
WATERFRONT, S.PORTLAND- Seeking 
responsible. freindly, non-smoker to share 
house wlincredible views. $241/mo. + 113 
utilities. Call 767 -3350. 
WESTERN PROM.- Share 3BDR. apart-
ment. Very spack>us, quiet ne;ghborhood, 
parking. $258/mo . plus utilities. Call 
775-2521. 
WINDHAM-HOUSEMATE WANTED, share 
cape, great yard, garden O.K., in-grcx.o:l pool. 
easycomrrute to Portland. male owner seeks 
MlF. N/S preferred $400/mo. 893-2426. 
APTS/RENT 
MAINE MED STUDIO. 1-2BDR, RE-OONE, 
In super shape while preserving the unique-
ness of # 1920's building. $390-$450: 
773-1814. 
MUNJOY Hili, VictOfian Mansard-large 
sunny 2 bdr. apt, top floor. $58OImo.lncludes 
heat, water, N/S, Available January 1st. 
737-2187. 
PEAKS ISLAND: Mocern spac"us 2/BDR. 
2 bath, WID, great Views of Gasco Bay. 
inground pool, easy walk to boat. $650/mo. 
766-2295. Also smaller2 bedroom S625/mo. 
Heat included, 
WEST-END FEMALE 10 share 6RM apart-
ment with MlF. Hardwood floors, par1<ing, 
sundeck. storage. Artist' s studio space. 
S3251mo+utilittes, sec. dep. Sorry, no pets, 
NIS.760-0183. 
WESTBROOK, FOREST ST.- avel, large 
multi-room studio, skylights, storage, park-
ing. WID hook-up. $450/mo. 854-0164. 
SEASONAL 
RENTAL 
MYRTlE BEACH, S.C. NICELY APPOINT-
ED 2BDR. 2 bath condo. Oceon view, near 
aU attractions. 2 pools, weeks lrom 
$200-$575. $35 clean ing f.e . 
1-803-449-0060. 
TOP'O MAINE COTIAGE RENTAlS. Long 
Lake Staint Agatha, salmon fishing, snow- . 
mobiling. cable, phone. 728-4740. 
LARGE lWO-ROOM SUITE, conventent 
location, on-site parking. $450/mo. Includes 
utilities. FMI: Jeanne 799-8646. 
WINDHAM- 500 SQ. FT. $250/mo heal 
included. Quiet. 2 minutes from downtown 
Windham. 892-2327. 
Call 775-1234 




ATIENTlONARTlSANSOF All TYPES. Now 
taking applications for workshop rentals 
w/shop on premises. Security system in use, 
$200/mo. $400 down. Call Chafy! at Gyp-
sies Way. 59 Portland Rd (RT 100). Gray. 
Maine. 657-3355. 
PORTlAND, GRANTNEAR MEllEN. 5RMS. 
modem, oil heat, stove, refridgerator. $450 
+utils, n3-8681" after 6pm. 
RENTALS 
WANTED 
SEMI-RETIRED PROFESSIONAl WOMAN 
wishes to rent YOll grandmother apartment. 
Some child care possible. Leave message. 
773-0240. 
LAND FOR SALE 
LAND FOR SAlE: 40 ACRES WYOMING. 
Own a part of the old West. Lowest priced 
ranch in USA $1 t .900. $500. down, $200 
per month. Call Bob 1-BOO-LAND284. 
MOBREHOMES 
CAMELOT HOME CENTER $995. 
down •. 240 months al $175., 3BDR. 14 'wide 
$19.995. Apr. 9.25% vary. 4BOR. 14' wide 
$25.995; 5BDR. 50' OW $54.995. Of NO 
money down (with land), up to 30 years to 
pay. FREE delivery and sel up. HOfnos bui~ 
so Well, 5yr. warranty. OpE!n 10 to 7;..Sun-
day 11 to 5.Camelot Homes "en-
ters 01 LUV'HO<neS 1-800-810-2708. At. 
2.ll.2. Auburn . ME; LUV Homes 
1-800-810-2705 At. 1A. Holden. ME. 
BODY & SOUL 
BE IN TOUCH, GIVE THE GIFT OF LOVE 
AND HEALTH, tiona Silverman CMT. 
871-1610. Gift certificates. 
DRAWING: LEARNING TO SEE. 
Classes and individual instruction, Call: 
799-5728. 
MONEY. RElATIONSHIPS.CAREEIN 1997? 
Tamt readings $10.-$50. WilUeach begin-
ners. Robin, 799-3740. 
PRACTITIONERANDCLASSROOMSPACE 
AVAILABLE at Holistic Wenness Center in 
Falmouth by day/month. Call 781-2563. 
RHYTHM OF THE NILE, MEDITATIVE 
DANCE & BELLY DANCING. For heatth and 
tranquilly. Call, Josie Conte, 828-6571 . 
SACRED BODYWORK: Massage. Breath. 
Sound, Cranial-Sacral, Mariel. Birth your 
deSired self now. Kristina/Davtd, 829-5411 , 
SUN BIRD READINGS- 35yrs. experience. 
T arct & past life readings. Appointments onty, 
883-6198. 
TAl CHI ESSENTIALS. THIS 8 WEEK class 
combines standing meditation, energy cul-
tivation and eliments from th-e Tai Chi form. 
The short but comprehensive program wijl 
help you to relax more and improve your 
balance and coordination. Classes start 
Tuesday Jan. 14th. 6:30pm. atUnityChurch. 
54 River Rd., Windham. 854-9257. 
TAROT CLASS- Eight-week session begins 
week of January 28th. $t 45.00 FMI: Jeanne 
Fiorini 799-8648. 
TOWARDS A MORE POSITIVE GAY IDEN-
TITY Evening and daytime therapy groups 
with Fred Wolf, M.Div .. and Chris Behan. 
LCSW. $45.00. Insurance reimbursable. 
Sliding scale fee may be available. Family 
institute 01 Maine. Gall for more information. 
773-8658. 
TRANSCENDENTAL MEDITA-
TION TECHNIQUEfTM): Awaken 
your full potential. Introductory lecture 
7:30pm Monday, Feb. 3 at the Yarmouth 
CO<nmunity House, 57 East Main SI. Also 
7pm each Wednesday at Maharishi Vedic 
School, 575 Forest A,e., Portland. FMI Call 
774-1 t08. 
YOUR MIND ClEARS, YOU BECOME CAlM 
with the "Symphony of Palms· touch form, 
Pocket size. Includes guided meditation tape. 
30Iday money back guarantee. Created by 
massage therapist Eliotl Cherry, Patent 
pending. $24.95, +S1.5OItax. (207)772-2442. 
FITNESS 
START THE NEW YEAR RIGHTI 
Free 21 day sample wild organic superfood, 
NO STRINGS! 800-789-4779. 
ANIMALS 
THE 'OAWG PATCH 
Linda Butchart 
S2 Chlpel St. 
So. Portllnd 
799-2402 
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DESPERATELY SEEKING PER-
MANENT & FOSTER HOMES for rescued 
cats. If you are loving and patient and have 
some extra room, please call FriMds of Feral 
Felines at 775-8684 X60. 
Please Recycle 
:Il' .~ .. ~ : .. 
urban catsitters M E M B E R 
In-home visits NAPPS 
for city kitties while 
you're away NATIONAL AssocIATION 
761 9651 ~
PROFESSIONAL 
- PET SIITERS 
REMINDER TO PORTLAND RESIDENTS 
] 3llUary of each new year is the time when all dog 
ownerlkeepers must license their dog(s)_ In order 
to renew your dog's license, you must bring in 0 R 
mail to the City Clerk's office the following: 
A COPY OF THE CURRENT LICENSE; 
THE CURRENT STATE OF MAINE RABIES CERTIFICATE; 
AND THE SPAYlNGiNEUTERlNG CERTIFICATE (IF APPLICABLE) 
The State has set the licensing fees for 1997 at 
$7.50 for a male/female dog, and $4 if the dog has 
been spayed or neutered. The State has also 
imposed a new late fee as follows: After January 31, 
1997, a late fee ofS3 will be added to your licensing 
fee, and after April 30, 1997 alate fee ofSl0will be 
added to your licensing fee. If you are no longer the 
ownerlkeeper of a dog, please call or write the -
CITY CLERK'S OFFICE, 
389 CONGRESS ST, RM 203, PORTLAND, ME 04101 
PHONE 874-8617 
INSTRUCTION 
DOWNEAST SCHOOL OF MASSAGE 
Training individuals in the art and science 
of Theraputic Massage for an entry level 
professional career, for continuing education and 
m
""NE~S" for personal growth. t for interview or new DSM '" '" 1996-97 catalog Box 24 '1, ~ call or write Waldoboro, ME 04572 






P/emy of free parking 
Learn the Healing 
Art of the Future 
Professional-Level Polarity 
Therapy Training 
• Certification Programs 
Designed for Busy People 
• 160- and 650-Hour Cour""s 
• Evening and Weekend Schedules 
APT A Accredi"d 
Ucmstd, Drpt. of Education, Mass. n: ... M,unt 
LEARN THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE OR 
POLARITY THERAPY. Professional lBvei 
Trainings. Polarity RealiZation Institute. Port-
land. t -800-497-2908. 
SENIOR UNE DANCE CLASS-
ES_ Beginner.; and intermediate level. 
Maple Wood Dance Center_ 383 
Warren Ave., Portland, Me. Gall for times 
and cost. 797-289t or 878-0584. 
UCENSED PRE-SCHOOUDAYCARE isoow 
accepting applications fOf chidren ages 
2-tl2-6yrs. Localed in Deering Center. FMI 
cal Angel Care Pre-schooI:774-5532. 
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES 
Summer 1997 
" Charles B. Melcher 
Portraits. Weddings, & Events 
542 Chapel SI. #IA 
New Haven. CT. 0651 I 
203562.1740 
OUR EDITORiAl COACHING GIVES YOUR 
BOOK/MANUSCRIPT Ihe literary boosl it 
deserves. Ghostwriting, as-told-to avail-
able. (207)353-5454. 
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~ Weekly~Wel1ness~Directory ~ 
.. 
Holistic Healing ... 
o Rtduces mess and promotes a 
state of Relaxation. 
o Rdieves pain and assists the 
body in cleansing iestlf of toxins. 
Balanc~ mind, body. emotions 
and spirit. 
Provides access to your own 
Jnner Wisdom and Creativity. 
Call today to schedule an 
appointment or ro rrquest 
additional infonnation. 
Leslie Newman, Psy.D 
, Holistic Healer 
• Therapeutic Massage 
• Polarity Therapy 
• Reflexology 
• Bach Flower Remedies 
• Colon Hydro-Therapy 
BE FRIEND YOUR SOUL 
!.<,KUNDALINI YOGA 
. ,'i:-TH E YOGA Of AWARENESS 
'1 I Ji ON-GOING CLASSES 
, I IN PORTlAND - FREEPORT 
! it ·I. ~. 
¥ .~'.AA WALK-INS WELCOME 
! ~?;; t\ 
---': ~. 
rfState of the Art Nail Services ;::.;;:; By Judith MOlnicure $13.00 
Pedicure $2S.OO 
Full set of Nads $50.00 
Toll Free 681-2397 
IN Tl-tE C ONVENIENCE OF 'fOUl'. HOME 
CHRISTOPHER BEACII 
JUNGIAN ANA,LYST 
Cherie Howard CMT, NTS 
Dipl. C.G. Jung Ins!. -Zurich 
781·2132 
32 Pleasant St. , Portland, ME 04101 
IT2·2IT9 
NOWOFFERI~ I;; S:.'~'·· 
16 MIN. siat.ed Massage 
/ r,;~o offer $8.00 
1:.1 \I\, \- RO,>1 \VIlli \\1'> 
\\Ir\l ,l j lll \1 'I l 1 1', 1' 1<.,[ 
207-282-6295 .s. 
. . Fali'nov,~pon1anl • "I 
Free v" sU'ha(iOJl~ 












~ 'The 'J]od.'1 Jirm 
H Bodysculpling throoijh Weight training 
In our 7th yeor 01 operolion 
• Beginning throogh ad.onced 
weight training 
• Sporn specific weight training 
leoh Aronovitch, SA, MA, CPT • 
. 284-5376 
" 
To ll F"e 851 -4493 
Pam Easton 
Reiki Practitioner 
1 st visit $20 .00 
'!f A I ~ Find tbe Quiet Witbin 
Donna Todd, B.S.Ed. 
Nationally Certifid Massage Therapist 
~. . • Deep Relaxatio.n 
• Relief of Muscle Tension 
874-0810 






Practice Since 1970 
Anxiety, Depression, Grieving, 
Panic Attacks, Stress. 
Recovery Issues 
Brief or Depth Psychotherapy 
Individual, Couples, Groups 
Jungian Orientation 
772·3176 
Contemporary Danee CI"'i.OjH .0 





GOLDEN SCHOOL OF 
I TAl CHI CHUAN 
A med~ativ(lj Blending 
exerCISe • ";th 
toning opposing 
the body force in 
& calming order to 
the mind. control ~. 
STRESS REDUCTION -LONGEVITY I 
HEALTH' INTERNAL ENERGY FLOW 
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If you are thinking about self-improvement. try anyone of the various h
ealth practitionC'rs found in the Casco Bay Werkly\ Well ness Directory. 
If keeping your business healthy is your intent. then advertise in the Wee
kly Well ness Directory. Call 775-1234. 
~ Anxiety. I>eJnnion, Subst.nce Abuse 
.. Relltlonship ProtMems. SHUll 
Dy$functIon, Etc. 
~ CruUvity BkKb, JungiAn Drum 
tnterprttltJon 
Over 25 years of Experience 
All Insurance Plans Accepted 
Evening Hours Available -
Sliding Scale 
Initial Consultation Free 
Dr. Martin Marguli 




Elizabeth Bttks • Patricia Bennett 
Mnnhns A.M. T.A.. 
774-6876 
tin "nil c1imts -
Karen Austen, M.A .• M.S .• LM.T. 
Ucensed Massage Therapist 
• 7 Days A Week, All Holidays 
- Same day appointments 
• Gift Certificates available 
- Regular Basis Discount 
Melody Boulton-Merritt 
RN, MA, CS 
Psychotherapist 
Olnleal Nuts<! Specialist 
W( "n('Il:c.; At/irl/dinul HeX,llinf} 
Grot,,> 
LOVE 
IS LElTING GO OF FEAR 
~1('kxt\' will F"x·tHlalt' iI l!i wtx-k J.(flX,) 
1111" W<Mlll'l l. TIll' Jb'fX, > w~1 funIS 011 
dlfllJgir~ Otl" rl'l,uhlshlllS willi scU, 






Exploring the Art oj 
Y'AI (HI (H'UAN tf ..... RRY ..... NDAU 
III III 967-S96S 
~~. ,,!~ 
~ =:~, 10 EXCHANCE ST 1101 
',," THERAPY #GRoOU; 
. "'1 I Eating, Body Image & Relaled Issues 
Mon. 11:30-1:15 
Usa Bussey, LCPC 
$25/sessioo* 775·7927 
: ' PSYCHOTHERAPY GROUP 
FOR MEN & WOMEN 
Co-Ltd by M.I, & F"".I, 
PS]'hologim 
. Interpersonal issues . 
. Self perception' 
. Dysfunctional patterns' 
Ii! 
. Questioning one's choices' 
fusmtly suiting malt partidpants !':m 
MERLE BRAGDON, PH.D. 
772-1570 
TOM NEGRON, PH.I). 
772-1164 
INSURA.1OoICE REIMBURSABLE 
• • • • • 
107 WEST ST. 
PORTlAND. ME04102 
By APPOI""'<E>rr: 773·6912 
Shear Elegance 
Hair Design & Day Spa 
Amara EI 
Formerly of Hoir Designer< 1/1 
• Non-Surgical Face Lift • Massage· 
• Hair. Nails & Waxing· Paraffin Treatment· 
222 St. John St., Portland 874-0693 
CENTER FOR HEALING & EDUCATION 
Shiatsu I Acupressure. Therapeutic Massage. 
Trager· Polarity· Naturopathy /Homeopathy· 
Rubenfeld Synergy. Holographic Repattemlng 





Betsy Hood, LCPC 
828-1512 
• Individual, Group. and Family Thera.py 
• Motiva1ed Enhancement TIterapy 












at 137 Preble St, Portland 








Traditional Natural Healing 
¥Complete Constitutional51nalysis 
¥'Herbal ?Iedicine· 'East &: 'West 
¥Custom 'Designed 5lromatherapy 
AyurMc Aromathenpr Trutments 
'Facials to: ?Iassages 
'Deep 'Relaxation to: Stress 'Relief 
'Rejuvenation to: 'Detox 'Programs 
Classes &: 'Private ~nstruction 
Casco Bay Essentials 
Downtown Portland 
2070775'5539 
4O CASCO BAY WEEKLY 
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES 
BUSINESS SERVICES 
~.r.stick.rs - magnet •• keychains egolf shirts • gym bags. scarves. swea,. 
""',t !. 
~ '/01/.t ~ ~ 
j print hitiS'"· i 
• n 1-5 • ~ 0 w r A GREAT Gilt ! I 
~ For Christmas'" ~ 
: ~~ i 
~ : Custom Screenprlntlng 
and Embro1dery • • j ~ 
" .!. WE PRINT ON ~ 
: ~}7ll1NGI ~ 
~ g 
I :.trhle.BU9Jqwn. 11'(fe1 .S9ISlIO lu!d- .Onw 18,M1J,.'JeUuaq-IJ8pU&!V!leS\)"\ { 
A&APROPERTYSERVICES.Genncon- F~" ~I"IAL 
tracting/maintenance. Remodeling. bath- Il .. ru .. " 
rooms, kitchens, finished bas.ements. roof· 
ing. decks, additions. interior/exterior paint-
ing. vinyt siding, complete mobile home set-
up&seIVi<:e. Nojobtoobigorsmall. Prompt 
reliable service. Insured. 871-0093. 
ALL-AROUND MAINTENANCE- ROOfing. 
siding. light carpentry. decks. painting (inte-
rior and exterior) doorlwindow installation. 
No job too smail! Call Doug, 879-0773. ------ ---
FOR SERVICE PROFESSION-
ALS youcantrusllodogualityw0"l.don't 
for9.""o ook in the BUSINESS .. ER-
VicES DIRECTORY every week! 
HANDYMAN. Minor home repairs, rain gut-
tOfS cleaned/repaired, odddd iobs, Spring 
clean-up. David, 829-5411. 
CONSIDERING 
BANKRUPTCY 
Cdll Attorney Sandsteat1 
761·6680 
Reii'-)on ill)lf' R iil!~s 
Cllf''l f <; T'erllf'() 1A11I1 Rl'spt'cl 
ANY SETTLEMENT, OR MORGAGE, you're 
receiving payments from an annuity or real 
estate s~d, we'll quote to buy remaining 
payments. Safe. professional service. Fair-
fund. 1-800-235-0876. 
YOU MAY NEED]P-BE TOWED, 
BUT DON'T BE TAKEN FOR A RIDE... , 







BAD CREDIT? GET PERSONAL LOANS 
$500 TO $5000. Also available, debt con-
soIidetion, mortgages, refinancing, and busi-
ness equipment leasing. Good or bed cred-
". 1-800-290-6034 ext. 734. 
CASH TODAY - WE PURCHASE struc1ure 
settlements, annuities, toHery winnings, 
wor1<ersoompctarns,pensjons&mort_ 
1-800-422-7317. 
CREDIT CARD PROBLEMS? One low 
monthly payment. Cut interesst. No harass-
ment. No fee. Counsefing availabkt. Non-
profit agency. NACCS 1-800-881 -5353 ext. 
'47. -
FREE DEBTCONSOUDATtON-ONE PAY-
MENT: Too many debts, overdue bills, cut 
payments 30%-50%. Reduce int ... est. Stop 
late fees. NCCS (Nonprofitl LicensedIbond-
ed,I-8OO-955-0412. 
LOTTERYWlNNERS!ANNUITYHOLDERS! 
Instant lump cash available in aI states. Many 
transactions s1ruchnd tax free! Call Pros~ 
parity Partners, 1-800-435-3248. 
ITEMS FOR SALE 
"I LOVE PORTlAND, MAINE' Bumper-
stickOfS available. $2.95 each, 3 for $7.95 
plus large SASE 10: Bumperstickers, Box 
15121, Portland, ME. 04101. 
RECYCLE TONER CARTRIDGES & SAVE! 
Cmmdges from $45.00, including pickupa'ld 
delivery. Guaranteed. Discounted toner for 
copiers available. We buy empties. 
1-800-676-0749. 
RUN THE RACKS WITH A NEW CUE-
STICK. Forsale a Hueblercustomcue, orig-
inally $250. will seft for $150. Including a 4x4 
case and joint guards. Call 828-5432 and 
ask for Jennifer. 
SCHWINNCRCSSTRAIL ffYBRID BICYCLE. 
Forest green w/grip shiftOfS. Uke new. Ask-
ing $200. CaH 879-7987 anytime. 
.Ntllrlu .Nom l~n<\! 
~rt" )iIjDP 
1\ 'Hlclillg GOICI1.\J 
egr"«/I .rwl("CliUII 
"1 SMITH CORONA WORD PROCESSOR. 
Used twice with new cartridge. Great for 
high school·orcollege sludents. Paid $175. 
will sell lor $5OIB.O. Call 828-5432 and ask 
.''-'!jote g'Ol I·ll$.(~\"Ct'""'lt colu/ilion 
~ i : f' s .; t II r II 2. () 
. ./"fltfwnl;nllll . lJrai/nblf' 011 1"l-l1Iisf'~ 
/oroled al ,h(-
I fOf Jennifer. 
TAYLOR WATERSTOVE5-OUTSIDE W()(X) 
FIRED hot waler fumaces. Heat your entire 
home & domestic hot water from a wood 
fire outside your horne. 1-800-54!>-2293. 
WOLFF TANNING BEDS. TAN AT HOME. 
Buy directand save! Comrneroiall1lome uni1s 
fromSl99.00. Lowmonthlypayments. Free 
color catalog. Call tciday 1-8OO-~2-131 O. 
GIVEAWAY 
FREE- DRY HARDWOOD PALLETS- Great 
for firewood. Call Craig or Dennis F.M.I. 
883-1300 between 7am-4pm, Mon-Fri. 
~~~~~~~T' 
... and other life support S(:rvices 
If you've ever cleaned 
WANTED 
WANTED YOUR UNWANTED wociden fur-




MOBILERS. River Port Inn, RT 27 Kings-
field, off ... GREAT room rates- $45/55 for 
two. FREE continental breakfast included. 
Daily, weekly, and monthly rates available. 
Delux 2 bedroom loft apartment available-
sleeps 6 with private bath, kitchen, and cable. 
Contact Theresa CI (207)265-2552 for reser-
vations. 
MUSIC 
REHEARSAL SPACE FOR RENT. 24 hour 
access. Monthly only. Secure, heated. best 
rates anywhere. 775-2159. 
WHEELS 
1977 GMC VAN. Runs great. Is greatl135K 
miles. Needs a little wort!. $9OOIBO. Call 
874-0594 between 9am & 9pm. 
1965 DCDGECHARGER. 2.2 liter, 5 speed, 
FWD, black. Runs well, inspected through 
April. Call 871-1665. 
1986 CUTLASS CIERA $1400ib0. 66K, on 
new second engine. White w/maroon inte-
rior. 4DA. V6. Call Todd Thibeault at 
(207)775·8493, or (207)637-3142. 
1991 UNCOLN CONTINENTAL Estatesale, 
one owner. 32K, excellent condition. Dark 
Woe, daf1( blue leather interior, fully loaded. 
$t4,5oo BlO. 879-9845. 
1993 Eagle Talon. DL, AC, PS, Cruise, Tm, 
Green. 66,000 miles. Pirelli tires. $1900. 
767-1383. 
1995 GRAND AM. Low mileage, low price. 
40R, like new, 30K. A steal at $8,700. 
799-7919. 
BRONCO 1987- V6, well maintained, new 




CARS FOR $125. Seized and sold locally. 
All mak .. and models. 800522-2730)(2863. 
CHEVROLET5-10TahoePick-up,l988- V6, 
automatic, gold + wh"e. $2995180. Call 
773-2480. 
CORVETTECCNVERTlBLE,I963-400smaU 
block, 4-speed, excellent shape 27K. Blue 
withwhiletop. $16,995. 783-33361783-3729. 
DETOMAS PANTERA GT5, 1977- Yellow, 
wlbtack leather. Owned since new. $39,995. 
763-3336/783-3729. 
ooDGE RAM 318, 1981-112ton, standard, 
stickered, no rust. Cap and spare motor. 
$8OO1B.O. 865-3326. 
FORD BRONCO, 1990- Full size, 4x4, 
loaded, Eddie Bower ed~ion. 55K/milos. 
Excellent condition. $12,500. 829-3863. 
FORDTEMPO,I988-WhiIe,4DR.automatic, 
AC. Well maintained, new tires, 115K. 
$50018.0. 799-0947. 
GAS TANKS! NEW GAS TANKS in stock 
for. GMC, Ford, Chevy, Dodge, AMC's 
including COD & freight $99.00 (imports 
$119.00) delivered UPS. Call Greg at 
1-800-561 -8265 toll free. 
HONDA CRX 1988. Gocid condition, 155K 
highway miles. AMlFM cassette, red. Ask-
ing $2400. 846-0887. 
JAGUAR XJ61987- Pearl white, sadie inte-
rior. All factory options, 80K, $7,495. 
783-33361783-3729. 
JAGUAR XJ6, 1989- Silver, maroon leather 
interior. One owner. Flawless car. $10,900. 
763-33361763-3729. 
MAZDA 19926261 07K highway miles. One 
owner, excellent condition. Book $6800, 
$4,900 firm. 871-7567. 
MERCEDES240D,1983.170Kmiles,Auto-
matico Driven daily, great condition inside 
and out. $4,2501BO. 871-1075. 
MERCURYSABlESTATIONWAGON,I992-
fully loaded, AlC, ArnIFm cassette, ABS 
brakes, 71 K miles. $7,900. 856-1183 between 






General Contracting & Maintenance 
up for the cleaning people ... 
or worse, cleaned up 
after them ... 
QUALITY Cl..£ANING IN 
Remodeling. bathrooms, 
kitchens,finished basements, 
roofing, decks, additions, interior 
and exterior painting, vinyl 
siding, complote mobil home 
set-up and selvice. You need me in your life. 
Katherine Clark· 772-8784 
rtsidential • commercial 
JON" SUE'LL PO IT! 
ALL KINDS OF PLACES 
Ef'CELLENT REFERENCES 
Jaspen Towle' 828-8092 
No job too big or small. 
Prompt, reliable service, insured. 
AI Merola 
Call 871-0093 
WORD PROCESSING SERVICES 
Toll Free Diclalion line 
Pickup ond Delivery 
BROWN & MEYERS 
846·0420 1·800·785·7505 




'~P IRITUAl WORklRS IN A PH YSICAl WORlD" 
. RAKING ~ 
· PAINTING 
• PET CARE 
Maine 
Inspection 




Creative repairs. at 82g.54lI 
common "n" p:.:"=as ____ --' 
painting your imagination ....... nere\;er )00 hang 
eI~~tCpfl 
textures murals techniques 
(207) 846-4044 
· FAll CLEAN-UP 
WINDOW WASHING 




Repai;s - Restorations 
Walls" Ploster Mouldings 
Smoke &. Water Damage 
Residential and Commercial 




Specializing In Renewing 
Hardwood Floors 
In-Laws coming for 
the Holidays? 
Call us now and 
avoid the smirks! 
"F" also means 
FULL SERVICE OFFtCE CLEANING 
Weekly Ratn 




Portland, 195 Riverside Dr. 
. ; 828-1622 .} 
OLDS FIRENZA. 1986- New tires, excellent 
Scarborough, Route One 
'883-5308/ ... 
exhaust system, greet for parts or repai" ADULT SERVICES 
$200. 871-5801. 
PEUGEOT 505 GL WAGON. 1965, $850. 
gets new Michelins, great engine and stereo 
for a smooth, tried and true ride. Blue 
inside/out, roof rack, new sticker. 773-0225 
from 9-5 days. 
PORSHE 914, 1976-1.81"re, rebuilt engine 
& transaxle, new paint. Asking $4,20018.0. 
(207)657-3831. 
SUBARUGL4WD.1982-Consistant. island 
transportation. Newclutch, noexhaust. Fix-
able rust. $500. firm. 775-0106 . 
TOYOTA COROLLA OX 1989: 5-speed, 
4DR. AMIFM, cassette. 46K, Excellent con-
dition. $5300.00. (207)773-2922. 
VOLKSWAGON BUS 1959 Westfalia camp-
ing box; "The oldest , rarest, running splitty 
in Maine!" $2,600 78t-4019 797-9772. 
VOLVO 240DL WAGON, 1987- 4 SPEED+, 
120k, kJve my car, must sell. $4.200/8.0. 
by 211-97. 799-9739. 
VOLVO Pl81973-Sportswagon, 4 speed, 
w/O.D. 31K. $5,995. 783-33361783-3729. 
TRUCKSIV ANS 
GMCCONVERSIONVAN,1985-20Konnew 
engine. 70K original miles. Clean, solid. 
$5,200.774-0790. 
BOATS 
16' DAYSAILER WIGAL V. TRAILER. Excet-
lenl condition. Yellow/white fiberglass. 
Cuddy cabin sleeps-2. Roomy cockpit. 
$2.800. 799-4305. -------
18' CATBOAT, '73HERRESCHOFFAMER-
ICA-(Nowak&Wttllams). '91, 15h.p. Mercury 
(low hours). Flag Sails(2), galvanized trailer. 
Excellent cond~ion! $6,500. (508)752-3414. 
24' PRIVATEER,1987-120VoIvo, manynew 
parts. Great Lobster boat or famIly picnic 
boat. $8.000. 799-8481. 
lociie'sFanfosy 
Maids, Escorts & Dancer8 
High Clas8 Out~all Service 
(201)582-5563 
Le ........ For Appointmeats 
AMERICA'S XXX 
DIRECTORYI 
Wild Party! I· 268-404· 5498 
Party Girls! 1·664·410·1178 
Ultimate XXX 1·268·404·5496 
Adult Party 1·758·455·5226 
XXX Tease! 011·373909·0502 
Girls live! 011 ·995·32·1788 
Virtual XXX! 011 ·995·32·1806 
Eavesdrop! 011·592:570·234 
You Talk! QII ·592·570·240 
Most Graphic 011 ·582·399·0599 
Sex Ranch! 011·239·~414 
XXX Store 01l·239·99iO 
GAYI GAYI GAYI C;.~Yl 
Live Gay! 1·268-404·5406 
BI·Curious 011·99532·1824 
Gay Cruise! 011·592578229 
Deep XXX 011·582·399·0499 
Gay Room 011·373-990·9799 
VERY LOW LD 
FROM 89(IMIN 
18+ 
29' COLUMBIA SLOOP, full-keel, flush r.~'!!"'~""'''''''~~'''''~''''''~ 
deck. Atomic 4 rebuilt, knot radar, auto-pitot, V I'i"'i\ "if [E (UJ [JR§ 
inflatable, BlO. 623-4830 IUJ 
LISTEN IN ON LIVE 
31' PACEMAKER, SPORTFISHERMAN, PHONE SEXI 
1966- Recent V8; 3rd owner. $5,000. -
(207)748-0929. 1-900-745-3138 
BAYLINER 18",1990· 901H.P. with galva- 18+ $2 99/MIN 
nized trailer. Excellent condition, many a:~~~~=~~~~~~~ 
extras. $5,50018.0. 797-2fl28. r 
BAYUNER 24'- Volvo in/out, Ust-$IO,500, 6/111 ~JlIf1 UNE 
sell fQl' $3,OOO/trade. Excellent urchin boatl 





JOIN IN OR LISTEN 
'-9OO-7I1S-21176 
, -BOO-7'1I-IIB6S 
llie Adult Talk 
••••••• 1-800-HS-UVE 
SI.69/ ....... n+ 
1-800-269-1010 
011·995-32-1958 
(juu's SJlur UV.E 
hIIp:/jWwW~p _ ••. can 
ro®ll ~1m'tl1:\®1!)1!.1l ID~ 
011-852-1729-8911 
ADULT SERVICES 
r-ON-r • 2-0N-r 
EXPLICIT FANTASIES 




LNE, N<\SlY P.AR1Y all ~9733 
KIN<Y F/lNTASIES all ~9777 
NO CR£DIT CARD NEEDED ML RAITS. 18+ 
HoTTEST Cio«IINE LJvE 1 ON 1 
SEx BAlES 
GUARANTEED No REFUSALS 
~ " l' 
ou-683-6833 • 011-592-567-239 
min. $O.7s/min. 
SEXNET 
For the Sexual Uherated 
WOMEN CALL mEE! 
1-500488-5239 
.23 Toll rhar~ in IWlml' In8ll 
Tlw lIout'st , MOf!t re\leaUng 
Dalrline in America. 
Mtet singles & Couples in your 
3rf3 w~o want to II hart> their 
Sexual Desires with you! 
MEN CALL 
1-900-745-7336 or 1-800-793-4877 
uw/vilUl 
12.991'" min. 18+ IT SN ENT. I.AlCA 
$1 EVA's )(l( 
• LIVE $1 • 
1-818-758-9769 $1.00/mln. 18+ 
1-900-321-1409 S2.4~/mln. 18+ 
011-239-8724 IntI. rateII 
$l.OO/MIN. & UP 
CO- ED CUTIES 
310-858-4XXX 
Ff~~ Hot Photo w/can 
900-WET-1700 S2lmin, 
888-678'6793 - 011-995-321-044 
www.hotlivE".comlS· 
III1FINALLY SOME GOOD 
NEWSIlIl Meelothersinglesinyourarea 
the fun and easyway. Noha_!! No obIig-
ationsll You choose yourmatel Sensational 
Resultstllil 1-900-7009, ext. 5158. 
$2.99/min . Must be 18+. Serv-U 
(619)645-8434. 
'SWINGERS! BISEXUALSI Get Porttand 
names & home phone numbers. Try it, it 
works! 1-!nl-420-042OExt.161.$2.95Imin. 
18+ ZMC (702)387-8465. 
B&D/S&M Loveline- Intelligent! Honest! 
Reliabfe! Loving! Name/home phone num-
bers of domtnant/submissive ladies-ETC. 
Events, how to meet others, Uve conver-
sation possibilities. 1-900-446-1122 
S2.99/min. 18+. Love-Nancy Ava Miller 
Albuquerque, NM. www.peplove.com. 
BEST WETTEST, CHEAP 
PHONE SEX! Wild partyBabes! 
1-809-490-8579. U.S.A.'s'l Sex Babes. 
1-818-758-2465 Gay men only! 
1-809-490-8317. Extremely low L.O. from 
.S9/cents per minute. 18+. 
BISEXUALS & SWINGERS! 
Gays & Lesbians! Party linesl Dyna-
mite date lines with Portland names and 
numbersorerotic livetalk! ONLY $1.99/min. 
1-8OO-699-12t218+. 
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RIJONDA: Suy brunette MARINA: I am a 24 yr otd 
who in 5'7 118 tbslifled 36- but Ilive here DOW. I hive I leeal secrelary with light 
eyed women witb 24-36 bedy. I enjoy pbOD. cute face with a very suy brown hair and huel eyes. I 
full IU It first hoping to meet body. I'm very slim and love to bin fun and lion 
the right. partner. I have a stand 5'6 tall. I lIke betng have 5eL My nrst tum on is 
kinkJ side to me that I'll with a man that can stay someone who is very onl. I 
explllllin my menage... So active for a very long time. Ir want. to meet a .. an who has 
...... together for some- this sounds like you then caU the sime 5el.uallnterest as 
...... wIId. B .. 1I2144 ... in BOXllt941 m • . BOX 112537 
VOICE: I ton SHARON: Are you looking PREllY OLDEI,l. WOMAN GLORIA: lam I true 
dirty on the tele- fir _eooe to have a good My name Is Marie and (a. nym ph. I love SCI. .U the 
and am told that 1_ _. wtth? Well I am. I jud 37. I hive ve.,-Iarge breasts time. pn bet. you can guess 
at it. I'm a black re- taI"IIed 10 hut week.. I'. 5'6 that are a favorite among what I was doing when I 
with a voice thlt wtIl ..... blood hair and green most men. I have a kinky recorded my .. esuge. 1'm 
you melt on thc ..... ~My""'sts.re.n .... way about me and enjoy 5'513511>0 with bright red 
50mething to tea you. 36c-... Hon't wear a bra_ being nasty. I prefer some- hair & "reen eyes. My 38d 
'0 hot_I 11MIr. •• an or a women one who is over 30 50 I don't breasts are real and Wilting 
........ mut.ual pleasure. have to baby-sit. I love ror attention, Iiong with the 
c.lllIeK II 0880 pleasing men Box II 3610 rest or me. BOX 112004 
!! ALL NEW!! DA'Wl'I: If you • Dipt ..... .NINA: I. ve.,- hol22 yr old RITA: 1 thinK..IDY sexy Illes-
lea then your.llb.eo tryou nMIIIIoed who wants to es- sage will say it an but if not 
Consenting Adult -"P~"""- pi ..... ,. IelUlity. lion I'II.ake it clear to you. I a. 
Live Pa~ Line 
__ tolalJ<to .... :c .. weariD& __ with in need ofsome com piny. I 
__ pt.1_'t ... men tong .. .,. _pod ... b and would like to lDeet a.an at 
Listen or joilt III on !leX)' --"" but I'B .... )'0'1 • prter belt ....... Ioi&h my place tonight. I'm very 
hot conv_tions tIa boot..- tlae 01,... aIecItIDIo.l ..... y""' •••• n pretty with a grelt body Ind 
1 900 725-5569 ·1Ire.1'. DOt. po)'''''''''' -,,-01 •• - .... ...wve boobs. I am 
1 84ID 473-2522 JIIIt • bot.··Ioot.·IIrl _ -'III.' Far .. Ilk .-. enJy iMereIted in good SCI. IIS-.,-"--BOX~ PI .... coli BOX 1# 3410 nota rell'l h", BoK4537 
38-25-38 so.,. SMALL PACKAGE: Kathy ANNA: r have. special ITALIAN CIRL: Looking 
with gray green I'm 5 n. and weigh 9SIbs. ) thing th.t lUke to do with for dark handso .. e guys 
very oral and like live In Pon.I.nd and love lIlen that I don't think I can between the Iges of25-35 
role playing games wild crazy sn.:. I'm 24 yn say bere. I' m a 23 yur old who have stlminl to be witb 
clean-druc (ru men. old long brown hair and sel. toy wbo is ready and I girt like me. I want to mect 
me if your orally gifted eyts. I bave I 36d chest IDd willing when you are. CIII guys who will .alk dirty and 
want tbe time of your Ion long, hot, wet kisses. my mailbo:s. & you'll HC take cbarge & teU me wblt 
Bod 4864 Can me in Bol. II 6906 whal I mean. BOX 4992 they want. BOX 58 t 8 
1 ~)OO 9~)~ - S331 ur crcdjl card 1 xOO S16--~68x 
These consenting adults do not charge a fee for any personal or phone meetrng 
HOT EROTIC T ALKANYTIME! LNe girts are 
waiting to talk with you now! NO LIMITS! 
NO TABooSI 9OO 258·5353, OIl 995325 
793. $1 -$4.99/min, 18+. 
LIVE PSYCHICS 1 ON 1. 
1-900-2fl7 -8888 EXT.2569. $3.99/min. Must 
be 18+. Senle-U (619)64!>-8434. 
LIVE PSYCHICS 1-0N-l. 1-900-267-8888, 
ext. 1844. $3.99/min. Must be 18+. SenI-
U (619)645-8434. 
_ - c 
LOVESTARTS HERE! 1-900-659-0556 ext. 
2224. $2.99/min. Must be 18+. SenI-U 
(619)645-8434. 
MEET THAT SPECIAL SOME" 
ONE FOR VALENTINE'S DAY!!!!! 
1-900-526-505Oext. 8584.$2.99/min. 18+. 
Serve-U (619)845-8434. 
MEET YOUR MATCH. 1-900-659-0556, 
ext. 1039. $2.99/min. Must be 18+. Serv-
U (619)645-8434. 
Till ........ ~ W •• L. 
PSYCHICS KNOW ALL. Call 
1-900-888-4100 ext. 8253. $3.99/min. Must 
be 18+. SenI-U (619)645-8434. 
UP TO DATE SPORTS, FINANCE, 
STCCKSANDMOR8!! 1-900-484-5800 ext. 
5377. S2.99/min. Must be 18+. SenI-U 
(619)845·8434. 
YOU CAN MEET THE RIGHT 
PERSON In yo ur own area!!! 
1-900-484-7009 Ext. 1149. 2.99/min. Must 
be 18+. Se<Ve-U (619)645-8434. 
TOM TOMORROW 
YoU IM,'( "A~£ READ 11lAT A CURQENt lilt MO~I[ tS At"'U"LL~ &ASED 001 A SERIES or 'TRIU>lNG 
rARPS ... WE REHR. of coURSE. To THE lIoRItORS DEPleTE\> 101--
-




T.II m. why a photo is worth a 1000 
words: what was your last blind date like? Tell m. why you wished you would of ,ailed PHOTO 
DAlE' you may win 2 cinema passes! 
Winner announced (no name) 1-30-97 issue 
(part of your stOf'( will II! print.d) 
or Write Linda Allard 
11 Frost Brook Lane 
Freeport, ME 04032 
10-8 Daily· Freeport· 865-0828 
or l-doo-478-8625 
ALTERNATIVE DATING GAY, 
BISEXUAL, H1V positive. Herpes, Trans-
vestrtes, and othercatagones. Singleormar-
ned persons- select your catagories. PO 
Box 2402, Bangor, ME. 04402-2402. 
(207)947-2383. 24hrs. 
COMPU DATE DAnNG SERVICE. 
PO Box 2402, Bangor, ME. 04402-2402. 
(207)947-2383. 24hrs. 
THE MAINE SINGLES CONNECnON inler-
est/activities! Dating network, profession-
al, accurate, personal service. Call to get 
connected. 1-800-775-3090. 
WOMENUEMEN 
"JUNE IN JANUARY"- Voluptuous DWF, 
52, 5'3", lover of old songs, baker 01 bread, 
believer n old-fashioned vaJues.lXlpubiished 
composerlwriter, seeks intellectual humonst 
with musical dreams. '11'1014 (2/19) 
A PLAYFUL PAGAN- 37yrs, young SWF, 
sassy, and slighlly left of cent .... Seeks satyr, 
slim of body. enlightened of spirit Energy 
and positive aHltude a plus. tl'1017 t;lJ19) 
ATIRACTIVE PROFESSIONAL- SWF, 41, 
new to personals. Enjoys family, friends, 
travel, tennis, running, and skiing. Looking 
for similar NlS, educated man, 38-48, who 
is professionally established and enjoys 
sports. !!9930 (2119) 
WOMENUEMEN 
FOGDOG! "Secret" skipper wishes she 
accepted late summer sailing invilatoos. 
My boat's in the winter shed; now I'm look-
ing for suitably salty diversions. Attractive, 
intelligent, 43yo sailorgir1IS0 sailorboy for 
trading sailing yams and vamishing tips. 
No slinkpotters . .. 1048 (21261 
GREAT KISSER-Thatwas meanttoge1 your 
attention but, the fact is, 'tis true! Bright, 
perky, fit, attractive, and affectionate OWPF, 
4O's,BUGR,5'4", 1281bs, would Iketo meet 
an affeclionale, NIS, SWPM. "1 061 (2/26) 
~ONESTY AND INTEGRITY do countto me. 
To you? DWF,41 , slim, tall, educaled,lXlCOfl-
ventional, independent and secure. A hope-
less romanttc looking for Mr. Right! Wit and 
looks to boot! And please ... no limaceous 
dolts. NlS, N/D . .. 1043 (2/26) 
HOPELESS ROMANnC-Classy, very altrac-
tive OWPF, 40, ISO handsome, professional, 
sincere gentleman with wit, charm, and 
strength of character for old-fashioned 
romance, LTA. tr9814 (215) 
I DIDN'T GET MY X-MAS GIFT-You: 
SlDWM, 27-40, wrapped in a big red bow. 
Me: SWF, 37, sllll waiting for my gift. Call 
to find out more about me. 11'1063 (2126) 
I'M CURIOUS TO KNOW IF lhere are any 
men who are intemgent and caring, sub-
stantIal, single, 0VfY45, and seeking a woman 
who is bright, fiesty and philosophical. cre-
ative and funny, serious and intellectual, 
who likes romance, nature, art and music, 
books, interesting conversation, antiques, 
and the Cambridge forum on C-Span. I'm 
early SO's, quite full of body, attractive and 
soft, no flat places, sharp bones, or jutting 
angles. I beheve you'reout there somewhere 
and I'd love 10 hearfrom you. 11'1046(2/26) 
IS 1997 THE YEAR WE'RE going 10 gel 
logelher? Retired lady seeks gentleman, 
SO's, to en;oy life's pleasures. I enjoy din-
ing in and out, dancing, movies, happy times, 
day trips, and just good conv8fSation with 
the right man. Please be a N/S. NID, and 
no drugs, please! Call today! tr9830 (215) 
Personal Advertiser '854, P.O. Box 1238, 
Portland, ME 04104 
ISOA BEAR FOR MY DEN- Well-equipped 
blonde, 36, with global imagination, seeks 
bear of a man for winter frolIC and possi-
ble hibernation, if the baggage is not 100 
great and you love cats. Please be funny, 
intelligent, and somewhat honest. 11'9857 
(2112) 
ISO WONDER '& ADVEN11.JRE- Wannabe 
workHravelerseeki1g relaxed, romanlic gen-
tleman to go on safari; see Alaska; outer 
limits, cave dwellers, mystery weekend, 
camping. How 'bout coffee? 45, buxom 
beauty, smoker, UO. !!9915 (2/19) 
MID-COAST AREA. SOYRYOUNG-HEART-
ED, attractive, physically fit professional 
woman. Loves ocean and outdoors, walks 
wlblack lab, sea kayaking, arts, natural Itv-
ing, spiritual growth, and trav&l.ISO 50+/-
SlDWM with mutual interests. Mixture of 
renaissance and New Age, DTE, camg, loyal, 
financially stable, NIS, and sensual. 11'9833 
(2/5) 
NOT YOUR GARDEN VARIETY- Rare 
chotce, fragrant, exotic night blooming 
OfChid (donnanl now) seeks the lerdeftouch 
of the proper gardener. Please tell me 
about your horticultural qualifications. 
!!9926 (2/19) 
Call 775-1234 to place your ad. 
LONELY IN PORTLAND! SWF, 36, 5'9", Ig 
build, enjoys dining out, dancing, movies, 
music, walks, reading and rollerskating. 
Desires SlDWM, 28-45, medium 10 Ig build 
for friendship/relationship. tr9804 (2/5) 
LOOKED IN MY STOCKING BUT, you 
weren't there! I'm an attractive47yo OWPF, 
5'7", BUGA. ISO man, 45-55, wIlo enjoys 
wicked awe5OOlehomemadesoup, hastime 
to develop a meaningful relationship, can 
handte smart, independent woman. Mar-
riage not a priority, good company is. 
Smokers, drinkers, dullards need not apply. 
tr9859 (2112) 
PASSIONATE PARnCIPANT 01 Iffe, SWPF, 
37, NIS, with outstanding SOH and eclec-
tic interests, including the outdoors, trav-
el, healing arts, seeks higher ground with 
man of strength, balance, courageofasprir-
itual warrior, and ability to laugh during 
inclement weather. I am lightning. You are 
Ihunder. tr9861 (2/12) 
PETITE BLONDE BUSY TOMBOY entre-
preneurseeksfriendandcompaniooforout-
door activities, conversation, dining, danc-
ing, theater. Exploring to leam, grow, spir-
itual, 5'2", eyes of blue, 5Oish, 140N, SOH, 
N/S. tr9818 (215) 
To rnpOnd tc) any personal ad, call 
. . £ ", 
SEEKINGTlHATSPECIAl, TAU.. handsome 
40-SOyo gentleman that is totally available, 
fun-loving, kind and caring, for L TR.I'm 43, 
DW lady, 5'6", nol a perfect 10 body but, 
easy on the eyes, love to laugh, no bag-
gage, Ilghtsmoker, humorous, mentally and 
financially secure. I enjoy dancing, movtes, 
dining, snuggling, and plannning activities 
10 look forward to together. Let's expfore 
the possibilities in Portland only. 11'9920 
(2/19) 
SENIOR CLASSY LADY seeking compan-
ion.ISO a good, NlS. humorous, clean-cut, 
outdoors man to share a beautiful Florida 
winter. En}oy cooking, bowling, dining. 
tr9801 (1/5) 
SMIL Y-FACED THINKER, 26, seeks L TR 
with demonstrative SWM, 26-35, having 
bright eyes and mind. We prefer being out-
doors, love to leam, communicate daily, 
share work projects and play. I fll wilh ·your 
people" and youen}oy mygay brothers (but 
agree that I am sexie~. tr9837 (215) 
SCMEONE TO HOLD .. .the laclder! A shoul-
der on which to rest my head. Let's camp, 
canoe, snowshoe, or snuggle up and kiss. 
Please be honest w/yourself and others, 
intelligent, young at heart, and near Port-
land.I'm 42, 5'9", NIS, NID. !!9919 (2/19) 
SPIRITED 47Y0 DWF, soon about to leave 
nest, seeking attractive male 10 make own. 
New age philosophy, loves outdoors, down-
hill skiing, motorcycles, canoeing. cen-
tered but, adventurous and spontaneous. 
"1074 (2126) 
SWCF, 42, WARM, SENSmVE, shy, patienl, 
flexible. What 's important? Kindness, com-
munication, spiritual growth, SOH, children, 
animals, outdoor actiVIties. ISO friend with 
similar interests. 1!'9824 t;lJ5) 
MEN~WOMEN 
100% HANDSOME, SEXY MALE-5'10",_ 
muscular build, secure in all aspects, seeks 
only one 100% female for LTR with digni-
fied days and nasty nights. Children a pius. 
.. 1068 (2/26) 
MENUEWOMEN 
A RARE AND FINE FIND- Attractive SWM, 
26, tong hair, athletic, intelligent, prone to 
laughter, silliness, and being a foolish 
romantic. Love to cook. camp. rock climb, 
hike, travel, converse, watch movies, and 
try new endeavors. Seeking fll, friendly, 
humorous SWF for companionship, adven-
ture, and possible LTR . .. 1067 (2/26) , 
AMERICAN SWPM, 34, Westbrook born, 
5'11 ", 165lbs, would like to marry slim SF 
by spring. Are you ready yet? tr9922 (211 9) 
ATHLETIC DPM,38,6 '2", 195,BRlBR.lovo 
working out. ULooking fora love all my own. h 
Enjoy all indoor and outdoor activities, 
sports, dining, movies, theater, art,and meet-
ing people. Seeking a partner with similar 
interests, attractive and in shape, 28-40, 
N/S. tr9914 (2119) 
ATYPICALSWM,handsome, young 43, SAG 
actor, singer, brains galore, great bod, spir-
itually aware, self-empowered, secure, 
homeowner (Umerick), dog owner (Shep-
ard), funny, creative, caring, sensitive, sen-
sual, romantic, passionate, totally positive 
philosophy, marathoner, seeks sImIlar gor-
geous, intelligent, unencumbered, sincere, 
YOUlQ woman ready to sharestorytxx>k L TA. 
tr9927 (2119) 
AVAILABLESWM- Rugged, cute, witty, play-
ful, 30's, BUBL, 5'9", 1851bs, Portland 
area. ISO an uncontrolling, fun, open-mind-
ed, sexy woman to spend time with. 'l!'9935 
(2119) 
AWESOME GUY- Romantic, fashionable, 
accomplished, very hugable, adventurous, 
very handsome, looking for a partner 10 share 
a real quality lifestyJe and home life. 11'1059 
(2126) 
BLONDE OR DARK BEAUTY Onside and 
out), physically fit, of independent means, 
and with little baggage wanted for friend· 
ship and wide array of shared actvities (lOSide 
and out) by DWPM, 52, who's kind, con-
sjderate, painfully honest, warm, sensitive 
and strong, very independent, financially 
and emotionally secure and autonomous. 
tr9934 (2/19) 
BUG BITES, rocks, minerals, 4-WD, the 
backwoods, hiking ... yours this spring. For 
now, pampel1ng, massage, and steamy 
hibernation. Interested in in L TR. I'm 39. 
.. 1066 (2/26) 
GET 45 WORDS FREE ON FAX FREE THURSDAY (207) 775-1615 
How to place your FREE 
personal ad with Personal Call®: 
o Fill out the coupon and mail it to: Personals, P ,O,Box 1238, 
Portland, Maine 04104; or FAX to 775-1615, (If faxing please 
photocopy first.) Please check approppriate category, Call 
775-1234 to place ad over the phone. 
o First 25 words are FREE with Personal CallI!!>, (45 words if 
FAXED on Thursday), additional words are 50~ each. Others, 
Companions & lost Souls are $25/first 25 words for a two week 
ad, Ads without Personal CallI!!> are $1 per word plus $25 mail 
fowarding or P.O.Box charges. 
o Put your persona) message on line as soon as you receive 
your easy instructions, You may not retrieve responses without 
it! 
o Retrieve responses to your ad any time, 24 hours a day, 
through your own FREE 800#. It's safe, confidential, and FUN! 
How to respond to a personal ad: 
o Read the ads, Circle your favorites, 
o Call 1-900-370-2041 from a touch-tone phone_ 
o Following the voice prompts, punch in the 4-digit .. # of the 
ad you wish to respond to, or you may browse a specific 
category. The date following an ad is the last date you can reply 
to the ad_ 
o Calls cost $1,99 per minute, You must be over 18 yrs, D)d, 
o Ads with a three-digit Personal Advertiser # can be contacted 
through the mail by writing to: Personal Advertiser# ~ P ,O,Box 
1238, Portland, ME 04104, 
25-Character Headline: includes spaces, be creativel 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
Your Ad: first 25-words FREE with Personal Call® 
Guidelines: 
Free Personals ads are available 
lor single people seeking 
relationships. Companions and 
Lost Souls require prepayment. 
Ads seeking 10 buy or sell sexual 
services will be refused. No full 
names, street addresses or phone 
numbers will be published. Ads 
containing explicit sexual or 
ana10mical language will not be 
published. We reserve the right to 
edn, refuse or recategorize any ad, 
Advertisers must be over 18 years 
01 age, 
'Category/Rates: 
FREE 4-WEEK ADS S25/FIRST 25 WORDS. 
o women .. men 2 WEEK ADS 
Omen .. men 
o women ~ women 
.Eill.2:.WEEK ADS 
o men ... women 
o others 
o companions 
o lost souls 
Confidential information: 
CNe cannot print your ad without it.) 
phone: ____________________________ __ 
name: ______ ~-----------------------
address: _____________ _ 
ci~: ______________________________ __ 
state: zip: ____ _ 
First 25 words & headline 
with Personal Call®: FREE 
add'i words @ 50¢ each: _______ _ 
Without Personal Call@ 
all words @ $1 each: ___________ _ 
CBW Box or P.O" Box(add $25): ___ _ 
Total: _______ _ 
o Yes, place my FREE Personal Ad 
in the Maine Times also! 
o VISA OMC exp, date: _____ _ 
#_---------------------
DESPERATELY SEEKING HEAVYSETLOV-
ING- S8M, 33, very handsome, wonderful 
smile, sensitive, caring, body masseur. 
Open for good conversation. Please be 
betw...., 30 and 50, 200-260lbs, wh~e only 
formovies, dining, sharing, quiet moments, 
cuddling for winter, endless TLC. 11'1049 
(2126) 
DoUBLE YOUR PLEASURE- SWM, lonely 
fOfsn,uggling, 35, 5'9", seff-employed gen-
tiemanwithexceptionaleyeappeal.AsIeep-
ing tiger knows not the bar scene, seeks a 
cute Christian cuddler. tr9896 (2/19) 
EASY GOING OWM, 37, 5'10", 170, NlS, 
UO, flOBncially secure. Into biking, motor-
cycling, hiking, camping, softball, basket-
ball, beaches, movies, music, stockcarrac-
ing, skating, '-Csl<iing, andmanyotherlnter-
esls. tr9894 (2/19) 
ESOTERIC INTERESTS- DWM, late 40's, 
average heighVweight, employed. Enjoys 
home ~Ie, music, antiques, dining In/out. 
Searching for a N/S, shorter, curvaceous 
partner with no/grown children. '11'9908 
(2/19) 
FROG ALONE ON HIS PAD- One kiss and 
you'll se I'm a pmce. SWM, 29, RD/BR, 
5'6". Let out a peep if you like movies, con-
versation, open-mindedness, and learning 
new things. If so, get a leg up and call me. 
Will answer all calls. !l9932 (2/19) 
GENTLEMAN SEEKS NICE LADY- DWPM, 
mid-40's, average looks and build, down to 
earth with many interests. Seeks like aver-
age/petite lady, 35-40, for friendship, pos-
sible LTR. !!9925 (2119) 
------
GOOD-LOOKING SWM, 55, 6', seeking 
attractive F, 40-55, who doesn't drink or 
smoke. Augusta.Windsor/Jefferson area. 
.. 1015 (2/19) 
-------
GREA TGOOGL Y -MOOGL Y! Join me as we 
lIy down jagged single-track or marvel at 
great live music or discuss the actual value 
of our college degrees. What's a SWM. 22. 
gotta do? .. 1042 (2126) 
------
HAPPY NEW YEAR- Let's begin with fun, 
caring, and lots of love. I have a lot of TLC 
for you. 5'10" SWM, 60, 175#. You be45+. 
enjoy walks on the beach, camping, movies, 
dinWlg in/out, NIS. Looking fora IastingfTiend-
ship to romance, 11'1065 (2/26) 
HAVE PASTA MACHINE, WILL TRAVEL-
Very attractive Portiand guy wants to know-
Would you like your fresh fettucine primav-
era putanesca or carbonara? ft'1 05 7 (2126) 
HOWARD STERN LOOKING FOR NEW 
TALENT - 30ish male into music. books, and 
art. Looking for a good time be it through 
conversation or more ... Please be 25-35 
112, attractive, fit, clean, and have all your 
own leelh . .. 1021 (2119) 
JUST ME AND THE CAT- Looking for long 
term companion. SWM,48,5'a", N/S,enjay 
outdoors, motorcycles, day trips, quiet 
times, seeking SWF in York county, NIS, 
DTE. tr9893 (2119) 
------
LET'S GETSERIOUSL Y INTO a silly roman-
tic adventure, Here, there, everywhere. Mid-
die ageangsl spoken here. WII1E!,dlne,music, 
movies, theater, travel, talk, hold hands. 
.. 1 064 (2126) 
LONELY? ME, TOO! SWM, 46, 5'6", 160lbs, 
BRlBLLooki1gIOfaS/DWF,28-45,100-145, 
5'3~ -5'T. Must like to waer mini-skirts and 
have fun. Personal Advertiser #855, P.O. 
Box 1238, portland, ME 04104 
LOOKING FOR HELP WITH THE HEAT-If 
you can keep me warm, that is good. Inter-
est in rock climbing and photography a pfus. 
!!991 1 (2/19) 
LOOKING FOR QUIET PERSCN to spend 
time with. I'm 6'3n , 29, like playing pool and 
traveL You be between 25-32, honest. 
..1051 (2126) 
MAN FROM AWAY-Brunswick area. OWM, 
59, ell-teacher, ex-accountant, writer/tax pre-
parer, artistic, outgoing, outdoorsy. ISO 
sweet, honest, edicaled woman with a rea-
sonably tidy life. tr9897 (2/19) 
MAN FROM MARSconducting global search 
tor compatible friendlmate from EarttvVenus. 
37 (earth) years, SWM, funny, attractive, trim, 
long hair, quick smile. Hemp friendly, no 
tobacco/alcohol. Late nights, greal outdoors, 
music, family, laughing, quiet times, video. 
Please be fun, quick·witted, trim, consid-
ering LTR. .. 1077 (2126) 
NO PROZAC AND NO DROOL- DWPM, 47, 
6'1", 2501bs, NIS, seeks woman for what-
ever .. long term connection makes sense. 
Willing to give/take pleasure, Jove, and who 
knows what else you have. Like to balance 
hot and heavy with tears and laughter. 
Need space as well as closeness for light 
souls. tr9916 (2/19) 
QUITYA BITCHIN' and play the hand you're 
dealt: DWM, 48, 5'6", fit, genital herpes, in 
remission for years, honest, gentle, ardent, 
outdoors oriented, horse lover. educated, 
self-employed, longing for svelte female 
counterpart for full-time romance and maybe 
a b~ of fishing. tr9835 (2/5) -
SANTA: ALL I WANTED WAS A SF, under 
35, for LTR who's honest, sensitive, play· 
rut but, mature. Me: 31, still waiting to play! 
Please, one more wish Santal Please 
respond. tr9898 (2/19) 
SECURE PROFESSIONAL, 47, 6'2", 1951bs, 
BRIBl., great shape, enjoys dining, dane-
i1g, traveling,out~activities.SeeIci1gslim, 
attractive female, 40-45, with similar inter-
ests ... 1041 (2126) 
SEEK TYPE NOT INTERESTED IN PER-
SONALSI Must be healthy, stable, blight, 
open-minded, thin, beautiful and n2O's. Me: 
33, 1651bs, 5'1 1", handsome, fit, professional, 
eccentric, and very successful. tl'1031 
(2126) 
SELF-CENTERED AND SHALLOW? Doo't 
respond to this ad! Genuine, honest, lov-
ing, passiooateOWPM, 34, 5'9", 170,attrac-
1ive insidelout. Need peme, at1ractive lady 
forfriendship/more. Hello, are you out there? 
.. 1069 (2126) 
SELF-CONFIDENT SINGLE DAD ISC slim, 
heallhy, outdoorsy ladyfOffriendship/LTR? 
Me: 6'1", lBOIbs. BLlBL, 47ya, exception-
ally fit, healthy, clean, young·looking, finan-
cially secure, handsome, w/SOH. Portland 
area preferred. 11'1038 (2126) 
SICK OFTHE SAME OL' nHING- I'm dying 
to try something new, likea L TR with some-
one who would be Interested in going to the 
Lifestyles '97 convention in San Diego. If 
you'rea lady with style, 18-40, NIS, alieast 
call and lei this very good- looking guy 
explain. !!9928 (2119) 
SINCERE FRIENDSHIP- DAM, 46, profes-
sional, new in Maine. Seeking a petite, 25-50, 
intelligent, attractive lady for friendship and 
possible LTR. .. 1019 (2/19) 
SINGLEDADSEEKSSINGLEMOM-SWPM, 
41. tall, fit. N/S. Professional, educated and 
financially secure single dad seeks similar 
mom for LTR. We are honest, intelligent, 
active, fun, have a great SOH. Let's take 
somelimeforus.Scartxlrough."1050(2I26) 
SWM, 40, 5'8", SLIM, ATTRACTIVE, 
AUBlHZL, seeks attractive young lady for 
X-C skiing, romance, and life's adventures. 
Mid-coast. .. 1028 (2/26) 
SWPM, ATIRACTIVE, BRiBl., INTELLt-
GENT. fit , 5'10", 160lbs. I like comput-
ersItechnology, movies (comedy, drama, 
independent), music (dance, alternative). I 
also like hiking, skiing, biking, cooking, and 
family. Lookingforslim woman, 22-34, with 
similar interests for possible L TR. tl'9921 
(2/19) 
TAll., HANDSOME SWM 40'S, in-shape, 
optimistic, monogamous, financially inde-
pendent, Catholic, down-to-earth, happy, 
trusting, sensual, nurturing, k>yal, SOH and 
responsibility, prefer home-based pursuits. 
En}oy outdoors, golf, boating, Florida win-
ters, friends, exploring. quiet times. I'm a 
hopeless romantic, secure, and hoping to 
find an attractive woman, 30's-40's, with 
some of the same interests/values to share 
life's pleasures. Let's check for sparks. 
Leave name/phcne on~ . .. 1079 (2/26) 
UP THE CREEK- Incarcerated M would like 
to correspond through mail. 23yo, 5'11-, 
200lbs. Enjoy working out, listening to 
music. Seeking a sincere pen pal. tr9900 
(2119) • 
WEIRD MAN SEEKS ART GlRLforpubiishing 
slap-in-the-faith yellow joumal. Experience 
with finger painfs, Quark X-press, and Bob 
helpful. Taurians beware, .. 1058 (2/26) 
WHERE IS MISS RIGHT? SWM, 30y0, 5'8", 
140, great shape. I enjoy hunting, fishing, 
bowling. and other indoor and outdoor 
activi1ies. You SlDF, 25-40, good shape and 
SOH. Kids welcome. All calls answered. 
!!9933 (2119) 
YOUNG, ELIGIBLE BACHELOR, 32, seek-
ing female companion to spend timetogeth-
erwalking, jogging, biking, etc. Have house, 
car, job, and speech impediment. Please 
call. !!9917 (2/19) 
YOUNGER MAN SEEKING OLDER woman 
for Quiet day trips, lively discussions. Me: 
SWM, young-looking, mid-thirties, 150lbs, 
educated, not balding, athletIC. ttl 018 
(21119) 
WOMENUEWOMEN 
'97 MATCH MADE IN HEAVEN? RU rea~y 
for committed, loving, mutual relationship 
based on respect. communicatioo, hcnesty? 
Professional, mature lesbian, 51, with ener-
gy, smarts, and lots of good friends seeks 
45-55 NfS, NID for romance, hiking, tennis, 
gatt, travel. N. Conway and Boston area res-
idences. !!9929 (2/19) 
BEAUTIFUL AND PERSCNABLE- 29yo, 
feminine, confident, and extremely bi-curi-
ous. Knock-out flQure looking for same for 
friendship and pleasure. Vetryclean and dis-
creet, .. 1053 (2/26) 
BEAunFUL-PASSIONATEbi-curious33yo 
seeking a large-breasted beauty, No sIrings, 
no hang-ups, Veryclean, discreet, and fern-
nine. tr9856 (2112) 
Bt-CURtOUS: 40's, 5'10",medilmtxild,pas-
sionate, vety sexy, attractive WF desires to 
exlore this mystery and adventure. Am cr. 
ative, open-minded, clean. discreet. UB2. 
'lt1027 (2/26) 
BORED AND LONELY HOUSEWIFE- BiF, 
23, small and _.l.ookingfOfBiF, 20-25, 
for good girfriend times and playma1e bud-
dies, CIeoo, ferni...,., and ma1ure. Let'shave 
funl .. 1034 (2126) 
COMING OUT- SO's, looking for friendship 
and romance. Someone who likes people, 
music, honesty, and quiet evenings athome. 
tr9869 (215) 
DO YOU SPEAK MY LANGUAGE? Tall, 
attractive 46yo Puerto Rican woman look-
ingfor35-5Ofemininewomanforfun, friend w 
ship. and maybe more. Love country mustc, 
dancing, movies, crafts, walks on the beach, 
love pets an4kids . .. 1047 (2/26) 
GWF, 25, SEEKING GF, 25-35- Seeking 
someone who is loving, caring, sensitive and 
wants 10 play games. I like skiing and trav-
eling and lust spending time togther and 
dining out. Looking fora relationship. tI'9909 
(2119) 
I MISS YOU GIRU GWF, 30, seeks GWF, 
31, in Belfast area. Loretta, call South Port-
land collect and don't give up. Atter 5pm 
weekdays. Home weekends. tt9800 (115) 
IT'SAMDONLITEVENING ... Agentiebreeze 
blows. wewalk hand in hand alongthe beach, 
the waves sing to us, we stop, tum to one 
MDtherand ClUrf!<jeS meet. Gall and describe 
to this 361'0 BiF what I find inyou eyes. 'It' 020 
(2119) 
ME: BIG-BREASTED BIF looking for adu~ 
fun and entertainment. You: 60+, clean and 
discreet. All calls retumed. '11'9816 (2/5) 
SASSY, SPUNKY SPRITE- 18yo, RD/BL, 
120#, seeks SE(1sitive dame who's not afraid 
of herself, chaos, orresidual mirth. Into blues, 
smokin', and ioe. tr9836 (2/5) 
SEEK SnMULATION OF COSMOPOLITAN 
woman, being companioo for cuttural events, 
all. rock, romantic weekendtravel, !r9atcon-
versation. Not seeking L TA, woman in tovm 
periodicaly or short term encouraged. US 
WPTH, fit, light social drinker okay. '11'9862 
(2112) 
SEEKING MS,RIGHT- 34,5'4", 135. Enjoys 
music, movies, walks on the beach. No mind 
games. I'm very honest and romantic,look-
ing IOf same . .. 1029 (2/26) 
ST ARnNG OVER-Thirtysomething, shy, car-
ing, gentle Woman looking for a loving, 
unselfish companion to share life. Enjoy the 
outdoors and indoors, gardening, music, 
well-rounded, intelligent, work hard, play 
hard, and enjoy quiet evenings at home. have 
a full nfe and many friends, love kids. Look-
Ing for someone who's intelligent, affec-
tionate, balanced, honest, and N/S. Let's 
meet for coffee ... 1044 (2/26) 
TAU.. SUM,ATIRACTtVE,OVERSEXEDBi 
female is seeking similar bi female or les-
bian fernale fOf ptXe fun and frolic. Are you 
out there? Let's play! I live lorty miles north 
of Portland but, cantravet. Race, age, looks 
lXlimportant. Attitude is. "1082 (2/26) 
WILD WOMEN DON'T GET nHE BLUES-
32yo, 5'6", discreet, musical, playful, cre-
ative. sensuat, healthy, well-grounded Mom, 
ISO wild woman, 35-50, who connects with 
women's energy, music, and passionate 
interludes. tr9815 (2/5) 
ACTIVE SWM SEEKS COUNTERPART-
Portland, good-looking, 35, 6', 185, BUHZ. 
I lead a nonnallife. I'm not out, don't want 
to be. Have many friends, all are straight. 
Enjoy running, biking, skiing, camping. Want 
easy going, intelligent, good-_ing guy who 
is similar. tr9864 (2112) 
ALPHA BEAR SOUGHT by Bela bear. Many 
interests in and oul of the bedroom; willing 
to try new in both. Kinks include 8&0, boots, 
and leather ... 1060 (2126) 
ARE U LONELY? LOVEABLE TV seeking 
dominant man 4 late nite hot fun- videos, 
massage, dinner, romance. My place. dis-
creet, safe luv only, please. tr9851 (2/12) 
ATIN: BALD GUYS-GM, 34, BRlB1.,5'10", 
170tbs seeks hot bald or shaved head man. 
You be in good shape, 30-40, and ready lor 
fun . ..9811 (215) 
BE WARM THIS WINTER- SWM w~h warm 
heart, good spirit. and cold feet seeks 
decent, in-shape guy, mid-20's to mld-40's 
with strong battery and booster cabMts.I'm 
earty 40's BRIBl., 6', 2oolbs. You be mas-
culine, prolessional, humorous with good 
traction on slippery roads. Are you ready 
fOfa test drive n the New Year? ..esso (2/1 2) 
CLEAN AND DISCREET- SM, masclJline, 
interested in meeting otherSMlMMlBiM for 
discreet encounters. tr9937 (2/19) 
ESTABUSHEDACADEMICPROFESSlON-
AL seeking sensual companion with good 
looks and wann heart. Must be between 
25-38yrs and interested nlong-Ierm live-
in arrangement. Mid-WesVNy in winter, 
Portland in summ .... "gg23 (2119) 
FUN LOVlNGGWM WANTS to makefriends. 
DTE, friend~, N/S, N/D, clean, SO, looking 
for AsianiCaucasianIBlack GM, DTE, hon-
est, 50 or less, to make friends and more. 
Discretion assured . ..9817 (2151 
FUN-LOVING PROFESSIONAl., passionate, 
good-~, S8ClI'8, safe, heallhy, discreet, 
fun-loving, N/S, UO, bearded, fortysome-
thing, BiWM, looking for friends, no pre;u-
dk:es. I'msafe, sQueekyclean, and healthy. 
What more could you ask for? Call and we'll 
talk . .. 1081 (2/26) 
GOOD MUSICIAN, COUNTRY & bluegrass, 
lives in country and loves it, financially inde-
pendent. 5'9", 170, love to party al horne 
and at festivals. Needs friend or ? 1!9901 
(2/19) 
GWM COASTAL WASHINGTON CNTY- It's 
lonely here! Seeking a friend, hoping for life-
mate. NlS, N/O. Let's meet. Me: Regular 
masculine guy, romantic. loving, educated, 
fun. Love music, theatre, crafts, NYC. tr9820 
(215) 
GWM, 33, 5'7", 1401bs, bottom. U: Mus-
cular, hairy top. Object: Shorttermllong lann 
relationship . .. 1056 (2126) 
HANDSOME, HAPPY, HEALnHY, HUNGRY 
26yo "homoundersexedual" ISO partner to 
navigate the 21 st century with! (You must 
be between the ages of 24-35, serious only, 
some restrictions apply). tr991 3 \2119) 
HAPPY, HEALTHY, HONEST, Usbon area 
GWM, 38, 6',185, shy, sincere profession-
al who's romantic and fun-loving. En;oyfam-
ily and friends, looking for L TRloo games. 
ISO 35-45yo with same qualities. 1r9912 
(2119) 
HAZEL EYES, 25, 5'10", medium build, out, 
college grad. ISO intimate, passionate man 
wholov ... Boslon, SlXlday~, WortdGym, 
Mt. Katahdin, and Provincetown. 11'1052 
(2/26) 
HELP, NEW TO AREA- WM, thimes, seeks 
another WM TV, TS to show me the charm 
of Portland. Must be open, fit, discreet, 
25-3Oyo ... 1033 (2/26) 
I AM NOT YOUR THERAPIST- GWM, 30, 
6'2", 2201bs, just coming out, looking for 
someone older (30-45) and stable 10 show 
metheropes. Easygoing, quiet, very social-
Iy shy. En}oy movies, theater, dinner. Also, 
cardo-gym partner wanted for encourage-
ment. No smoking/drugs. 119838 (215) 
ISOAMAN, NOTANATITTUDE- You: 23+, 
GlBi, masculine, attractive, honest, secure 
professional (suits a plus ... ), laid back yet 
adventurous. Me: 21, slim, attractive, inde-
pendent, honest and professional. Charm-
ingly playful and passionate, Looking to be 
with you, not owned by you. "gBS8 (2/12) 
LET'S START 1997 OFF RIGHT- Secure, 
intelligent professional, 31, 5'9-, runner's 
build, seeks similar fun-loving, adventurous 
guy with values. Down-to-earth. Enjoys 
traveling, skiing, hiking, cycling, and camp-
ing . .. 1039 (2/26) 
LOOKING FOR A FUN GUY- GWM, 38, 6', 
160lbs, creative, adventurous, psychedel-
ic. Seek unusual GM, 30-45, slender. Edi-
ble mushroom a plus. ,,1040 (2126) 
LOOKING FOR A TRUCKER 10-4- SGWM, 
34, 6'8", 3OOlbs, looking for other SGWM 
truckers. Let's meet. You: 25·40. Call me. 
..9895 (2119) 
STAY WARM! 
MID-COAST CATCH- 40's, 5'11 ", 1751bs, 
looking for someone who appreciates him-
self and wants to connect with another man 
that values monogamous relationships. Pre-
fer ages 35-50. Let's begin the new year 
enjoying each others company. Must be dis-
creet. ..9805 (2/5) 
NON-SMOKING GWM seeIIs creative, artis-
tic, spiritual soulmate with a hairy chest who 
is secure with their sexuaNty and lifestyle. 
If the sight of a hairy chest sends you into 
orbit, let's talk. I'm 35, 6'3", 190, dar!< half, 
bearded, bald, very hairy . ..esss (2/12) 
PASSIONAnE SEEKS YOUNG, hat male . 
Me: GWM, 33, compassiooate, ntelHgent, 
fun loving, happy go lucky, You be young« 
and love to laugh and love. 119813 (215) 
SAIL AWAY WITH ME. .. AdVenturous, wetl-
educated GWM wiboat seeks saili1g c0m-
panion to explore Mainecoast and beyond. 
I love sunrises on the ocean, herons stand-
ing majestically on the rod<s, and the aroma 
of beach roses and spruce n the aIf- and 
want to share them with someone special. 
Other interests include travel, cooktng, 
spirired conversation, movies, staying fit. 
You: GM, 3O-SO, masculine, stable, honest, 
loveto laugh. Me: 53, all of the above, good-
~,romantic. Friendsilpfirst, morelaler? 
No smoking/drugs. ,,1045 (2/26) 
SEEKING SLIM, SEXY MALE- Seeking 
SlBVGM, 18-30, IOf LTR. Clean, beautiful. 
Me: GWM, 40, slim, sexy. I can't get enough 
male love. Let's have 1997 be great. Please 
call.,.ggo4 (2119) 
SHY AND QUIET GWM, 31, 5'7", 1401bs. 
Enjoys music, movies, sports, mother-
nature, ite. Wishes to meet nice friend, 2()..35. 
.. 1036 (2126) 
SOCIAL INTERCOURSE SOUGHT by UA 
area man, HIV+, attractive, passionate, sta-
ble, 37, 5'10", 100,da1<'andhairy.ISCseru-e, 
romantic, attractIve, mascuhneman, 30-45, 
willing to take it slow. NIS, no drugs. Dark 
and hairy a plus. Willi1gtOlraveiffUR.lI9899 
(2119) 
STABLE & ATIRACTIVE thirtysomething, 
1601bs, 5'8", seeks N/S. intelligent, respon-
sible, good-looking man to share quality time. 
(Asking for too much?) Have many hineds 
but, looking fOfihal special person. Will share 
what I have with the right person. Portland 
area . ..9825 (215) 
STARTTHE NEW YEAR WlnH MA. RIGHT-
GWM, silgle, 39, BUBR, 5'1 1", 2001bs, good-
looking, healthy, and masculine. Uke to hike, 
go boating. and work out. Love animals. 
Seeking someone who is also healthy, sin-
gle, and between 25-4Oyo for friendship, 
dating, and possible relationshIp. 11'9924 
(2119) 
STill SEARCHlNG- Honest, sincere, lov-
ing, mature, masculine, in shape, educat-
ed GWM, 25-35, wanted for lriendship and 
possible relationship. Me: Thirtysomething, 
5'9", 160lbs, BUBl., f"anciallysecure, pro-
fessional GWM not into games or immatu-
rity. Uke outdoors, travel. moyies, dining . 
fitness, music, dancing. and quiet times for 
intimacy. 11'1078 (2/26) 
STRAIGHT-ACnNG CLOSEnER-I'm ready 
for something real. I'm tall, thin,good-look-
ing and not hairy. Looking for the same. 
,.ggo5 (2119) 
SUBMISSIVE GWM, 36, slim ISO dominant 
older male, 55+, for discreet encounters. 
.. 1055 (2/26) 
SUBMISSIVE SEEKS DOMINANT- Bi-curi-
ous WM, 34. seeks hot-blooded she-male. 
They won't let me say what I'll do so, let's 
meet and go from there. Will consider all. 
Disease free . ..9854 (2/12) 
WHERE DO I MEET a masculine, frt, blue-
cob, 25-35yo moo with inherent good-', 
who'seaygoilg, respectful, krodhearted, LTR 
minded and mature, yet a kid at heart? This 
30y0, 6'1", 1651bs, Br/8r, jeans and flannel 
GWM who's good looking, masculine, sin-
cere, laid back, devoted and ready for 
something real wants to know. Is it here? 
.. 1064 (2/26) 
YORK COUNTY, GOOD-LOOKING GWM, 
39, 5'9", 185, good build, bottom guy, 
seeks blue collar type guy- masculine, 
21-45, for discreet encounters. tr9802 (215) 
OTImRS 
AREYOUA~LDOKINGfordisaeet,poIHe, 
straight male to complete your fantasies? 
Respectful of our wishes at all times, hon-
est and dependable . .. 1037 (2126) 
ATIRACTIVE, SENSITIVE, sincere profes-
SIonal MWM, 42, seeks attractive, adven-
turous SF/BiF, 30-50, for !ntimate relation-
ship. Free some weekdays. 11' 1 032 (2/26) 
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OTHERS 
COUPLESEEKING FEMALE-AI1racbve, hn-
loving couple seeks simIlar female for din-
ner and to see what develops. You will find 
us sincere, dean, discreet, and non-pushy. 
Let's have a romantic evening together. 
,.ggo7 (2119) 
DO OTHER ~IF'S EXIST? Polyfidelitous 
bisexuaf female caling 10 others of her myth-
ical kind ... help create the magic triad! BeIng 
in love with a wonderful guy makes me long 
to share . .. 1030 (2/26) 
DOMINANT MALE LOOKING FOR areta-
tionshipwithana_,N/S,sexualysub-
missive female, I'm 45, bearded, muscular, 
and empk>yed. I enjoy a variety of exotic 
activities, including many non-traditklnal 
ones. You must be adventurous, submis-
sive, and compliant. tr9839 (215) 
EAGER TO LEARN- Professional couple, 
MIF, verya_, earty4O's, WIOlt to shant 
intimatefantasieswithsame. Preferbi--cou-
pie, as we are willing to experiment tr9906 
(2/19) 
FRUSTRATED WITH CEUBACY- MWM, 
good-looking, 30's, possibly bi, open 10 all, 
seeks others for mutual pleasures. Safety, 
deanliness and discretion expected and 
assmId, _done Ihisbefore, .. 1 026(2126) 
HEADING INTO WINTER- This slim, attrac-
tive, professional 40y0 MWF would like to 
meet nice 20-3Oyo male (nc prejudice) to 
cure the winter blues. 11'1022 (2119) 
LET'S FULFILL HER FANTASY- Slraighl, 
happlily MWPM, seeks /JfoNClSWC, 25-40, 
with -the other man- fantasy. Prefer petite 
F with balanced proportions. Husband 
watch, OK. Clean, discreet, no drugs, pas-
sion, and sensuality,,.ggo2 (2119) 
LOOKING FOR B ORW PLAYMATE- MWC 
seeks good-lookIng S8M or SWM to make 
some of our dreams come true. We would 
like 10 make new fnnds and have a fun time. 
If you fall into this category, please call us. 
..9903 (2/19) 
MARRIED GENTLEMAN SEEKS nice lady 
for discreet relationship. Clean-cut, Inm, 44, 
looking for romance, adventure, and friend-
ship . .. 1075 (2126) 
PROF. M, CULTURED, CARING, wealthy. 
generous, etc. Seeks F mIstress, any age 
or race, mutual satisfaction and discretIon 
are importanl.1rl062 (2/26) 
ROUGHAND READY!MWC, 40's, he'sdom-
inant.she'seager. SeekC's, F's, BlofGF's. 
No SM OfGM, Call soon for hal fun, .. 1016 
(2119) ________ _ 
SIGHTSEER- DWM, 40, neat, clean, cour-
teous and discreet professional seeks cou-
ples who want to be watched. "gg10 (2/t9) 
SWEET, SEXY FEMALE SLAVE sought by 
dominant master for safe, sane, sensuous 
joumey of submission. Your limits respect-
ed but, will be expanded. Be all you can be. 
Call now! .. 1035 (2/26) 
TEACHER WANTED-Attractive, open-moo-
ed couple seel<s BVgay female to be very 
close friends with my girlfriend. You would 
be her first female friend. But hUrry, she IS 
aski1g tomeet you, Please be betweerl 18-35 
and in good shape. Very discreet. tr9931 
(2119-'..) ________ _ 
THREE IS COMPANY- Curious male, 35, 
fit, clean, and finn. Seeking fun with cou-
ples. Good humor, very oral. Doo't be shy, 
call me . .. 1013 (2119) 
TOTALLY OVERSEXED MWM, 36, seeks 
adult pleasures with compatible chemistries.. 
You S/MF or select couple. We: Open, hon-
est, discreet, healthy. and ISO same inter-
ests. Fantasy inlo reality. "gg36 (2119) 
UNUSUAL EXPERIENCES- MWM, 37, 
attractive, rugged buHd, looking for adven-
turous people with varied interests. Uke to 
rr-'transe.uaI,she-male, couptesand sin-
gles, .. 1025 (2/26) 
WM FROM THE DEEP SOUTH, vis~ing until 
3197, seeking friendly women and couples. 
Dinners, movies, friendship, and adult fun. 
Discreet, Iovea.bkt, and exciting. Call me soon 
and lei's make a date. "gg18 (2/19) 
WM SUGAR DADDY ISC FEMALE whose 
kisses are so good, "She can make him do 
anything!" ffyou'racJean, decent shape, over 
21, and crave oral affection, let's meet for 
weekday fun. Discretion assured. Call me! 
'" 060 (21261 
LOST SOULS 
PEANUT BUTIERCUP ISC of a young man 
I met at a New Years Eve party. I wasn't 
free to talk with you but, I know you narne 
is Reese. If you see this, please call and 
leaveanumberwhera I can raachyou . ..,076 
(2126) 
44 CASCO BAY WEEKLY 
Unlimited Internet Access 
for $19.95 Flat! 
Set yourself free on the Internet from your home or office with a 
lavaNet Direct unlimited remote access account. Browse the 
World Wide Web., send and receive e-mail, and most importantly., 
watch the screen not the clock for $19.95/month. 
• No Busy Signals 
• No "Start-up Fee" 
• Fast., Easy & Unlimited Access 
• Netscape Personal Edition at No Charge 
• Tech Support Seven Days a Week, 9am to 9pm 





A Cup of coffee in cyberspace. 
Look for the new JavaNet Cafe coming to the OLd Port. 
